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ABSTRACT

The Design, Production, and Application of

Methodology for Building

a

Humanistic-Psychological Education Curricula (June, 1975

)

John Philip Brooks, B.A., Lake Forest College
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Dr. Thomas E. Hutchinson

The problem addressed by this dissertation is that no entirely
sat-

isfactory systems exist for creating humanistic-psychological education
curricula.

To overcome this problem a "mini-methodology" for efficiently

and effectively developing humanistic-psychological education curricula

was created.

The following explanation of terms is provided for clarifi-

cation of what this solution is.

Efficient

No gaps or irrelevancies should exist.

The method-

ology should help generate and focus energy upon necessary
tasks.

Effecti ve

Effectiveness is gauged by the extent to which

person attains his or her purposes.

a

Methodologically this

entails initially insuring that the users' intents match the
systems capabilities, and later encouraging deviation from

prescribed steps if they fail to promote the user's purpose.

"Mini-Methodology"

A social

science methodology

is

"a set

of rules and procedures which are operational, standardized

and systematic means for accomplishing
(Hutchinson, 1975).

a

defined purpose"

The topic of the dissertation is

methodology" because it is not fully operational.

a

"mini-
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Develop, as used herein, means a) to
conduct back-

ground research, b) to build

a

learning program, c) to eval-

uate (both the process and product), and d)
to disseminate

information about the product.

Humanistic-Psy chological

This term refers to programs which

aim at the direct facilitation of the learner's
psychological

growth (Weinstein, 1974).

Curriculum

An organized set of both intended and unintended

learning opportunities and outcomes.
Was the developer's purpose accomplished; did he create

a

system

which would in turn spawn effective humanistic psychological education
programs?

At this point in time the answer to this question

is unknown.

He has created a methodology, he has applied that methodology to create

curriculum; but due to limited resources, neither of these has been ade-

quately evaluated.

What, then, has he done?

educational products.

He has created two unique

Unique in that his search of the literature

revealed no similar products, nor suitable alternatives.

A description

of the products follows.

One product is

a

curriculum design system entitled "How to build

humanistic-psychological education curricula:
evolved from

a

This

search for the solution, or elements to the solution of

the problem stated at the outset.

search were:

A methodoloyy."

1)

The areas investigated during this

existing humanistic education curricula,

2)

management

systems, 3) curriculum building approaches, 4) evaluation systems, and
5)

social science methodologies.

These five areas are described in

terms of their utility as elements of

a

solution set.

This description

a

in turn provides a documentation of
need for the product eventually

developed.
The second product,

a

curriculum called "Who am I?:

Another

answer," resulted from an application of the
methodology, and deals with

expanding self-knowledge in the transpersonal or
spiritual domain (as
related to the cognitive, affective and psychomotor).

allow

a

person to experience his or her self as

a

Its purpose is to

center of pure con-

sciousness and to be able to identify with this center rather
than what
are termed "partial identifications" by Psychosynthesis,
the system

within which the curriculum is grounded.

It,

like the methodology, is

designed to be used by an individual working alone, and

is

likewise

appended to the dissertation.
The body of the dissertation describes elements of the methodology
along with the curricular pieces which resulted from using the methodology.

This "process-example; process-example" format is meant to

increase both the heuristic and pedagogic value of the dissertation, and
thus its utility, which was the primary motive of the investigator.

The dissertation ends with

a

discussion of the methodology's appli-

cation including its perceived strengths and weaknesses.
are recommendations for future use and modification.

Also included
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I

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM AND A SEARCH
FOR ITS SOLUTION
The Problem

Education is faulted for its purposes and
processes.
the former, of goals, are numerous.

Critiques of

Silberman (1970) claims that

a

con-

cern with the ends of education is paramount
to other issues and goes on
to criticize present ones in Crisis in the Classroom
.

Kohl berg and Mayer

(1972) reinforce this stance, "The most important issue
confronting edu-

cators and educational theorists is the choice of ends for
the educational process

(p.

449).

Romantics" such as Postman and Weingarten

(1969), Leonard (1968), and Holt (1964), as well as "revolutionaries"

Friere (1972), Illich (1971), and Farber (1969) likewise attack educational aims, both implicit and explicit.

Criticisms of processes likewise abound.
critics is that even if one accepts
failing.

The main message of these

traditional

aims, education is

Documentation of this lack of success can be found in Coleman's

Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966), Jencks' Inequality (1973), or
in the British Plowden Report, Children and their Primary Schools (1967).

To meet the challenges posed by this state of affairs, two indepen-

dent movements gained strength.

"Humanistic Education" focuses on

the ends of education by re-presenting

a

with

notion that seems to have been

around as long as education has existed--that education needs to concern
itself with the whole person, not just the intellect, and that one legitimate focus of study is the self. "Instructional technology" on the other
hand, has focused on means.

Efficiency is the byword of this movement.

2

Efficiency is gained through the
systematic development and
application
of educational products and processes.
What is needed is a strategy which could
merge these two areas to
produce effective (in terms of ends) and
efficient (in terms of means)
curricula.

1

The process would be a "how-to-do-1 1"
system for translating

into meaningful learning experiences those
ideas and ideals which do not

readily lend themselves to objectification and
analysis.
The Search

To find a solution, or elements of
types of sources were investigated:

(1)

a

solution, to this problem, five

approaches to curriculum build-

ing within Humanistic Education as reflected in existing curricula,
(2)

management systems, (3) curriculum development models,

(4)

evaluation

systems, and (5) social science methodologies.
A report on the results of this search follows in the next seven

sections.

The first five briefly examine each of the above areas by pro-

viding examples of products, descriptions of strengths and weaknesses,
and summarizations.

The sixth section is a discussion of the nature of

a

product which would address the disadvantages of each area and incorporate its benefits.

The last section provides an overview of Chapters II,

III, and IV.

Curriculum is defined as an organized set of both intended and unintended learning opportunities and outcomes (combining the notions of
Johnson, 1967; Quilling, 1974; and Weinstein, 1974.)

3

A related segment, exterior to
this chapter, is the product
which
evolved from this search, available to
the reader as"Appendix A:
How to
build Humanistic-Psychological Education
Curricula: A Methodology.”

Approaches to Curricul um Building in Humanistic
Education
An investigation of five leading Humanistic
Education curricula 2 and

documents describing these curricula, suggested
that no standardized cur-

riculum development process exists.

Further, this search indicated that

no systematic process was used for building any
of the curricula.

This

was later reinforced by the opinion of Weinstein
(1973) that no process
did exist.

What these five programs did represent seemed to be

a

collection of

exercises and techniques which were not grounded within any particular

philosophical, psychological, or educational theory.
It should be noted that the actual developmental strategies behind

each of these curricula were not directly investigated.

The construction

system used, if any, was assumed to be primarily intuitive, or one which
was developed from an experiential interaction with students.

Beauchamp's

(1972) model describes this type of curriculum building process.
1.

2.

3.

Gather resource material
Read and study resource information
Write document

This "intuitive-programatic" approach has

2

a

number of strengths:

The
As selected by Weinstein (1973) himself a leader in the field.
Achievement Motivation (Alschuler, et al„, 1969);
five curricula are:
Process Curriculum (Borton, 1970); Confluent Education (Brown, 1971);
Ford Curriculum (Weinstein, 1970); Human Development Program (assorted
papers of Weinstein, 1973).

4

1.

As employed by a practicing teacher,
it may incorporate classroom

reality better than a system designed
by an "ivory-tower" developertheorist who

2.

doesn't

interact

with

teachers

and

students.

It, the intuitive-progmatic approach,
may be more prolific.

It is

less likely to face the resistance that
objective based curriculum

development approaches do in terms of apparent
workload.,
3.

It may present reality more accurately, in
that a wholistic concep-

tion of man may be passed on in a wholistic fashion,
rather than as
he is, analyzed into components.
4.

It may be more valid for the seemingly contradictory
reason that it

(and resultant curricula) may be difficult to assess, and
thus be
less likely to be judged by existing but inappropriate evaluation

tools.
5.

It may create more innovative approaches, as persons turn to their

own unique backgrounds and resources.
6.

It may create more flexible programs.

For instance, if it became

obvious that the goals of a program were faulty, but persons had
invested a great deal of energy articulating and refining their

statements of intent, then they would be less likely to change

direction than if they had put relatively little effort into creating or selecting goals.

Countering the strengths of the intuitive-progmatic approach are its

assorted failings.

One primary weakness is lack of organization.

Baker

(1973) cites Beals and Hoijer (1953) who refer to curriculum development

activity as "rites of convocation"

(p.

249).

Gilchrist and Roberts

5

(1974) classify most current curriculum
development efforts as "mechan-

istic" and say "At times it occurs to us
that mechanistic

is a

poor

adjective to describe what we have called
the present status of educational development.

Few machines so abortively fragmented
could hope to

function" (p. 3).

Most weaknesses of this approach will become
clear as systems
approaches are described later, however,

a

second fundamental flow is

important enough to be singled out for discussion.

This second disad-

vantage of the intuitive-pragmatic design is the lack of
documentation

accompanying both it and the curricula which evolve from it.
tion, in terms of:

Documenta-

developmental processes employed, the need for and

desireabili ty of goals, the means of achieving goals, and assessment
of
results.
This limited documentation leads to a number of difficulties:

difficulty in validating achievements by replication (Baker, 1973);
difficulty in disseminating the program; and

a

a

a

difficulty in obtaining

funding. Federal and otherwise (Smith and Murray, 1974).
In summary,

it appears that approaches of this sort, while valuable

for quickly creating new programs, or responding to immediate issues or stimu-

lating the interest of a localized clientele, are inappropriate for the

scope of change required to meet the challenge of Humanistic Education.

Pragmatic- intuitive attempts are appropriate for the practicing teacher
who must strive to meet emerging student needs.

But if Thomas and Harmon

(1972) are correct in their assumption that educational changes must be

made at an institutional level, then we must go beyond an approach

6

characterized by "its discontinuity, its
fragmentedness and its separateness of parts and functions" (Gilchrist
and Roberts, 1974, p. 3 ).

Management Systems

Smith and Murray (1974) in their "Survey of extant
development and

evaluation models used in regional development laboratories
and research
and development centers," in addition to saying that the
task couldn't be

adequately carried out "given the current state of the art in
product
development" (p„

i)

point to the use of management systems employed in

education and industry as potential sources of curriculum development
processeso

Examples of these systems, listings of strengths and weaknesses,
and a summarization of their value for Humanistic Education curriculum

development follow.
Why are management systems being looked at?

For a number of reasons.

One is that curriculum development involves both curriculum building
steps £§r s£ as well as steps by which this process can be somehow monitored.

Management systems, then, provide principles and procedures for:

planning, organizing, motivating, controlling, communicating, evaluating,
and budgeting resources.

Another reason is that the curricula which

result must be conceived in appreciation of necessary management practices.
A typical educational management plan would exist at various levels.

Curriculum development is one of these levels.

The following definitions

relate to aspects of high level management, however they can be applied
to curriculum development with only slight modification.

7

The first definition is of "system
analysis" such as might be

employed in organizing the operational structure
of

a

curriculum produc-

tion enterprise.

The objective is to apply both general systems
theory and operations
analysis to education, so that one may define
a school system as a
set of entities possessing specified properties
and relationships
A system is analytic and it depicts abstractions
from reality that
constitute only a portion of the phenomenal world.
It can be empirical in nature, because observed interactions may
be viewed as a
system.
(Hartley, 1969, p. 40)

There are various types of systems analyses techniques.

The liter-

ature seems to abound with such acronymal operations as PPBS,
PERT, MbO,
and WICHE.

Two

systems

which are most applicable to curriculum bui Iding

are PPBS (Planning, Programming, Budgeting System) and MbO (Management
by

Objectives).
PPBS is a wholistic, systematic approach to analyzing and operating

educational institutions.

It is frequently used to help facilitate inno-

vation through the budgeting component.
to go from on-line to program budgeting.

For instance, PPBS can be used

This is important because the

budget-audit portions of educational institutions are often the most
ignored and at the same time they are the most resistant elements to
change.

MbO is sometimes used as the generic name for all management systems which emphasize pre-specified goals and objectives.

Carrole (1973)

submits that MbO deals with "the establishment and communication of

organizational goals, the setting of individual objectives pursuant to
the organizational goals, and the periodic and then final review of per-

formance as it relates to objectives"

(p.

3).

8

Management planning helps to increase efficiency:

this involves

insuring that necessary tasks are planned and
implemented, that activities correspond to desired outcomes, and that
data is constantly being

fed back for modification of aims or means.

The following listing specifies in more detail how these
operations

occur .

These attributes of an MbO system (Pascoe, 1973)

sent strengths of management systems

and

should

be

also

repre-

integrated

into a system for building Humanistic Education curricula.
I.

Unit aims (p.

2„

Unit objectives (p. 41).
should be listed.

3o

Unit improvement plan (p. 41).
lating objectives into action.

4o

Long term planning (p. 41).
Some accommodations should be made
for looking beyond the immediate present.

5.

Organizational review (p. 42).
developed.

6.
10.

Management information system
mechanisms are needed.

(p.

Management control system
should occur regularly.

42).

7.

12.
8.

9.

41 )„

Intents should be documented.

More specific, measurable objectives

(p.

Plans should exist for trans-

Hierarchies of tasks should be

Resources utilization (p. 42).
and allocated.

Feedback/communication

A review of key activities

Resources must be identified

Unit effectiveness (p. 42). The progress and achievements of
components need to be measured.

Accountable management (p. 42).
are used to provide standards.
II.

42).

Defined levels of achievement

"by definition every
Savings and cost reductions (p. 42).
improvement must reduce costs by increasing the efficiency of
an operation or by eliminating certain work" (p. 42).

Improvement suggestions (p. 43). Problem solving strategies
and creative approaches need to be solicited.
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15.

Motivational factors (p. 43). Relevant
psychological principals and practices should be employed.
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P nds h s time (p ° 44)o
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!
ch!!
should
be allocated
andJ documented.

°

The ^source of time

17.

Control data (p. 44).
Input data needs to be analyzed in terms
of decision making utility.

18.

Standards of performance
standards can be used.

19.

Job review (p. 44). Communication is an important part of
the
system to insure that all members are contributing.

(p.

44).

Quantitative and qualitative

The preceding attributes tell us what constitutes
tem; these can be considered strengths.

should strive to incorporate these.

a

management sys-

A curriculum development process

A curriculum development system also

needs to avoid the potential weakness of MbO.

Again, in list form, with

implications for Humanistic Education, are some "shortcomings and pitfalls of MbO"
1.

(

Koontz

,

1973).

Goals are difficult to set (p. 8).
in humanistic areas.

mately obtainable.

This is particularly true

Goals need to be meaningful and ulti-

The tendency to articulate vague, meaning-

less intents is common in Humanistic Education (Weinstein and

Alschuler, 1973).
2.

Tendency of goals to be short term

(p.

8).

istic Education, the opposite would be true.

Perhaps in HumanLong range goals

are set but short term measures are inappropriately used to

judge accomplishment.
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3°

Danger in overemphasizing
objectives (p. 8).

This is

a

potential

hazard for objective based Humanistic
Education programs.

The

subject here is the student, and objectives
would frequently be

expected to emanate from him or her.

Designing

system which

a

teaches for or about a rigid set of objectives
could at best be

inefficient and at worst psychologically damaging.
4.

"May not be an accurate measure of performance"
(p. 8).

able measures for psychological education are rare.

Suit-

The student

may perform adequately but is not so judged (even by
him/herself) because of the unavailability or undesi reability
of

existing measurement techniques.

If evaluation measures are to

be designed by the teacher or student, then provision for
this

has to be made by the availability of training procedures.
5°

Learning the system is difficult (p. 9).

This is another prob-

lem curriculum planning systems share with industrial planning

systems.

The skills involved in creating systematic tradi-

tional curricular designs are numerous, the nature of Human-

istic Education multiplies the problem.
6.

Failure to give goal setters guidelines

(p.

9).

Humanistic

educators need processes to help them articulate meaningful
goals.

They also require approaches which would limit the con-

tent, nature, and scope of their endeavors.

These approaches

might take the form of screens or filters which would match the
developer's intents with the capabilities of the curriculum
design system.
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7.

Failure to insure

a

sources of goals.

network of goals (p.

9 ).

There are many

Within Humanistic Education,
questions might

surface in regard to process vs. product
goals, therapeutic vs.

educative goals; goals emerging from books vs.
goals emerging
from the learners.

.

,

.

the list could go on.

These varying

types of goals should first be considered, then
integrated if
it is appropriate.
8.

Failure to insist on verifiability (p. 10).

mentation of accomplishment is desired.

Some form of docu-

These achievements

may be in quantitative terms (e.g., number of activities
engaged in, names of references used) or in qualitative terms
(e,g.
9.

,

student appreciates self, student knows self better).

Overinsistence on numbers

(p„

10),

Requiring instructors or

students to excessively quantify observations can lead to

a

negative attitude toward both evaluation and the program.
Within the program development process this might occur through
an exagerated concern with formative evaluation.
10.

Use of inapplicable standards (p. 10).
use of inapplicable measures.

This is related to the

Optimally, both the curriculum

design system and the resultant curriculum would primarily use
internal criteria (vs. norm-referenced standards).

The problem

of developing these should be addressed by the curriculum

design approach.
11,

Dangers of inflexibility (p. 11),

Rigidly adhering to curric-

ulum design steps inappropriate to the task at hand should be

12

avoided.

Flexibility (again especially
within the realm of

humanistic Education) should be
inherent in the system.
13.

Failure of adequate review, counselling
and control

(p.

n).

Management steps should be systematically
integrated within
operative steps
A complete curriculum development process
should include as many

strengths of the systems approach to management
as possible.

This

includes describing appropriate ends and prescribing
efficient ways of

getting there.

At the same time data should be collected and
fed back

to guide the developer.

A complete design strategy should also avoid the shortcomings
that

these systems are typically criticized for.

concern with

products,

These include— an over-

inflexibility, and an absence of adequate proce-

dures to carry out desired steps.
All the above are important considerations for Humanistic Education

curriculum building.

In combination with other approaches, and by being

flexible in using specified procedures, these management systems can help
to make curriculum building more efficient and more effective.

Curriculum Development Models

The next section describes some existing systems approaches to cur-

riculum building.
nology orientation.

These systems typically reflect an instructional techAnd while they are apt to reflect behaviorism rather
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than humanistic psychology, 3 with
modifications they appear to be useful
to Humanistic Education,

Application of these models

is

likely to yield

curricular designs which would have enough
critical acceptance to facilitate broad based institutional change.
A review of the literature on curriculum development
revealed that

the most frequently documented systems were of an
instructional technol-

ogy nature.

4

Although these systems weren't always specified

completeness (i.e,, through
their major phases were.

a

in their

listing of all stages and steps required),

Five instructional technology systems will be

outlined.

Rozik (1972) offers this process:
a.
b.
c.
d.

specify
specify
specify
outcome
specify

desired outcomes
ways each outcome can be realized
conditions needed for the realization of each
the ways these conditions can be developed

Baker (1973) cites the Northwest Regional Laboratory's overall
approach:
a.
b.
c.

do
e.

concept stage
feasibility stage
operational planning stage
development stage
installation stage.

O

The reader is referred to the work of Thorenson (1973a, 1973b) and
Mahoney and Thoresen (1972) for an excellent discussion of the merger of
these two psychological disciplines into a new field called Behavioral
Humanism,
4

"The defining element of technology is the production of replicable
materials through relatively codified means." (Baker, 1973, p. 249)
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Markle (1967) lists three stages:
a

0

b.

Co

laboratory phase
demonstration phase
extension or utilization stage

Glaser (1966) sets forth this sequence:
a
°

bo

Co

d.

^

26
characteri stics of the subject matter
competence
analyze the characteristics of the student
help student go from pre-instructional state
to a state of
subject matter competence
evaluate learning by student

Gagne and Briggs (1974) state "The general steps in
the design of an
instructional system may be listed as follows:
1.

2.

3o
4.
50

6.
7.

8.
9.

10o
11.
12,

Analysis and identification of needs
Definition of goals and objectives
Identification of alternative ways to meet needs
Design of system components
Analyses of (a) resources required, (b) resources available, (c) constraints
Action to remove or modify constraints
Selection or development of instructional materials
Design of student assessment procedures
Field testing, formative evaluation and teacher training
Adjustments, revisions and further evaluation
Summative evaluation
Operational installation"

In addition to the above, other curriculum development systems were

investigated.

Some of these turned out to be too general (e.g., Tyler's

Principles of Instruction (1950); Taba's Curriculum Developme nt (1962)).
Some were too focused on skills and cognitive learning (e.g., the systems

outlined previously, Kemp's Instructional Design (1971)).

Still others

dealt only with aspects of the curriculum development process (Mager,
1962), Popham (1970), Popham and Husek (1969).

The various taxonomies:

Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain (Bloom, 1956); Taxonomy of the Affective
Domai

(Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia, 1964) and Taxonomy of the psychomotor
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Domain (Harrow, 1972) are similarly
valuable for certain aspects
of the
curriculum development process but unsuitable
to guide the entire effort.
Two resources dealt specifically with
Humanistic Education curriculum
development:

Toward Humani stic Education:

A Curriculum of Affect

(Weinstein and Fantini, 1970) and Curriculum
Development:

Systems Approach (Gilchrist and Roberts,
1974).

A Humani 7 ed

The investigator found

both too non-prescriptive and non-comprehensive.

The above summarizes the weaknesses of the field
of curriculum

development as

a

whole, as it applies to Humanistic Education.

The fol-

lowing section focuses on the weaknesses of documented
systems approaches
to curriculum development; as this field seemed the
richest for potential

mining.
tional

What are the major weaknesses of the systems approach?

Instruc-

technology has been criticized on the basis of the methods it

espouses.

That is, there is insufficient empirical evidence to show the

superiority of this approach over the intuitive-pragmatic approach discussed earlier.

".

.

.

the field of educational development requires

inquiry into the kinds of development procedures which are effective in

particular contexts for various classes of organizations" (Baker, 1973,
p.

277).

Smith and Murray (1974) agree:

It appears that, at this time, these models can not be considered
anything more than convenient conceptual mechanisms or, at most,
value based (not empirically based) claims about what constitutes
'good' development and evaluation procedures,
(pp. 7-8)

The basic procedures of instructional technology— goal articulation
and objectives specification— have been criticized as being inappropriate
to the non-cogni tive domains.
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Eva Baker (1973) discusses goals;
"few developmental efforts
actu-

ally specify desired affective
consequences of the planned
instruction
beyond rather global and gratuitous
statements of good intentions in
the
introduction" (p. 259). Weinstein and
Alschuler (1973) similarly question the value of many Humanistic education
goals, "it was evident that
the goal statements of various affective/humanistic
programs and curricula are, at best, too vague, poetic, fragmented,
groundless and non-

measurable" (p. 1)„
The objective definition problem which has never
been resolved

within the cognitive area is highlighted as one enters the
realm of
Humanistic Education.,

"When it comes to operationalizing the affective

domain there seems to be
ally with

writing

a

definite lack of material dealing specific-

affective objectives" (Poggio, 1974,

p.

1).

Yet another problem of instructional technology relates to

how the actual learning experiences are to be designed.

The models

reviewed for this study were consistently weak in this area.

For

instance. Baker, in her comprehensive article on "The technology of

instructional development" (1973) describes this process in sixteen
pages, but less than two of these pages deal with the development of

teaching/learning strategies

.

Gilchrist and Roberts (1974)

describe steps that might be taken in various stages of curriculum

development going from general goals to evaluation of programs.

While

these descriptions are not complete and not unified they at least offer

them for all stages except the actual building of learning exercises;
here they merely describe an operating Humanistic Education classroom.
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Examining the instructional technology
systems

collectively

these features which would be applicable
to Humanistic Education
Currieular development emerge:
a.
b.
Co

d.

The

last

specify outcomes and plan the overall
desiqn
develop teaching/learning elements
apply the product
incorporate evaluation into all operations
point (d) suggests another field of
inquiry to be included

within the Humanistic Education curriculum
development process-evaluation.

Selected evaluation methods and procedures must
be made available

to the developer.

Evaluation Strategies

There is no single evaluation strategy which would be either
appro-

priate for, or acceptable to, all the decision makers which influence
any

curriculum development effort.
differing needs for data.

Different decision-making groups have

The type of information

a

person actively

engaged in the building process needs, differs from that which his/her

contractor would use.

Similarly the information about

by a prospective user of that product

may

a

product needed

vary from that desired by the

general public, or a local community.

Therefore the developer must make

a

reasoned choice from among the

many general varieties of evaluation approaches that are currently available, and subsequently select measurement instruments to use within the

models selected,
Steele (1973) outlines seven different frameworks within which evaluation can occur, all of which have relevance for Humanistic Education
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curriculum development.
1 .

These are:

Frameworks that help make major
decisions and guide overall
program management, e.g., CIPP
(Context Input Process Prodirt!
e

resources )i^

EVal

t

(pi'

57)

“’ ^

2,

Frameworks for examining the impact and
larger results of programs, e.g., impact evaluation,
accountability, research
Ul
models.
(p. 5)

3„

Frameworks that guide the organization and
use of program comnent ^*
p ERT, Macro System Model
Countenance
,
of EvaluaJ?
tion, Motivational Model,
(p. 57)

4.

Frameworks for viewing the program through the
eyes of the
participant (e.g,. Transactional Evaluation, Motivational
Model),
(p, 58)

5,

Frameworks that guide evaluative processes like Data
Management
Locally Directed Evaluation, Monitoring Evaluation.
(p„

58)

6„

Frameworks for examining the results of instruction (e.g., GFE
(Goal Free Evaluation), Tylerian Models, Institutional
Evaluation),
(p. 58)

7,

Frameworks that serve specific purposes (Discrepancy Evaluation, Developmental Evaluation, Priority Decision and Materials
Evaluation), (p. 58)

While the preceding listing might help the developer select relevant

methods, techniques for actually then collecting the data must be investigated.
A review of humanistic curriculum development literature; formative

evaluation methods (Sanders and Cunningham, 1973, 1974); and textbooks
concerned with observational techniques (Kerlinger, 1973; Cronbach, 1960)

yielded a variety of strategies ranging from interviewing techniques to
unobtrusive measures. A

1

isting of forty four strategies of potential value

to a curriculum developer are found in Appendix C of the attached method-

ology for curriculum building (Dissertation Appendix A).
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In summary, the search for
evaluative tools was valuable
both for

the measuring approaches and instruments
it uncovered, as well as
ideas
for actual program building. Steele
(1973) notes that this latter func-

tion may well be the most important function
served by evaluation

approaches.
Four sources of humanistic education curriculum
design elements
have been presented thus far.

were examined.
approach.

First, humanistic education curricula

This examination yielded the intuitive pragmatic

Next, management systems were described and their
limita-

tions and benefits for humanistic education curriculum design
systems

were discussed.
next.

Instructional technology systems were presented

Finally, the field of evaluation as it relates to curriculum

building was described.

There is one additional topic

before outlining the nature
lum development device.

of

That

to

consider

an ideal Humanistic Education curricuis

the

area

of methodological develop-

ment.

Social Science Methodologies

A social science methodology is a "how-to-do-it" system for

creating needed products and processes in the social sciences.

Methodologies gain power by being:
fixed models (which often have

a

(a)

more flexible than

limited range of application), (b)

primarily prescriptive rather than descriptive (providing procedures
rather than principles), and (c) dynamic (provision

is made for

evaluation and revision contingent upon application).
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Of the many methodologies available,
four-developed at the University of Massachusetts School of
Education's Research Center-„ere
found

applicable to the problem of developing
Humanistic Education curricula.
These four are Evaluation Methodology

(Hutchinson, 1973), Decision Making

Methodology (Heffernan, 1974), Needs Analysis
Methodology (Coffing and
Hutchinson, 1972), and Meta Methodology (Thomann,
1972).
The ingredients of any methodology are
dependent upon its purpose.

The purpose of Evaluation Methodology is to
provide data for decision

making (Benedict,

1

973)

0

This methodology is particularly valuable

within Humanistic Education because it allows for the
creation of evaluative measures

directly connected to the unique objectives of any
deci-

sion maker in relation to any educational enterprise.

Thus one is

allowed to measure the "fuzzy" outcomes of Humanistic Education programs

without having to rely on existing but possibly irrelevant measures.
Further, the initial goal and objectives setting stages of this

methodology designed to elicit meaningful yet measurable goals and objectives, parallel the similar processes

curriculum building methodology

a

itself would have.
A second applicable methodology is Needs Analysis Methodology.

Although this overlaps with Evaluation Methodology (much as the Delphi
Technique, (Helmar, 1967) can be used to find

a

consensus on needs as

well as goals), it can be the primary vehicle for determining, defining,
and measuring (Coffing and Hutchinson, 1972) the existing level of need

for

a

Humanistic Education Program.
The third appropriate methodology is Decision-Making Methodology.

This one can serve as a model for what

a

Humanistic Education Curriculum
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Building Methodology would resemble.

This is because a curriculum
devel-

opment effort can in one sense be seen
as
points.

a

collection of decision making

Decisions, based on the best available
data, and choices, made

from the best array of alternatives
must constantly be made in both
the
management and operative stages of curriculum
development*

The last methodology is Meta-methodology,
a system for building systems*

Two of the three previously cited methodologies
resulted from an

application of "Meta."

This system has been described by Coffing
(1973),

Methodological development logically begins with the
statement of a
definable purpose and continues with the testing of that
purpose bv
certain criteria* . . * When the tests have been met,
development
passes to succeeding stages* . . * They are (A) the
identification
of implications which the purpose has for methodological
development
and the analysis of those implications in terms of attributes
which
the methodology should have, (B) the arrangement or sequencing
of
those attributes into a rational order of elements, and (C) the
design of a systematic, operational, standardized set of rules and
procedures for accomplishing the purpose* Within these several
stages are formulated the basic concepts, rationale and procedures
of the methodology*
A listing of the major stages suggests its nature (Thomann, 1972)
1*

2.
3.

4.
5*

6.
7*

Put methodologist in contact with the problem
State the purpose by analyzing the area and determine a purpose that will solve the problem
Test the purpose for desireability, operationalizability,
practicability, and insufficiency of existing methodologies
Analyze the implications of the purpose
Operationalize the purpose
Design procedures
Test and revise the purpose and/or procedures if necessary

The second stage

noteworthy.
purpose.

— that

of specifying the purpose— is particularly

To repeat, the attributes of a system are dependent on the

The more specific and precise the purpose, the more detailed

and prescriptive can be the resultant methodology.

Thus a system geared
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to Humanistic Education would
be more valuable than would
one aimed more

broadly at "curriculum development."^
Both strengths and weaknesses exist
within methodologies, as within
the other areas previously described.
The primary weakness of method-

ologies is their novelty.

Until methodologies are accepted
and used in

educational development, their impact will
be limited.

Dissemination of

products based on methodological development
will be difficult.

And

without the power of diffusion, superior products
will be ignored in
favor of those issuing from the use of what have
been characterized as

insufficient developmental models (Smith and Murray,
1974).
A second weakness of methodologies is the form in which
they are

typically produced.
ad infinitum .

odologists.

The

form is basically an outline of steps, substeps

This complexity causes problems to even experienced
methIn addition to the complexity of methodologies, some
poten-

tial consumers are put off by what appears to be an over-emphasis on

structure.
The advantages of methodologies have been suggested earlier,
of the more patent strengths are:

the

a

few

internal comprehensiveness of

methodologies, the flexibility of methodologies, the documentation of

^Differing ideas of what Humanistic Education is would of course produce different curricula. To meet this problem, the investigator choose
to examine various subgroups within Humanistic Education, look at the
purposes that they aimed toward, and finally select the most clearly
defined element within this group to build the methodology around.
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steps (for validating purposes) and
the wide range of topics
which can be
6
dealt with through this approach .

Summary

Methodologies appear to be appropriate
vehicles for building curricula (as well as curriculum design systems).

help in developing

a

Methodologies would serve to

system for building Humanistic curricula by
provid-

ing an attitude or way of thinking.

from existing methodologies.

Secondarily, processes can be culled

Thirdly, Meta-methodology can be used
to

help create a process for building curricula in Humanistic
Education.
fact, meta-methodology was applied

development
is

a

system

subset

of

in

part

to

for humanistic-psychological

Humanistic

Education.

create

a

In

curriculum

education which

This

more limited

area

was selected so that the purpose could be more precisely defined,
thus
the elements of the system could be more specific.

The nature of the desired product is described below in terms of its

attributes and qualities.

The product which was actually developed and

employs, or has been designed to employ, these attributes

Appendix A.

Further

a

is found as

curriculum which resulted from this product

is

found in Appendix B.

Desired qualities of the methodology

Overall it would provide:

g

Methodologies exist for investigating client demand, needs-analysis,
evaluation, decision-making, generating methodologies, dissemination,
among others.
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An effective and efficient means
of producing numanisti
humanisti cpsychological education curricula.

The salient features of this overarching
mission are that it would provide:

system which can be evaluated (documented,
implemented,*
tested, compared)

a.

a

b.

a system

c.

which accounts for the useful but sometimes
illoqical
irrational, developmental activities which are
a part of curriculum development
A system which is usable.

and complete

One that is clear, specific, simple
*
K

The implications of these purposes, in turn, are that
the system:
a)

is evaluation based— but evaluation isn't limited
approach— alternatives are offered

b)

allocates the amount of effort required in working in particular stages of the process

c)

prescribes and describes both management and operative procedures

d)

is sequenced

e)

leads one along by small increments

f)

is

written in an informal but directive style

g)

is

limited in scope (and has this limitation specified)

h)

allows for the consideration of implicit purposes for development.

i)

is directed to Humanistic psychological educators who may have
various purposes for developing curriculum

j)

directed to persons attracted to the Humanistic-psychological education field because of a desire to develop and disseminate product rather than do research in the traditional
"hypotheses testing," "conclusion arrived" fashion.

k)

The curriculum products which would result from this would be:

to one

is

1.
2.

testable
reproducible

*
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30
4.
50

6.
7.

80
9.

10 .

documented

systematic— yet flexible
focussed
self-evaluating
within the purview of Humanistic-psychological
education
have a comprehensive users guide
to accompany it
resource oriented (i.e., resource limitations
would be
taken into consideration)
have stated goals and objectives

As was stated earlier education consists
of goals and means.

This

section attempted to document the need for new
means of dealing with

Humanistic ends.

This was done by describing potential sources
of ideas

and practices, and then discussing them in terms of
their strengths and
weaknesses,,

The next three chapters provide the reader with elements
of

the methodology which was built and pieces of the curriculum
which

resulted from an actual application of those elements.

Overview of Chapters II, III and IV

At this point the reader has been exposed to

a

problem area, has

seen the results of a search for solution, or elements of
this problem area, and has been provided with

what the solution product should resemble.

a

a

general description of

This product is Appendix A,

"How to build humanistic psychological education curricula:
ogy."

solution to

A methodol-

The reader is now referred to this Appendix, and Appendix B,

entitled "Who am I?:

Another answer"

an application of the methodology.

the curriculum which resulted from

The remaining chapters will not be as

clear as they might be if you have not read the curriculum building meth-

odology and at least previewed the resultant curriculum.
These two products represent physical evidence of the methodological

investigation which is being reported on within this document.

However,
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merely providing

these products is insufficient
to explain the process

of what happened before, during and
after implementation of the
methodology, Therefore, the next three
chapters include major elements
of the

methodology with pieces of the curriculum
which resulted from those
processes.

These chapters are arranged by phases of
the methodology.

The major

phases are:

OPERATIVE STAGE I:
INTRODUCTION
OPERATIVE STAGE II: SCREENING
MANAGEMENT POINT A
(These first three phases are presented in this chapter.
Chapter
the title.
Determining Focus of the Curriculum")

II

under

OPERATIVE STAGE III: DESIGNING AIMS
MANAGEMENT POINT B
OPERATIVE STAGE IV: PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
(These three phases, including the lengthy Stage IV prototype development
stage, with attendant curricular products make up Chapter IV— "Building
the teaching-learning strategies"

MANAGEMENT POINT C
OPERATIVE STAGE V:

APPLICATION

(These last two phases combined with curriculum products form the rather
short Chapter IV, "Testing and re-designing the curriculum.")

The contents of these component sections are in turn arranged by
sub-heading.

While the same arrangement won't be found in all sections,

these subheadings will be used to differentiate the explanatory units:

Methodology

Here the methodological narrative will be presented

along with its title when appropriate.

Background

For most stages and steps background information about

how and why a step came into existence is offered.

Example

Samples from the curricular product, or

a

description of
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decisions arrived at via application
of the methodology are provided under this subheading.

CMSents

In some cases it is difficult
to provide explicit examples

of what was produced or what did occur,
therefore
has been provided.

a

comments section

Please note that these are comments on
the

actual application of the methodology.

Comments on problems

encountered, or suggestions for improvement are found
in Chapter

IV

which deals with these issues and suggests implications
for future
developments,
In summary, the next three chapters describe the
methodology, and
i

the results of applying the methodology.

In those

instances where the

reader is unsure of the meaning of either the methodology or the
curriculum, he or she is referred to the Appendices for clarification.
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chapter
APPLICATION:

II

DETERMINING THE FOCUS OF THE CURRICULUM

This chapter describes the user'

s

response to the first four phases

of the curriculum building methodology.

Through OPERATIVE STAGE

I

he is

introduced to the methodology in terms of its unique
assets and limitations,

He matches his purposes against the methodology's
capabilities in

OPERATIVE STAGE II,

The third major set of tasks includes planning and

controlling procedures.

These were found in MANAGEMENT POINT A,

The

last methodological unit which is described in this chapter is
that in

which he designs
opment project:

and selects

the major goals for his curriculum devel-

OPERATIVE STAGE III.

Please note that because OPERATIVE STAGE

I

required critical reflec-

tion, rather than the creation of curricular products, its format devi-

ates markedly from that used to describe the subsequent development

phases.

Also notice that whenever the methodology is directly quoted it

will be single spaced and set off from the surrounding material.

OPERATIVE STAGE

I:

INTRODUCTION

As an introduction to the curriculum building process, the user is

provided with an analogy.

Here the user is asked to consider the proces-

ses he or she would employ to build a self-improvement plan for his or

her own use.

Then the user is shown the similarity between this process

and building learning programs, or curricula, for others.

In

addition to

describing what the methodology is intended to accomplish some qualifications are offered.
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Methodology

The writing is directed toward an
individual working alone, who
is actively building a curriculum
as he or she progresses.

Comments

The "Who am I?:

suggested mode.

Another answer" curriculum was developed

in the

Consultants, critics, and reviewers were brought
in at

appropriate points but the work was fundamentally an
individual project.
The disadvantages of this approach are discussed
in Chapter IV.

Briefly

summarized, the curriculum building process— in its
entirety— is time

consuming and requiring of

a

wide variety of skills and attitudes.

Group

efforts of some sort are recommended.

Methodology

This system is not complete. Methodologies by their nature are
incomplete as they are always being modified as realities change
from application to application.

Comments

Because of the embryonic nature of the fields of humanistic psychological education and systematic curriculum development, and because of
the nature of the subject matter of humanistic-psychological education
(the self), steps in the methodology were not wholly prescriptive.

The

purposive flexibility in the methodology left many decisions up to the
users own judgment and creativity.

As the two fields (humanistic-

psychological education and curriculum development) mature; as terms
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become clarified and commonly
understood, we can expect the
degree of
methodological precision to increase.

Methodology

It is written for persons with
varying expertise in both curriculum development and humanistic-psychological
education.

Comments

The methodology described how the system could
be adapted to users

with varying degrees of skills.
steps could be used as

native approaches.

a

It noted that for experts the outline
of

"test of completeness" or comparison for alter-

Newcomers to both fields could read all steps and

consult the references listed.

In building "Who am I?:

Another answer,"

the developer used both tactics.
In addition to the introductory analogy and the points to be noted

prior to using the methodology, there is a procedure which directly
involves the reader.

This process, "The operationalization of fuzzy con-

cepts (Hutchinson, 1970) is designed to elicit attributes of an ideal

humanistic-psychological education curriculum. ^

The results of that

effort follow.

^This exercise was also completed by an "expert" in humanisticpsychological education. The results of that process were integrated
into the curriculum building design and will be discussed later.
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Example

it is being used
there are humans involved
people are smiling
no costs - money aggravation
commitment
varying modes in use
structure exists
flexible, over

-population
-time
-types of materials
people are expending energy/effort
new areas are being opened up
"Selves" are contacted and involved
materials and procedures are non-reactive
totally involving for specific purpose
sequenced and arranged in psychological order and logical order
feedback loops exist
reassurance is inherent
positive feedback for all experiences exist
goal-production-orientation exists if desired
product results from completion of materials
limited - extensive
Material generated by this step was used in the introduction to the

curriculum.

MANAGEMENT POINT A

Methodology

This is the first of the Management Points in which non-operative or
control procedures are suggested.
You are invited to read over this
material and complete the activities which are right for you.

Management includes many functions: planning, organizing, motivating, controlling, communicating, evaluation, and budgeting resources
are some of them. These various functions are addressed by the
three management points interspersed throughout the methodology.
They are included because curriculum development, like most enterprises, involves not only doing but reflecting on what is done.
(All the time accounting for extra operational contingencies which
must be dealt with as they arise.)
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Background

Management points evolved from

a

study of instructional design
sys-

tems which included non-operative
activities.

Further support for these

came from a paper by Smith and Murray
(1974) which noted that current
instructional design systems are inadequate
and that management systems

should be researched as potential sources
of processes.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT A, STEP ONE:

Familiarizing yourself with the
methodology.,

You have already had some taste of what the methodology
is about as
a result of reading a brief introduction and a few
screening steps.
To insure that the system best meets your needs, you are
now
directed to become more familiar with the methodology.

Background

This step was included to provide for awholistic understanding of
the methodology by the curriculum developer.

It also was designed to

insure that the methodology would meet the needs of the developer.

Example

Even though the curriculum builder was also the methodology devel-

oper this step was taken.

The developer decided to continue.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT A, STEP TWO:

Identifying an appropriate decision
maker.

Consider under whose aegis this curriculum will be constructed.

Who
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is the primary decision maker
havinq the final

sav ahnnt tkh
CeSS
to be used or the product which
P
evolves? Onepossible waJ nf <rf "
en
tifying this decision maker or group
of decision makers is tn r
sider who controls the resources.
If you as ihe “veloper
person, this methodology is designed
specifically for you
If
how
ever, it is your role to translate
the ideas and ideals of aJrther
rr ' C
materials - «en you might also proceed
but
w?S clu^on"

Background

This step was included because the designer
of this approach to cur

riculum development had been exposed to evaluation
methodology
(Hutchinson, 1973).

Here one must consider for whom the data is
to be

collected, as different clients or decision makers will
have different
needs.

It should be remembered that the methodology is
"evaluation

based."

Example

In the example situation the developer was also the primary
decision

maker 0

Thus checking with outside sources was done to help clarify and

improve the product rather than to directly provide for these persons
needs for curricula.

The decision makers identified were, in priority

order:
1.

Philip Brooks (developer)

2.

The doctoral committee of Philip Brooks

3.

Larry G. Benedict

4.

Potential clients

5.

Martha Crampton (content area specialist)

(a

methodologist)
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These persons were not all directly
approached, iin some cases their
needs were inferred from their
writings and actions.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT A, STEP THREE:

Identifying resources

our

conv^.^cj,

w

uc aware ui

an

available resources.

Some resource dimensions which you should
consider are:
Time:

Money.

How much is available from you and others?

How much funding is available to you or are you
able to
forego, by using time for non-income generating work.

Developmental personnel:
How many persons are available?
expert are they in the various specialty areas?

How

Support services: Xeroxing, secretarial help and work space
are
all requirements.
Do you have an adequate supply of these?
Test population:
Is there
for evaluation?

a

suitable group of subjects available

All areas of potential resources should be investigated. Try to
identify minimal but obtainable levels of support in the above categories.
Because money is such a central resource, selected proposal
writing references are provided in this section.

Background
This step is also taken from similar, existing, methodologies.

Resources are always limited, and while they can usually be expanded for
any particular step or stage, it is not without repercussions that this
is done.
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Example

The resources identified for the
building of the example curriculum

were designated as
Philip Brooks' time
Larry Benedict's time
Carol Walb's time
School of Education
Tom Hutchinson's time
Ted Slovin's time
Janet Bailey's time

A class

Individual study
SAREO resources
University resources
workshops
Psychosynthesi s centers
Parents

grant proposals
contacts of Gerry Weinstein
Not all of these were used.

Some additional resources were added later,

per subsequent Management Points.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT A, STEP FOUR:

Planning for the next set of operative steps.

This step builds on the previous one. You are now asked to concretize your resource allocation estimates for Operative Stage Three.
Do this by reading the listing on the next page then turning to
Appendix A and entering proposed deadlines in the appropriate places.

Background

Planning is also inherent in methodological development.

Plans are

made more concrete by allocating resources over steps.

Example

Proposed deadlines for building "Who am I?:

Another answer" were

entered on format sheets like those found in Appendix A of the methodology.
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Methodol oqy

MANAGEMENT POINT A, STEP FIVE:

Selecting or generating evaluation
measures.

?£**!*.'ev aluatl ° n?

-‘
There is no one answer agreed upon
by either
theoreticians and practitioners in
education today.
In its most
basic form the answer seems to be
either (a) a process which pros 1 0I
al<i
(Cronbach, 1963; Hutchinson! 1973h
Stufflebeam, 1971) or (b)
a process which ascribes a
value to an’
educative product or process (Scriven,
1971; Worthen and Sanders

^

/

'I'

Background

The methodology is strongly oriented toward
evaluation.
a

To that end

listing of 44 different data collection strategies;
as well as

a

fairly

comprehensive bibliography of sources dealing with more
general evaluation methods are provided with the methodology.

These can be used for

planning, process evaluation, and evaluation of curricular
results.
The impetus for inclusion of a comprehensive evaluation component

stems from the review of instructional technology design systems
(Baker,
1973; Gagne and Briggs, 1974) as well as, from management systems which

emphasize objectivity and feedback (Pascoe, 1973; Hartley, 1968).
The nature of the separate evaluation tasks which are employed in
the methodology vary according to the function they are designed to
serve.

Formative (process) evaluation procedures are relatively objec-

tive and straightforward (e.g., activity A was completed, materials X, Y,

and Z were gathered).

Summative evaluation procedures which measure the

impact of humanistic-psychological curricula tend to elicit more subjective data.

Some of the latter measures enter into the realm of
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phenomenology.

More will be said about this
in the section dealing
with
evaluation of the curriculum as a whole.

Example

Formative evaluation to guide product
development, was allowed for
by completing process control sheets for
the methodology.

tion strategies are discussed in

Point B, Step

a

Other evalua-

later section dealing with Management

1.

OPERATIVE STAGE II:

SCREENING YOUR INTENTIONS

Methodology

Step one encourages you to screen your intentions (content-wise)
against those for which this system is designed to help accomplish.
The second step allows you to see if your intentions are either
too
broad or too limited in scope for the purposes of this methodology.
And finally, step three asks that you consider implicit purposes for
your developmental effort.

Over and above the variables which are dealt with by these steps
stands the single most important determinant of success--your interest.
Little, it seems, could replace this key to both your use of
the system and the quality of the eventual product.

Background

Methodologies are dependent upon their purposes.

It is important

for the intents of the user to coincide with the purpose of the methodology.

To insure this match, a set of screening steps are provided in

the system.

An explanation of each of the three component steps of this

stage and examples of their implementation follow.
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Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP ONE:

Matching Purposes
Match your conception of humanisticpsychological education with that
employed within this methodology

_

What constitutes humanistic education?
There are two basic answers
qu
tl ° n °
The first states that it is a matter of
}
means, of
W
SU
eC ^ ma tt er (be that what it may) is derived
and
passed
on +^+u
to the T^
learner.
Contrasted with this "means-oriented approach"
is that camp in which humanistic education
is defined by the goals
chosen to be realized,,
(Of course, these two streams oftentimes
merge in both theory and practice.)

^

This document supports the goal-oriented approach and
concentrates
on what might be a subset of Humanistic Education
in general
human istic-psychologi cal education.
This term refers to:

Educational programs which have as their primary aim the
direct facilitation of the learner's psychological
growth (Weinstein, 1974)
A system will have unique characteristics that are dependent on its
purpose. The characteristics or attributes of this system of curriculum development are closely related to the definition of
humanistic-psychological education just presented. Again, if your
idea of this field differs sharply from the above definition, perhaps this would be an inappropriate system to use.

Background

There currently exists no single, agreed upon definition of Humanistic Education, although attempts have been made to move in this direction.

Rather than selecting one among the many definitions, or creating
a

subpopulation of

intents was selected by the creator of the methodology.

This limitation

yet another definition for the field in its entirety,

serves two purposes.

First it guards against misuse of the methodology.
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secondly it encourages the
production of curricula which
are identifiable
as a separate class.
This latter aspect
is an aid to potential

consumers.

Example

The overall intent of the curriculum
was to directly facilitate
spiritual growth.

This aim was in congruence with
the methodology.

The

developer proceeded.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP TWO:

Considering the scope of your venture
Match the "size" of your intended
endeavor against that for which
this methodology was designed

As a result of this step, you should decide
whether your anticipated
efforts are either too broad or too small to make
best use of this

methodology.

This system has been designed for a medium scope endeavor.
For
instance, if your purposes are to design a curriculum which
encompasses all learning programs within a school district or, at
the
other end of the scale, if you wish merely to plan a single lesson,
then it would most likely be inappropriate for you to continue
(although parts of the system may be applicable to both of these
sets of concerns).

Tyler (1950) suggests that curricula can go by many names and exist
at varying levels of generality. A graphic translation of his ideas
yields the following pyramid.

lesson
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This methodology is inappropriate
for designing programs fnr
the top or the bottom of the
pyramid.
For convenience sake ll
shall refer to all middle zones
as curricula and define
c^rHculum
Z
Set °f b ° th intended and
9
“"intended learning opior?uni?ies a!!i UtCO
r
/
PP
eS
comb nin 9 the notions of Johnson,
l
1970;
Oui linn
iQ7a
!3
Quilling,
1974; and Weinstein, 1974).
i

,

Please note two salient features of
this definition:
lo

"organized" --the elements (processes and/or
content) of the
program are arranged in a systematic
fashion.

2

"Opportunities and outcomes"~the curricular
elements are an
integration of both opportunity (input) and
outcome (output)

.

Curriculum building might connote "designing classroom
experiences"
to persons close to the teaching situation.
Curriculum building
might justifiably mean designing school-wide programs
to those with
a more administrative outlook.
A methodology for curriculum building should be able to incorporate both viewpoints,
within reasonable
limits.
The limits of this system have been presented previously.
These are not inflexible, much as this design system is not
entirely
fixed.
If this material can in any way meet your needs,
please
continue.

Background

There are two general types of efficiency to be considered during

application of

a

methodology.

external efficiency.

These can be loosely termed internal and

Internally the methodology should allow no gaps for

the accomplishment of one's purpose, nor should irrelevant material be

included, material that does not lead the user toward achievement of his
or her aims.

Externally, the methodology should be best suited to the

nature and scope of the persons endeavor.

The screening steps are pro-

vided to maximize "extra-methodological" efficiency.
For instance, if a person merely wished to create learning activities for pre-specified activities, then he or she would probably be wasting time in following the methodology in its completeness.

Even
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following that section on creating
teaching/learning activities would
be
inappropriate because sources dealing
with this subject, and this
subject
alone, would be best. Likewise, if
a person were heading a
national cur-

riculum development program, that
person would look for systems
dealing
with such a wide scope of intents.

Example

The developer wished to create a learning
package focussed on

a

topic area which would require about fifteen
one-hour work sessions to

complete.

He felt that this placed the curriculum
in the "subject" cate-

gory and continued.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP THREE:

Thinking about why you want to develop
riculum.

a cur-

Consider some implicit purposes
for your developmental efforts
that you might not ordinarily
think about
In addition to a curriculum varying according to its focus (Step
One), its scope (Step Two), and resources available (upcoming Management Point A, Step Two), a curriculum is also contingent on the
implicit reasons for its development.

Five Underlying Purposes
for Curriculum Development
A.

to teach skills or expand awareness but not to determine the
effects of learning experiences.

In this case the developer has made a judgment that what he or she
wishes to produce is valuable. He or she is not concerned with
determining the specific effects of the work, nor the value of those
effects.
One merely wishes to translate goals and objectives into
learning outcomes. With slight modifications of the methodology
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(primarily by skipping evaluation
and documentation phasesl
}
purpose can be accomplished via the
handbook.
B°

T

thR
1$

te ch
kills or ex P and rareness and to
determine the
!
J
effects
of these efforts.

L

In this case,

the person might be motivated by
purpose A but aUn
ise y what happened as a result
Pr
of
!
the
e "treatment
treatment. "^Th^
mTh
This methodology
is primarily aimed at such
i ntents

f

To obtain or maintain funding or exposure
via publication.
This category might include the purposes held
by professional curriculum
developers with no intrinsic interest in the subject
area, but who
,UW
wish
M1
to develop curricula for clients.
Co

'

•

To systematize or document an existing curriculum.
Again, with modification, the methodology can meet
this purpose (focus on
the format sheets in Appendix B).
This Si tuation would occur in human1 sti c-psychol ogi cal
educati on when persons skilled in generati
ng or
transmitting psychological goals are not oriented toward documentinq
thei r efforts.
D.

E0

To prove the effectiveness of learning experiences.

Here one's purposes might be to compare Treatment A with Treatment
B.
Some hypothesis testing might be involved.
Research employing
comparative experimental design, or knowledge generation research,
is more a propos to these interests.
This methodology is not
intended for this aspect of curriculum development.

The rationale for this step is that no one system can be all things
to all persons.
The main intent of this system is to help you produce a curriculum.
While some testing is of course involved, proving the effectiveness of the end result is not a focus.

Background

A listing of potential reasons for development are included in the

methodology.

These can serve as guides to modifying the methodology to

best meet the needs of the client.

Further they can screen out certain

purposes as beyond the purview of the methodology.

While this step is

generally not encountered in treatises on curriculum development, the
investigator intuitively considered it important.
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The purposes were elicited
through

a

modified version of the Opera

tionalization of Fuzzy Concepts procedure
(Hutchinson, 1970).
Example

The focus of the curriculum found
in Appendix B-"Who am

Another answer" is found in purpose

B.

1?:

To teach skills or expand aware

ness and to determine the effects of
these efforts.

OPERATIVE STAGE III:

DESIGNING AIMS

Methodology

This includes steps 4-8 and deals with stating the
overall purposes
of your intended program; providing
justification for such purposes;
describing the intended client population for your effort;
and
finally, selecting those purposes to be translated into
learninq
opportunities and outcomes

Background

A concern with goals is found in the five sources which were

employed to build the methodology.

These five, again, were--Humanistic

Education curricula, management systems, curriculum building models,

evaluation strategies, and social science methodologies.
Systematic management plans, by their generie name, "Management by
Objectives" or MbO suggest

a

strong concern with the aims of an enter-

prise.

The corporate purpose of the unit and the principle activities/
projects/facets in which the unit must do well in order to succeed
are examined, defined and published, so that everyone will know the
aims within which he should be working, thus, giving a purpose and
(Pascoe, 1973, p. 40)
substance to his own thinking and planning.
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Precisely stated goals are indispensable
to curriculum development
systems of an instructional technology
nature. Again, the generic
name
of a subset of these systems-Objective
Based Curricula, emphasize the

importance of aims.

Humanistically oriented curriculum theorists
also

cite the importance of goals.

From Curriculum Development:

A Humanized

Systems Approach .
g^ als must be understood and agreed upon by the total member shin
0f
the educational community .
They must remain clearly in view where
ail members can be constantly and consistently
reminded of the
direction,,
They must be there to return to, to guide, and
to study
for reference and even for motivation.
(Gilchrist and Roberts,
19/4, p. 30)

After surveying the field of educational evaluation in the
seventies, Benedict (1973) made this statement about aims.

"In fact, in

reviewing the literature, it seems that no current evaluation
methodolo-

gist leaves the topic of goals out of his schema entirely.

It is a topic

of central importance in evaluation methodology today" (p. 17).

Finally, in methodological development emphasis is also placed on
goals.

All components of a methodology are dependent on the purposes of

that methodology (Coffing, 1973).

product of
is

a

Effectiveness of a methodology, or the

methodology is measured by the degree to which the purpose

achieved (Hutchinson, 1975).

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP FOUR:

Stating Mission and Goals

Describe the general intent of your efforts (Mission)
and the Goals which comprise that intent
It is assumed that a curriculum developer is concerned with a hierarchy of intents ranging from specific activities to be performed by
the teacher or student, to overall aims of the program. Further, a
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curriculum is most effective when
all these varying levels ar P
inter-related and in harmony with
the primary
(or ’ as it
y intent vor
called here. Mission).

n k
1S

The diagram below presents some
terminology which is used to lahPl
various levels of generality. These
terms are provided in the
interest of maintaining consistency and
clarity throughout the docu-

Mission Statement: An overview, a most generalized answer
to the question
"What do I wish
to accomplish?
Goals:
The next
level of intent.
These should flow
from the Mission
Statement and
provide a structure for the
objectives.

Objectives:
These are subordinate to the
goals and represent the component parts of the
goals.
Subobjectives:
These may or may
not appear in
every effort,
depending on the
specificity of
prior levels.

Activities: The
lowest rung on
the continuum of
These
aims.
specify what
actually will
occur.
These are
means
by
the
which objectives
and sub-objectives are
accomplished.
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Background

Support for the inclusion of

a

comprehensive goals process was cov-

ered in the introduction to this Stage.
important:

Briefly restated, intents are

they help focus activities, they can help guide growth,
they

can be motivational, in sum they can increase both efficiency
and effec-

tiveness.

Because intents exist at varying levels of generality, both mission

statements and goal statements are called for within the methodology.
Two examples of each type of purpose statement follow.

The first of each

set of statements represents an initial effort which was used to guide

planning and/or evaluation, the second

is

the final product which was

built into the curriculum package.

Example

An initial mission statement
I want the "students" to have a conceptual
knowledge of the field of
"Self" by being exposed to viewpoints which posit the existence of
a center of consciousness within each of us.

want to provide exercises which may make possible the experiencing
I
The goal being, of course, to have each student
of this center.
experience "It."

want the experience of the students to be carefully documented and
evaluated by they, themselves.
I

want to provide a source of references grouped categorically,
which deal with "higher" aspects of self discovery/uncovery.
I

I

want the students to be interested in this work.

I

want the students to complete the work they begin.

want to provide myself with sufficient, manageable, yet meaningful
data so I can make (a) valid statement (b) about what happened.
I
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Example
The final statement of mission
The Mission
The primary intent of this curriculum is
to provide for the harmonious functioning of all aspects of a
person. Thus, it is yet another
into the land of self-development.
It has, in Concorde
liar programs, such high ideals as:
helping a person feel better ’
be more relaxed, be more energetic, more
positive, etc. There are
o
course, many existing systems and techniques
targeted toward
these ends. This particular one uses the
primary means of helpinq
a person expand one s awareness through
one's own conscious efforts.
More specifically, the exercises are designed
to help a person experience his or her self in a new way. This experience
serves as the
keystone for the development and integration of one's
personal self,
as well as a stepping stone for the realization
and integration of
one's higher or deeper qualities.
From Roberto Assagioli, "It (the eventual aim of this package)
is a
state of consciousness characterized by joy, serenity, inner security, a sense of calm power, clear understanding, and radiant love."

Example

An initial set of goals used for planning and evaluation
1.

Person experiences his or her self as a center of pure consciousness and identifies with this center.

2.

Person more completely understands the meaning of the experience as pure consciousness and its relationship to a map of
consciousness.

3.

Person disidentifies from or makes initial step toward disidentification (or even sees possibility of disidentification)
from present unwanted identification (also understands possibility of unconscious identification).

4.

Person experiences and understands the willful nature of this
center.

5.

Person (a) realizes control they have over attention and awareness (b) understand the role of awareness in regard to their
overall functioning.
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6.

(<i) Person reinforces
identity as center of consciousness
(b)
Person utilizes center to control,
develop. harmonize aspects.

7.

Person applies knowledge of experience
of center to their
existential "role" situations.

8o

Person sees possibilities for future
growth using concepts and
tools provided.

9.

Person is aware of references in regard to
related subjects.

10 .

Person understands purpose and value of each
experience and
set of experiences.

11

Person is aware of some precautions regarding work in
this
area.

o

As with the mission statements, many sets of goals were
defined,

modified, and combined during development.
was used in the final product.

More than one set of goals

The above goals were used for evaluation;

the following set for description within the introduction to the curriculum.

Example

The Goals
The way this system attempts to accomplish the mission is by providing specific exercises to help a person become aware of, then progressively make use of, their center. This task can be separated
into five goals.
1.

To help persons become aware of the ways they experience themselves, and the consequences thereof.

2.

To enable a person to have the experience of oneself as
center of pure consciousness.

3.

To have a person conceptually understand the value of this
experience.

4.

To provide aids to assist the person in reconstruing their
reality based on this understanding.

5.

To provide resources, reinforcement, and precautions, in regard
to the further development of oneself as this center.

a
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Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP FIVE:

Documenting Support for Goals

Justify your aims over these four areas:
1.
Established or perceived needs Q
2.
Psychological theory and related
empirical evidence.
3.
"Public" philosophy which underlies
aims.
Your "personal" philosophy (and
associated needs, values, beliefs).

4.

The material within this step describes issues related
to each of
the above four concerns,.
You are advised not to spend too much time
on this step.
You should not try to "prove" the superiority of your
viewpoint within any of the above areas. "Proving" the validity of
any psychological system is extremely difficult given the various
levels of reality any one system focuses on.
This step is included for three primary reasons. The first is, to
helj) clarify the eventual product
One way of making one's purposes
clear is by breaking down those aims into their components. Another
way is to provide the context within which those purposes are
enmeshed. The completion of this step should help you complete the
latter task.
.

To provide documentation is a second function of this procedure.
It
is helpful to justify and document one's intents (a) to satisfy an
outside agency, (b) to gain academic acceptance, or (c) to increase
the general credibility of its product.

The third attribute of this step is to provide a basis for modification of Mission and Goals . This step, when diligently pursued, can
supply input which might alter your aims.
If you can develop no
support for your envisioned product within any of the four areas,
you might question the validity of your intentions.

Background

On what basis does a person select one learning package over

another?

Cost is

a

factor, convenience another, political exigency can

be considered a third.

But if we assume all these to be equal or
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somehow neutralized and use only the
merits of the package as decisional
input, what does a consumer look for?
If the program has been previously
used one could look for evalua-

tive data in the form of personal testimony,
descriptive statistics, sum-

maries, reports from earlier users, or

a

host of other mechanisms.

How-

ever if the program lacks such evaluative
documentation the potential
user must look to other sources.
In addition to direct observation of the
curriculum

on a shelf

— in

action, or

one could look for information which supports the
content of

the curriculum.

Information can be combined in a number of categories;

the categories in the curriculum building methodology for
humanistic-

psychological education listed earlier are— established or perceived
needs, evidence from psychological theory and research, public philosophy.

The developer of "Who am I?:

Another answer" took advantage of the

flexibility of the methodology to eliminate

a

separate needs category by

incorporating needs data into other categories:

He also added the areas

of Education, Religion and Global Society to his documentation.

Examples

A.

In education

The aims of education vary within and between:
and subcultures.

generations, cultures

Within the twentieth century alone we have seen numer-

ous shifts on numerous dimensions.

One of these dimensions is Humanistic

Education.
The goals of this trend have been differentially described by pro-

ponents within the field (Patterson, 1973; Alschuler, 1972).

Contained
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within these varying goals is the
commonality of "wholeness."

The unity

of the learning situation, with its
numerous interactions is noted.

Similarly the learner is seen as

a

whole.

The purpose of psychological

education or Humanistic Education is to bring
this person in the direction of full functioning as a total entity
(Patterson, 1972).

Analyzed for educative purposes, we can see
the person as intellect,
affect, sensation, movement and, spirit (Foshay,
1974; Lecky in Tyler,
1950).

Foshay notes in his 1974 paper that the spiritual
aspect of

people is the least attended to by the present educational
structure.
This curriculum seeks to contribute to changing that state
of affairs.

B.

In psychology

Electronic feedback devices have enabled us to see some of the
effects of conscious control of our internal world.

By concentration,

imagination, redirection of awareness and other meditative techniques one
can alter one's internal processes.

That this quieting was possible was

not questioned by meditation practitioners, the research merely confirmed

experiences.
is

A more cogent issue to the practicing psychologists--is how

this experience to he utilized to help

persons

function better?

One psychologist, Roberto Assagioli, has drawn from many disciplines

psychological, spiritual, philosophical as well as from his own training
in Freudian psychoanalysis to produce a system of growth utilizing the

concept of "self" as

a

center of pure consciousness.

This "self" is

related or equivalent to that state in which one experiences oneself as
an experiencer, that

is

when one goes beyond or behind the contents of
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consciousness to the source of awareness
underlying them

(a

condition

which apparently can be measured by
electronic feedback devices).
The value of the experience is that
when one identifies with this
"center" and not the periphery one can be other
than automatically con-

trolled by environmental stimuli, limiting
beliefs, roles or subpersonalities.

Thus one is freer to choose the reality best for
that person, at

that time.
The curriculum uses not only the work of
Assagioli as represented in

psychosynthesis, but also draws on the ideas of Ellis,
Huxley,
Feldenkrais, Ram Das, Jung, Watts among others.

The electic blend of

psychologists and mystics is employed in order to attend to
the many
aspects of the individual student, i.e., an attempt to incorporate
wholeness while focussing on one portion of reality

— consciousness

as con-

sciousness.

C.

In philosophy

The psychological discipline underlying "Who am I?" is Psychosynthesis.

There is no one philosophical system which can be so readily

identified.

Certain attributes of such

however be discussed.

a

system, were it to exist, can

The primary issues are--"What do we know?" and,

"How do we know?"
The answer to the first question "What do we know?" comes from

phenomenological perspective.

experienced by the individual

a

Thus, what we know, the world, exists as
.

Because reality is determined by the state

of the observer (in interaction with the environment), this reality can

have a number of levels.
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Epistemological concerns, or issues
related to the question "How do
we know?" would then center on self-report.
This self-reportage forms
the basis of the summative or overall
evaluation of the learning program.
The concern with internal observation
of perceptions and processes is

reflected by citation from "Eastern"
philosophies throughout the curricu1um.

D„

In religion

Awareness of, and identification with, the "self" as

a

pure consciousness is the primary intent of
the curriculum.

center of
Such a pur-

pose might place this curriculum in a religious
context for some persons.
The program is designed for use in educational rather than
religious settings for the following reasons.

0ne °

Religion, while based on the "religious experiences" (those

which tap into Higher or Transpersonal consciousness) typically does not
supply the means for providing that experience (James, 1961 (originally

written in 1929)).

Jung (1971) speaks to the same issue.

"The psychological interest of our present time is an indication

that man expects something from his psyche which his outer world has not

given him:

doubtless something which religion might contain, but no

longer does" (Jung, in Campbell, 1971, p. 466).

Much of religion today seems to be more concerned with dogma and

maintenance of the institution (or social action in the more progressive
churches) than it does in providing answers to the ultimate questions.

These questions which might be seen as useless theoretical exercises by
some, are the central quest, the meaning of life for many others.

This
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questioning of the meaning of life, which
must be addressed, if for no

other reason than it is done, brings us
to the second point, the meaning
of religion.
Two.

According to some people, religion has lost
its credibility.

"Ours is the most religious generation in
history.

quest of

a

spiritual path.

Many people are in

However traditional church programs have

become largely irrelevant to these individuals
(McCarroll, 1973,

p.

189).

This loss of credibility seems to be particularly
true for many of those
in the younger generations.

This might be seen as the Age of Knowledge,

and to be asked to accept something merely on the basis of
faith is,

well, asking for quite a lot.

In the words of Alan Watts

(1966, p. 2),

"Christianity has become incredibly difficult to explain to

a

modern

person."

The strange thing is that while people seem to continue to drift
away from the established religions, the "Standard Brand Religions"
(Watts, 1966, p. 2)

(Christian, Jewish, Hindu, Mohammedon and Buddhist),

people are becoming more involved with the spirit of religion; seemingly
our age is getting what Jung said we wanted in 1928, "original experience
not assumptions" (Jung, in Campbell, 1971).

Wuthnow and Glock (1973) put

it thusly in the fairly accurate barometer of popular psychological con-

cern, Psychology Today , "It used to be that people went to church and

didn't think much about religious matters.

Now people think about reli-

gious matters and don't go to church" (p. 114).
a

All of which leads into

third point.

Three .

Experiences of non-ordinary reality do not easily fit into

the preestablished religious contexts, i.e., these institutions are so
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far removed from the "conversion
experience" (James, 1961) as to be

almost totally divorced from them.
Some of the factors mitigating against
this, in addition to the

merely bureaucratic ones, are the problems
with the language and metaphors used, which as a rule are not in keeping
with our twentieth century

minds immersed in

bombarded by

as to be almost effort-free.

books as The Bible

Koran

,

— information

packets so easily digestible

While this may be

a

positive point for such

Bhagavad Gita , Upani shads

,

in that persons

have to dig to exercise their minds, it may also discourage
many
tial

a

poten-

follower or seeker looking only for language slightly less obscure

and meanings slightly more understandable.

Moreover, many people avoid organizing non-ordinary experience(s) by

following

a

single religion because of the appearance that this "experi-

ence" is a common denominator of all religions and that to assume the

discipline and rigor of one and not another

— realizing

that the two vary

only in the symbol systems used to attain the eventual goal

want to choose Sect A over Sect

B or

Religion

X

— will

over Religion Y.

not

To

know that one is acting within an illusion, yet accept that illusion
fully, without reservation, thereby excluding rival alternative explanations, is not easily done.

Four .
evolved.

A fourth point relates to the needs from which religion has

Religion might be seen as that which helps to explain the

unknown, the fearful.

Currently most Westerners seem satisfied with

explanations regarding the natural world outside their psyche.

Many of

the questions left unanswered are of the inner world, and frequently
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religions don't adequately deal with
this by the standard of psychologically aware persons.

Personal Philosophy

In

1950)

(a

answer to the question "How do

I

view the good life?" (Tyler,

question which Tyler considers important for
all curriculum

developers to consider), the response of this
developer was.
The good life' entails wholeness
of the internal and the external.
is given

.

0

.

development and integration

In terms of this curriculum, a person

directions and reinforced for "going inside."

This inward jour-

ney is designed to help the person live and love better both
within the

internal and external world

— and

to serve as an initial

stepping stone

to the eventual merger of them.

Another aspect of the good life, and one that

is

incorporated into

the learning package, is that a person has and can exercise responsibility over their lives.

Not complete power over all conditions, but "more

control" over their daily lives is encouraged,,
is

A fundamental assumption

that persons are more than unwilling, unknowing agents of various

drives, needs, or stimuli and that they can, through appropriate techniques, come to be more the director, producer and actor within their

daily drama."

In the Global

Community

In the world today are many crises:

resource depletion and global pollution are

change strategies are required.

overpopulation, war, racism,
a

few.

Systematic and complex

A central component of any change system
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is

the person, who will create or
maintain that change system.

Thus,

one way of effecting systematic social
change is to improve the functioning of the individual.

Application of psychological techniques offers

some promise for this improvement.
ical

One means for wide scale psycholog-

improvement is via educational structures.

(Educational systems as

compared to political, economic, or religious,
each with more clearly
defined self interests.)
In regard to goals of this improvement,

it seems that this system

should:
a)

allow persons to experience reality more completely,

b)

be freed from fears, and

c)

allow people to see this interconnectness of life apart from
material considerations.

While, of course, no system can instantaneously provide such results,
this learning program is grounded within

a

context which is supportive

of and congruent to global survival strategies.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP SIX:

Describing the Client Population.

Describe the intended population of the curriculum.
For whom will your curriculum be designed?
What are the attributes of this population?
What are the minimal prerequisites for a potential user?

Responding to the following guideline checklist should adequately
answer these questions. The attributes have been broken into three
categories.
Respond to any or all of the categories which are
appropriate for you. After being typed, this also can serve as a
part of the finished curricular product.
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Background

No single product will equally meet the needs
of two separate per-

sons„

Individual differences can never be completely accounted
for.

However, to deal with the complexities of the world,
and to conserve
resources, persons are necessarily grouped together by certain
similariThis step was designed to have the most meaningful individual

ties,,

characteristics which would effect learning identified and described.
Example

Population Description

Interest is the most important criterion for use of the learning

package "Who am I?:

Another answer."

Other variables are discussed

belowo

Demographic variables

Age

-

Anyone over 18

Educational Background - No preset specifications. The person
should be able to read the materials and understand the tapes.

Resources required - A cassette tape player,
twenty hours spread over a two week span.

a

quiet space and about

Developmental Stage - Neither Loevinger's, Kohl berg's, nor Piaget's
stages are relevant, given the age range.

Skill variables

Verbal - The ability to read, listen to, and understand material
estimated to be at a twelfth grade level.

Physical - The ability to operate a cassette tape player. The ability to be quietly active for about thirty minutes at a spell.
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Skills particular to the Subject
Area - No prerequisites are
called
for here*
"Zen Mind - beginner's mind"

"Affective" variables

Attention span
Ur *
ThG
tasks°

-

Most exercises are designed to be no
lonqer than
generally divided into different types

h ° Ur 1S

Media tolerance - Person will use

of

a

workbook, and audiotape.

Values - Inappropriate except that the
person be interested in knowing more about their identity.

Attitudes

-

An open, positive attitude would help.

Interest - The person should have enough interest
in this area, or
some aspect of it to continue the set of exercises
to their conclusion.

Motivation - Sufficient motivation to start, and barring unforeseen
difficulties, complete the package of materials.

Anxiety - Inappropriate. Although persons undergoing treatment for
severe disorders might best do the program along with a guide, or
trained helper.

Appreciation

-

Inappropriate.

Adjustment - The focus of adjustment is the individual with his or
her self not with the external world.
Improvement in one can lead
to improvement in the other, but this is not a primary variable of
concern.

—

Socialization

-

Inappropriate.
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CHAPTER

III

APPLICATION:
BUILDING THE TEACHING/
LEARNING STRATEGIES

Two curriculum building phases are
described in this chapter:

the

second of three management points, and,
the largest of the five operative
stageso

The processes involved in the operative
stage, STAGE IV:

TOTYPE DEVELOPMENT, are numerous and complex.

PRO-

To avoid becoming lost

while reading this section, the reader is
advised to consult with the

methodology itself (Appendix A) whenever confusion
starts to arise.
Doing this should help provide for a wider focus.

MANAGEMENT POINT

B

Methodology

By this time you have a good feeling for the methodology.
It should
become a tool which you can modify and use to your own best ends.
Now is the time to sit back and reflect over your efforts considering such questions as:
Is the methodology useful?
Is it understandable?
Can I make more efficient progress on my own or by some other

means?
Is there anything missing?
To guide your thoughts at this juncture six sets of procedures have
been compiled.
You might want to read these steps over as a group
and then go back and individually absorb the contents and perform
appropriate activities.

Background

Management processes are of an ongoing nature, they should not occur
as one-shot planning or one-shot evaluation efforts.

To insure a sense

of continuity, three management sections were built into the methodology.
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Pascoe (1973) speaks of the ongoing
nature of the management process

"machinery is established to review
progress and to get the vital results
at which the unit is aiming"
(p. 41), "A cyclic or a continuous review

of key activities is achieved"
(p. 42).

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP ONE:

Reviewing your Evaluation Effort.

Examine the results of your evaluation efforts.
This may imply
merely going over your checklist of completed steps, or
it might
involve analysis and interpretation of more complex
evaluative data.
This step is highly dependent upon its sibling. Step Four
of Management Point A.
Based on your degree of satisfaction with the results of this
step,
you might wish to expand or reduce future formative evaluation
attempts.

Background

In addition to virtually all

evaluation theoreticians expressing

a

concern with goals, the e individuals also emphasize the need to continually
and regularly collect data to make decisions, or judge the merit of something.

The value of this process is emphasized by Baker (1973).

Data gathering is a conscious, planned activity in development.
Program failures are attributed to poor instructional design. Formative evaluations are made of objectives, measures, alternative
instructional designs, and operational effects.
In fact, without
careful integration of formative evaluation activity, instructional
development is nothing but an art form, an invention, usually with
poor marks in aesthetics,
(p. 61)

Example

In the

development of "Who am I?:

tion included:

Another Answer" formative evalua-
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(a)

Descriptive checklist (Sanders and Cunningham,
1973) whereby
activities were checked off on the process
control sheets as
they were completed.

(b)

Critical Appraisals. These came from experts
(SandeTs and
Cunningham, 1974), from the target population
(Abedor, 1972)
and from the Developer himself (Walberg,
1970).

(c)

Group Data Collection.
the methodology.

(d)

Informal Observation (Natural Process Approach)
(Steele, 1973)
Here, external observers provided feedback on the criteria,
evidence and judgments the developer was employing in his curriculum development effort.

(e)

Learning Structure Analysis.
(Sanders and Cunningham, 1973;
Gagne, 1970; EPIE, 1972). Various perspectives on structuring
curricula were examined.

(f)

Logical Analyses (of both Needs and Goals) (Clayton, 1968;
Sanders and Cunningham, 1973; Scriven, 1966).

(g)

Operationalization of Objectives (Brooks, Benedict, Hutchinson,
and Coffing, 1975; Mager, 1962). This technique was used
throughout the effort to break intents down into their next
lower level of specificity.

(h)

Task Analysis (Davies, 1973; Sanders and Cunningham, 1974).
This technique was frequently used to plan steps and organize
time and materials.

(i)

Unobtrusive measures (Webb, et al., 1966; Sechrest, 1973).
Such unobtrusive measures as perceived degree of resistance to
certain steps, or tasks; amount of time required for writing
and re-writing; and observation of non-verbal gestures of
reactants to materials among other unobtrusive measures provided feedback to guide development.

A curriculum design class critiqued

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP TWO:

Reallocating Resources over Operative
Stages.

Roughly determine the amount of resources consumed in the first
If you used more than you intended, you
three Operative Stages.
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might have to adjust the remainder
downward, if the opposite is
true reverse the adjustment. Also,
at this time, you might Think
about the possibility of attracting
other resources!
Then allocate Stage III resources over
the steps contained within
this Stage, noting the following.
A°

testing

resources might be distributed in two ways:
by concentrating many resources on
Step 11 (testing individual learning sequences), or
(2) by making your primary testmg focus Step 13 in which you apply the curriculum as a
(1)

whole
and collect data appropriately. Again,
no fixed rules about
this can be given.
Of course, the more testing you can do the
more likely you are to have a superior product.
B.

Consider your own unique situation , and modify your
resource
allocation appropriately.

Background

Of the many faults of Management by Objectives, perhaps the most

commonly cited is its potential for inflexibility.
danger that goals.

.

.

.

"There is always the

will become obsolete through changed or unfore-

seen circumstances" (Koontz, 1973, p. 11).

As goals change or as means

for their accomplishment deviate from initial planning, these changes

require that allowances be made in terms of resources.
be re-allocated in light of new realities.
a

Resources need to

Reallocation of resources is

tool for increased flexibility.

Example

Process control sheets which incorporated resource allocation were

provided within the methodology.

Estimates were made using these sheets,

but were generally not followed as this was more of

determining allocation of resources, rather than

a

a

pilot project for

strict test of alloca-

tion estimates provided in the methodology for curriculum building.
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The resource allocation "pie" which
resulted from this effort is now
presentedo
pie are to be
They are gross
ng by him- or
're dealing

Stage I:
Introduction
Stage II:
Screening
Management Point A
Stage III:
Designing Aims
Management Point B
Stage IV:
Prototype Development
Management Point C
Stage V: Application

0.25%
0„25%
14.5%
3.0%
5.0%
55.0%
5.0%
17.0%

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP THREE:

Planning an approach to the next
set of operative steps.

This step involves reading Operative Steps Seven through Twelve
(Stage IV).
You should now realistically consider obtaining the
assistance of a consultant or specialist to perform or help to perform those tasks you feel unqualified to complete and/or personally
lack the resources to master (resources such as money, time, energy,
expertise and interest). The references provided with each of the
steps can serve as educative aids, but cannot perform the tasks for
you.

Enter the tentative starting dates for these steps on the process
control sheets.. Also you should consider the material resources
that will be necessary for future progress and insure that these
will be available as they are needed.
Bear in mind your own unique needs and desires as you preview the
The order given might not necessarily be the right sequence
steps.
for you. The emphasis given each step might not be correct for your
purposes. You are urged to modify at will.

Also it is important to consider the viability of doing some steps
simultaneously; for example, once exercises or activities have been
selected or developed, component testing can start immediately.
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Background

Planning is not

a one

shot function.

Information which is system-

atically (or unsystematically) collected is
fed back into the program to
guide future progress.,

Ongoing planning reflects the cyclic rather
than

the linear sequence of development inherent
in the Methodology for building humanistic-psychological education curricula.

Example

The resource evaluation pie represents an approximation of
the division of resources over procedures used in building "Who am I?"

These

are not perfect estimators, nor do they represent completely accurate

records of resources actually used.

The reason for this is that the

developer did not keep perfect records of resources used.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT

B,

STEP FOUR:

Planning an evaluation function for
the next section.

The strategies appropriate to this step are in Appendix C. Review
these and contemplate their ability based on their perceived value
thus far.

Watch outi

This step is short on words but long on involvement.

(Note to the reader)
The Appendix C referred to above is an appendix to the methodology, not the dissertation.

Background

Because of the great number and variety of evaluation tools and
skills required in building curricula, a manual containing these was
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developed.

This is entitled "A referenced,
annotated, categorized list-

ing of data collection strategies"
and is attached to the methodology
as

an appendix because of the perceived
need for this by others using
the

methodology.

Example

The strategies used in providing data for
decision making while

building "Who am I?:

Another Answer" have been cited in the discussion

of Step one of this management point.

If any one tool

could be singled

out for its utility that instrument would
be "The operationalization of

fuzzy concepts" first created by Hutchinson
(1970) and later expanded on
by Brooks, et al

.

(1975).

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP FIVE:

Thinking about recurring issues.

This step identifies a potpourri of issues which a developer of
humanistic-psychological curricula must constantly keep in mind.

Reminders
A.

Maintain a reality orientation. Do not become so involved in
development that one forgets that eventually he or she, along
with the product, will be interacting with people who are
fuzzy, not totally rational beings with their own styles of
operations, notions of what is important, sensitivities, and
so on.
This is an aspect of any work which will probably never
be accounted for by any system (politics?).

B.

Step back and look at the whole.
Related to point A, the
admonition is to consider the "big picture."

C.

Try and keep within your resources.

D.

Allow for "extra-developmental" contingencies, e.g„, resources
evaporated; you won the lottery.
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1 low
for self-motivation. Consider rewarding
yourself. Simple things like ice cream following
a work session, or listening to classical or quiet "Eastern"
music durinq the session
might be helpful.
If other persons serve as energizers
for
you, involve them.

.

Fo

Don't forget about outside resources. There may
be people who
can do some of your work for you (willingly,
and maybe for
free), or who can check the adequacy of your work
from a point
of view with which you are unfamiliar.
Within limits, the more
varied and large the input, the better the product.

G0

In a sense, curriculum development is a
continuous series of
problems.
Some of these can be avoided by forethought (such
as might be stimulated by this document), others are
more
unique and require novel solutions. To aid you in tackling
these issues, you might remember any problem solving strategies
which have been useful to you in the past. Some written references are:
Polya (1957) How to Solve it and Gordon (1961)
Synecties

H.

Communicate.,
Tell someone about what you're doing,,
(This is
essential for diffusion efforts which will be focused on in
the last Operative Step of this Methodology,)

Background

One of the functions of Management is motivation.

increases this with success;

a

A person

person loses it with failure.

One way of

avoiding failure and achieving success is to be aware of common pitfalls

which one known about, but doesn't always remember.
a

This step serves as

grocery list of developmental reminders.
This is congruent with programmed instruction systems which make use

of repetition and positive rewards for success (e.g„, like ice cream

following

a

session).

Popham and Baker (1970) use these techniques.
(1974), also mentions their value.

Gagne and Briggs

Watson and Tharpe (1972) emphasize

the use of repetition in strategies for personal growth and adjustment
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(and curriculum development can be
indirectly tied to personal growth).

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP SIX:

Locating and negotiating for
able testing environment.

a

suit-

This step involves identifying suitable
environments and selecting
one such setting based on negotiation involving
(in order):
1.

2.

3.
4.

degree of cooperation offered (immediate, over-time)
cost in dollars
ratio of numbers of students available to numbers desired
benefits for experimental setting

Within a common sense framework, one should (1) describe the ideal
setting within which this curriculum might be tested in whole and in
part (these settings may differ), (2) identify an appropriate number
of such communities, (3) select the best one for negotiation,
(4)
consider the size of sample required from this community population
(which may include all members), and (5) make appropriate initial
contacts
"Extrai nstructiona 1 contingencies" (Baker, 1973) may often surface
via this procedure.
A developer should be attuned to the possibility of all such occurrences, and should view these, not as nuisances
to be discarded, but as sources of valuable data on which further
modifications and revisions can be made.

Background

A cooperative test environment is highly desireable.

Especially

when evaluation requires substantial amounts of cooperation from the user.
It is important to be in a supportive community.

This can also serve to

increase communication, cited by Gilchrist and Roberts (1974) as the
prime variable effecting evaluation.
This step is done relatively early in the development process in

order for liaisons to be identified.

Additionally, subjects identified

early can be used to provide feedback on initial developmental efforts.
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By encouraging broad based support for
the curriculum, e.g., from an out-

side community, dissemination is also made
easier.

Example

Merely by discussing the curriculum as it was being
developed served
to provide a test community.

Persons were interested in the topic, and

requested that they be allowed to try it out.

OPERATIVE STAGE IV:

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

Methodology

This stage describes the bulk of curriculum building activities.
Some persons might consider this section to be curriculum building.
The philosophy inherent in this methodology is otherwise. Earlier
Stages might lead up to this, much as later stages are dependent on
it; but all these are of equal import to the quality of the final
product.

Background

Given meaningful and well articulated goals; given an effective man-

agement strategy; given

a

knowledge of the content area, there still

remains the core function of curriculum development:

translating intents

into learning experiences.

There is

a

dearth of material regarding this process as it applies

to humanistic-psychological education.

tors.

(A)

This is due to a number of fac-

Teaching/learning strategies are frequently subject specific;

e.g., even within the cognitive disciplines wide differences may exist

between learning activity development for math as opposed to history.

These differences are exagerated outside the cognitive domain.

(B)

In
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humanistic-psychological education the subject
is the self.
a

Not only is

common definition of this term
non-existant; in many cases the content

is expected to arise from the
(c) There is an element of

subject-not be imposed upon him or her.

creativity-of elasticity-which cannot be

accounted for by preset procedures.

(D)

It is difficult to say exactly

who should determine the curricular intents:
teacher, or a student?

a

curriculum developer, a

Or, if in combination, in what combination,
and

how combined?

Example

The above points, among others, were addressed by the methodology;
there were occasions when much structure was required, thus more suggestions were given about how to perform these tasks.

This was accomplished

by consulting the references attendant to that section.

There were other

times when the developer felt it wise to deviate from a prescribed proc-

ess--this was encouraged by the methodology.

Methodology

An important prior consideration to Operative Stage IV activities .
As has been stated earlier, this is a methodology for building curricula which accomplish humanistic-psychological education goals.
Humanistic education efforts directed primarily toward making human
the means used to accomplish goals, of any nature, are thus not
within the central purview of this system. However, means and ends
Parin any curricular effort cannot be but artifically separated.
ticularly in this realm where goals are frequently of a process
nature we would err seriously to consider one (goals) independent of
the other (means).
You as the developer have made the deciThe consideration is this:
sion of what goals should be employed. Now you are faced with a
"Do
number of options which can be summarized by this question:
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you, as developer, want to provide processes
by which teachers or
students might design or select their own
strategies for achievinq
and evaluating the pre-established goals, or do
you want to provide
tnese strategies and evaluation measures
yourself?" (Of course one
step removed from this, you might allow subjects
to create both*the
teaching-learning strategy design process as well as the
resultant
teaching-learning strategy.)
You will have to address yourself to this question
for:

each
each
each
each
each

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

goal.

objective (if you create it).
teaching-learning strategy,,
standard of accomplishment (criterion).
criterion measurement device.

You have a wide range of options open to you at this point. While
the methodological processes are written from the perspective of
your "doing" the work, you will occasionally be reminded that there
are alternative approaches.

Example

Individualizing "Who am I?:
a

Another answer" consisted of developing

self-contained, self instructional package which could be used by

teachers or selected by students from

a

range of optional programs.

Thus

while internally the package was designed to allow for only mild indi-

vidualization (e.g., through self-pacing; encouraging persons to eliminate certain exercises if they appear inappropriate or undesirable, pro-

viding alternative outside resources which could augment or supplant

built in exercises);

"externally" it would lend itself to increased

individualization of larger programs.

component of
sonal domain,

a

For example it could be

a

psychology course for persons interested in the transperit could be used by guidance persons with indivuduals

experiencing a concern with identity;

it could be selected by
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persons with an interest in spirituality
as a part of

a

religions

course.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP SEVEN:

Creating

a

positive attitude

Create and maintain an attitude which will
improve both the process used in, and
the
product which results from this stagp.
In this stage of the

curriculum development process, your attitude
more important than the skills you have, or
the processes you
employo While an open, flexible positive
attitude is useful in
other types of curriculum development, in the
humanistic-psychological field, it seems that this is a paramount
virtue.
Not all the
steps necessary to carry out your intentions can
be adequately prescribed in advance (by you or by anyone else). This is a
significantly creative endeavor. The more open you are to new
ways, unexpected problems, the better you will flow, the better will be
your
product.
is

Background

This step evolved from the experience of the methodological developer.

It is in accordance with those theories which emphasize that

internal states influence an effort more than specific behaviors or

skills required to complete the effort.

Assagioli (1973), for instance, outlines the five stages of an act
of will a) Goal, evaluation motivation b) deliberation, choice c) affir-

mation d) programming and e) direction of the execution.

The first three

stages all are somehow involved with summoning positive energies to com-

plete the task.

Maltz (1973) combines self-image theories such as Lecky's self-

consistency theory with cybernetic notions (saying there is

a

built in
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feedback system within people which will
automatically guide them to

accomplish their purposes once these purposes
have been defined), to
arrive at his sytem of Psycho-cybernetics.
cussed primarily because it is

a

This system has been dis-

good example of how some persons are

more concerned with developing goals and attitudes
than with explicit
tasks, as means of most efficiently and effectively
accomplishing pur-

poses
ical

like building teaching/learning systems for humanistic-psycholog-

education.

Example

In the development of "Who am I?.

were all employed.

.

.

the following reminders

Not in the way suggested, e.g., that they be cut out

and placed around the work area, but in other less obtrusive ways.

suggestion and

a

Each

few of the ways it was employed follow.

Methodology

I.

Communicate - Interrelate. Solicit feedback from others.
bring others into your project. Talk about it with co-workers,
friends.
Communicate with yourself; get your playful self and
your worker self together. You may find others know of work
already done that you can use, or you may find them to be willing co-workers, or be able to direct you to such persons.

Example

a.

A colleague of Dr. Assogioli was invited to react to the
sequencing of materials which had evolved.

b.

This colleague was used as an "expert" in a taped segment of
the curriculum dealing with paths to the "Higher self."

c.

Discussions concerning the content area were held with the
(As well as with other interested
developers major advisor.
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persons; these contacts were
fruitful for the field testing
stage,,

Methodology

Do it the easy way.
Look for existing strategies, materials
and resources of all kinds. Most
persons would feel complimented to have their work recognized
or extended.

Even
you only modify a model or method only
slightly, you
may still be making a significant
contribution.

Example

a.

Professor Weinstein recommended a book by McCarrol,
Exploring
the Inner World , a reference in this led to
another book. You
- T e o ot HjQ Target by Huxley.
Both served as sources of exercises and theory.
.

,

b.

Much of the design was taken from a workshop in which the
developer was co-instructor/designer.

c.

Materials already produced were used more often than original
materials. Particularly materials from the Canadian Institute
of Psychosynthesis developed by Crampton.

d.

All

these materials were put in a different mode (combination
tape/workbook); and were arranged systematically to achieve
specific purposes. Both of these were novel approaches.

Methodology

3.

Remember people are human, too.
In this and later stages
you'll be dealing with persons who are probably unfamiliar with
your work. Be patient in explaining it, and also be aware of
their feelings. Most of the people in the U.S. are average
(by definition), so you can expect to encounter others' quirks,
hang-ups, etc.

Example

a.

Vocabulary was always a problem in presenting the curriculum to
others. This had to be constantly considered.
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b.

T he

umqu e value

of the subject area was explored
in the terms
ene
henever Possible. That is, the
"audience" was
°J. IS lf
-J
'J
ey [had
ever had any experience with meditation,
Qnirt
r5
spirituality, whatever, that would
approximate the content of
tne curriculum.
e

1

^

Many persons exhibit a resistance to
the area of transpersonal
growth, pure consciousness and related
topics not only because
of the jargon associated with these
areas, but also because of
the media overkill of spiritual/mystical
disciplines (particularly in college communities). Allowances had
to be made for
this.
(Also professional psychologists are frequently
resistant to the area.)

Methodology

4°

Remember yourself, especially in this section. Treat yourself
well.
The work can become tiresome. Schedule your time
according to your nature (big bursts or steady progress). Work
in groups if this is best for you.
Pat yourself on the back
whenever possible.
(In fact go ahead and pat yourself on the
back right now for thinking such a thing.)

Example

a.

Only after much trial and error did the developer finally realize that he experienced "down days" when production just wasn't
going to happen, and that it was best for him at these times
to leave the tasks behind.

b„

Also he never took full advantage of the energizing function
groups serve for him. He did meet with committee members
(second order decision-makers--following himself) individually
with some frequency but rarely as a group. He would alter his
approach in subsequent efforts to include group processes
throughout the course of development.

c.

He patted himself on the back more than once and smiled every
time.

Methodology
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Go beyond the linearity inherent in any design
Be flexible.
Do this both in terms of means (processes) and in
system.
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terms of ends (goals).
Be loose in deciding what is
direct
faci 1 i tation of psychological growth.
Cai als ° hel P Prevent you from
becoming hungup on a particular step or procedure.

\

Example

a.

Is providing references about a topic
area directly facilitating psychological growth? The developer decided
it was and
included this as an intent of the curriculum.

b.

With hindsight, the developer can see that he did indeed
become
hung-up on certain steps; that in subsequent efforts he would
be more likely to skip a step and return to it at a later
time,
or possibly skip it entirely; or have someone else complete
the
task.

Methodology

6.

Be innovative.
The world is crying for new forms. You are
different. Apply that difference to your curriculum.

Example

a.

The developers interest in self-instructional self development
systems spurred this developmental effort. He realized that
not all persons have the persi stance nor the interest in trying
to systematically guide their own evalution, but he decided
that his program should not be all things for all persons.

b.

The program "Who am I?: Another answer" attempts to achieve
relatively unique ends "Self"--discovery and identification by
relatively unique means (within the area of Humanistic Education).
Those means being a combination tape and workbook
format.

c.

His (the developer's) background in methodological development.
Humanistic education, management systems, and evaluation,
merged to form a curriculum which probably differs from that
he would have produced had his primary grounding been in curriculum development. He went ahead anyway.

—
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Methodology

7.

Remember your purpose . Keep it uppermost in your
mind. All
activities, materials, measurement devices should
reflect this.
This orientation can riot only prevent you from
becoming overconcerned with the thousands of humanistic education
techniques
available, but also can direct your work toward a
holistic
final product.

Example

a.

The purpose of the curriculum was structured and restructed
frequently. Once decided upon it provided a focussing agent
for a person who tends to be easily led astray.

b.

The purpose acted as a filter to sort out, from the many exciting and valuable psychological exercises available today, those
which suited his intents. The importance of purpose cannot be
stressed to greatly.

c.

Hopefully, the curriculum package (all 150 pages of it)
reflects the primary intents of that package. Every word
should have a definable connection to those purposes.

Methodology

8.

Bear in mind that humanistic ends don't automatically imply
humanistic means, but that the two are closely related.

Example

a.

When defining a sub-section of Humanistic education as an area
emphasizing the goals of programs rather than their means, one
runs the risk of being inhumane, and this contrary to the overriding goals of Humanistic Education in general. This caution
was perceived and hopefully accomodated.

b.

Some of the previously mentioned means of internal individualization, were built in to account for the close relationship of
For instance this meant allowing
humanistic ends and means.
for people to eliminate or modify steps based on their own
estimation of value, even though all exercises in the program
were designed to be both integrated and sequential.
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Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP EIGHT:

Teaching- learning strategy development/
breaking down goals.

Select or design teaching-learning
strategies for some goals. Break
down others into their component
parts (objectives).
This is the longest step in the methodology in terms
of both
description and work required.
In this step you will evolve teaching strategies for your goals or break down those goals
into their
components such that this can be done. While this step is directed
specifically at goals, the same basic procedure will be used in
dealing with objectives and subobjectives (Step Nine). When
working with these other levels of intent, the reader will be asked
to
mentally substitute the appropriate word to replace "goals."
This is a long step and might validly be separated into a number of
separate functions. However, because the processes included within
this step are so interrelated, they are presented together. By
placing these processes together, you will feel freer to use your
creative judgment to flexibly intermesh, skip, or add to certain
tasks.
Primarily what you will be doing within this, and the next
three steps is:
1.

Deciding if you want to deal with your intent (goal or
objective) at its current level of specificity, or break
it down into its components.

2.

Selecting or generating teaching-learning strategies for
the intent.

3.

Performing the next level breakdown of your intent (goals
into objectives, objectives into subobjectives).

Background

The

history of this step was discussed in describing the background

of this stage.

It is the most complicated and central

task of curriculum

development, at the same time it is one of the least discussed in the
literature.
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The sources of strategies used
within this phase of development
will
be cited and referenced as a step by
step "walk through" of the methodology as it was applied is presented.

Example

The curriculum package which is distributed
to potential consumers
is found in Appendix B.

It should be referred to by the reader
wondering

what the final product of this application looks
like.

However this com-

pleted package cannot convey the various processes
and ideas which were

combined to create it 0

Many of these hidden dimensions will be made

explicit as this operative step is described and examples
given.
The first step in the procedure is

Methodology

1.

Look at each goal and decide if you want to devise or select
(or have others create or select) teaching-learning strategies
for this goal as it is now stated, or would you rather break it
down into its components.

Example

Although no exercises were found which accomplished the goals of the
curriculum, in their entirety, several were targeted toward major aspects
of goals.

For instance

a

Disidentification/Identification Exercise cre-

ated by Martha Crampton was used to help accomplish the primary goal of
the curriculum;

to enable a person to experience his or her self as a

center of pure consciousness.

The developer felt this had to be accom-

panied by a related relaxation exercise which he so designed.
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How did the developer become aware of
available strategies?

By

bl-

owing step two.

Methodology

2o

Investigate any appropriate fields for available and
acceptable
strategies for teaching any of your goals selected for treatment at this time. Collect these and add them to your developing set of curricular materials.
Also you should briefly
describe this strategy on the format sheets in Appendix B.

Example

The psychological system which most closely dealt with the chosen
topic was psychosynthesis.

The developer read books and articles on this

system; attended workshops teaching psychosynthetic exercises and theory;

took classes in psychosynthesis; and corresponded with leaders in this
field.

Because the topic dealt also with spirituality, the author used

creative problem solving strategy and in

a

a

basically brainstorming fash-

ion identified twenty sources dealing with Spri tual/Transpersonal growth.

He then investigated these areas.

Some examples of the resources he

tapped were:
A Symposium on Transpersonal growth

A Spirituality course taught within the Anisa curriculum development
model
Baba Ram Das (formerly Richard Alpert of Harvard) Dan
Lectures by:
Goldman of Harvard; Yogi Bahjan (Kundalini Yoga)

Transcendental Meditation (including learning and practicing the
system, and reading materials about it

Arica— reading materials, and experiencing

a

training session
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These sources, in addition to books
and workshop handouts supplied
the basis for much of what was included
in the curriculum, in terms of

both theory and practice.

Examples of exercises

others are found as Appendices to Acts

I,

taken

directly from

and XI within the curriculum.

Step three is the most complex procedure in
the methodology.

Methodology

3„

Decide whether you want to generate a teaching-learning
strategy for this goal yourself, and do it.
Remembering that you
might want to provide more than one means of accomplishment
for
each goal, the following guidelines are offered.

It contains many substeps.

An explanation of what happened as

a

result

of this step is provided sub-step by sub-step on the pages immediately

following the full listing of guidelines.

Please note that not all

strategies noted will be discussed in this section.
are provided to give the reader

a

A few selected ones

feel for what went on.

Methodology

Guidelines for Developing a
Teaching Learning Strategy
1.

Examine the goal. What learning situations--activities, experiences, conditions, atti tudes--would best facilitate the
accomplishment of that goal.

Example

Example:

Goal-Person understands nature of Higher/Transpersonal
Self and knows the relationship between the "self" and
the "Self."

The developer felt this would be best accomplished by a verbal pre-

sentation.

Further that this verbal presentation would be in the form of
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a

question and answer session between

subject area.

This was done by way of

of Dr. Assogioli

naive person and an expert in the

a
a

taped interview with

colleague

a

(founder of Psychosynthesis) who helped Dr. Assogioli

work on a book on ways to the Higher/Transpersonal Self.
Also the developer felt that it would be valuable to have

display to accompany the tape, this was done in the form of
approaches.
"Who am I?

a

a

visual

diagram of

The result of this step can be found in Act IX of the Play
0

0

In all, five major exercises were designed to accomp-

lish five of the twelve goals which were created in the early develop-

mental phases of OPERATIVE STAGE III:

DESIGNING AIMS.

(These twelve

goals were kept for purposes of development and evaluation; but were

reduced to five for dissemination it has been noted.)

Methodology

2.

Consider the following points related to Humanistic Learning
activities (offered by Weinstein, 1974, personal communication)
and incorporate as many of these as possible into your mate(Points a through i were directly provided by him; the
rials.
rest, j-o evolved indirectly from him.)

Again these are important enough to go through individually with
examples set forth for each from the curriculum, following their presentation as a group

Methodology

a.

Activities should be self confirming/self validating.
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Example

A positive approach to growth was emphasized throughout.

Some

examples of statements taken from the document to support this are:
From the statement of mission "It has, in concorde with similar
program, such high ideas as:
helping a person feel better . . 0 "

From act I "Hopefully you did experience a sense, or even a faint
trace of your "self" your personal center of consciousness. But
if you didn't that's okay, too.
You may find that certain exercises
work for you, while others don't."

—

Methodology

b.

Leaders (or producers) problems should not be transmitted to
participants.

Example

Because of the "bound" mode of presentation, in one sense this problem was decreased.

However, through subtle means and producers problems,

unresolved conflicts might be transmitted to the individual.

To allow

for this precautions in regard to the investigation of self were included
as a section of the next to last act.

The reader is now referred to

Appendix B, Act XII for a complete listing of precautions.

Methodology

c.

Learning experiences should not be used strictly to satisfy
the needs of the leader or producer.

Example
prime criterion
This was intended to be accomplished by making the
the consumer.
for use of the curriculum interest on the part of

Thus, if
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a

person is interested in the curriculum his or her needs would be the

main focus of the learning experiences.
Also, objectivity was provided(in this case)by making the mode of

presentation

a

workbook and tape.

This helps to eliminate ego inflation

(or deflation) of the transmitter.

Methodology

d.

No "heavy" psychologizing, interpreting or labeling should

occur 0

Example

This was avoided in the curriculum by accenting the positive rather
than the negative.

Because "heavy" is

a

relative term and because of the

mode of presentation, it was expected that

a

person would carry the work

only as far as was comfortable for him or her.
"height" exercises were used.

Neither "depth" nor

And finally, when labeling, or interpreta-

tion was used, several sources of terms or types of interpretation were

offered.

Methodology

e.

A humility should exist about motivation, thus keeping experiences educational rather than missionary.

Example
stressed throughout
The tenativeness of all work in this area was
the document.

only one
The fact that the definition of self used is
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definition and that this identity is only one identity one can assume were
both emphasized.

Example from Act V:

Next you are going to be presented with one conception of the various personality functions existing within all humans. There are of
course alternative explanations and descriptions. This is only one.
You can choose to accept this way of organizing your thoughts or
not.

Methodology
..

Limitations should be specified.

f.

The limitations to the learning program are outlined in the overview.

Example

The Limitations
Thus, far, you have seen a general description of what the curriculum i_s; the following items cover the other side of the issue.
2..

The program is not
1

.

.

.

.

.designed to enable a person to break through highly charged
emotional blocks. That is, it is meant to be educatove rather
Not only is the focus of the psychological
than therapeutic.
system underlying the package (Psychosynthesis) other than mere
affective release and subsequent understanding, it is the
belief of the compilor that large amounts of emotional energy
are best dealt with in the company of another person (optimally
a person trained in appropriate helping procedures).

..

1ntended to always facilitate joyous experiences. At times you
may feel emptiness. For instance, if a person were going
the
beyond a definition of him or her self as his or her role,
if
we
applicable:
following quote from Fritz Peris might be
Then we expetake away the roles, what do we experience then?
the
nothingness,
rience the anti- existence. We experience the
emptiness."
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Also it may happen in certain exercises that you would encounter uncomfortable images as you release your sensory attachment
to the outer world 0
This would be expected, and could be used
to give both greater awareness of our internal world, as well
as to take an initial step in controlling that world (rather
than having it control us).

3ooo.aH things to

all people.
Not all the exercises will "work"
for you in the way they might for others. One suggestion is
to view all theories and exercises presented as "tentative
hypotheses" to be approached with a questioning yet open mind.
Those persons inclined to be overly critical might wish to be
guided by Laura Huxley's advice (from You Are Not the Target )
related to similar exercises, "It works - if you work."

4..

..

5.

.

6.

.

an advanced path to Higher Self Development.
This program can
better be compared to the one step which starts the journey of
a thousand miles.
It is certainly not on a par with various
intensive spiritual disciplines or more comprehensive psychological programs as one would find through the Arica Institute
or a more complete Psychosynthesis training.

,necessari ly limited to one individual working alone. Group
work based on the materials within this packaged play is
entirely feasible,

.1ntended to accomplish all goals set forth for it within the
time it takes to complete the course per se. Quite a bit of
material will be presented in a short time. No one is expected
One advantage of a portable system is
to assimilate all of it.
that you can branch out during the sequence or return to various Acts after completing one run-through.

Hopefully the "program" will not stop with the last exercise.
following books may help extend this work.

The

Assagioli, R., Psychosynthesis: A Manual of Principles and TechViking, 1965.
niques , New York:
Assagioli, R., The Act of Will

,

New York:

Viking, 1973.

Huxley, L. A., You Are Not the Target , North Hollywood, California:
Wilshire Book Company, 1974.
McCarrol

,

T., Exploring the Inner World , New York:

Julian Press,

1974.

from the
Synthesis, a journal edited by James Vargiu. Available
California.
City,
Redwood
in
Psychosynthesis Institute
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Methodology

Sense of humor should be present (if appropriate).

9°

Example

There is nothing funny about self-development.

Methodology

A harmony should exist between the learner, the activity, and
the environment to which may be added other considerations.
Remember a student is influenced by all the input in his environment, not only the teacher.

h.

Example

During the first taped portion of the curriculum in Act

I,

the user

is advised to select a spot where they have a history of being comfort-

able.

Throughout the play people are advised to find

a

place, a comfort-

able chair, apart of a room, whatever, where they can remain free of distraction.

This is done to help align the external environment (by reducing its
impact) with the learning activities (which generally involve going

inward) with the person (or an aspect of the person

— his/her

center or

self)

Methodology

i.

videotape,
Consider alternative transmission modes: personal,
corresponaudiotape, via a telephone "hot line," by workbook,
approach,
multi-media
programmed
dence course, through a
through computers. Generate some more ideas.
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Example

As a result of the discussion with Professor Weinstein, the devel-

oper decided on a combination workbook/tape mode.

He also made himself

available to all "students" during the field testing stages.

Methodology

j.

The ends should not be so tightly specified that one is blind
to other important effects (remembering once more that much of
the material is expected to evolve from the student).

Example

Processing and application sections were built into most acts.

In

these, along with the evaluation components accompanying each Act, the

person is asked to look for effects of the exercises on themselves.
Also, open ended questions were built into the evaluation components
in order to find out about unintended side effects which might be

addressed in future revisions,,

Methodology

k.

Keep resources in mind.

Example

Requirements, in terms of time and materials precede each Act.
individual
these requirements are outlined in the overview before an

actually starts the program.

Also
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Methodology

lo

Think about the warmth of the presentation. Remember that
trust is required for certain materials to surface.

Example

Persons are provided with "Guidelines for Testing the Authenticity
of Intuitions" (Crampton, 1973) to deal with subconscious material which

might arise.

The previously mentioned sense of humility about the mate-

rials might also facilitate evocation of suppressed experiences.
the nature of the topic should help valuable material to surface.
is,

Also
That

it is constantly emphasized that the person is not his or her roles,

images, fears, or thoughts but

is_ a

center of pure consciousness which

remains constant through the passage of time, moods, and developmental
stages.

Methodology

m.

Consider building in a provision for the student to design his
or her own activities to meet his or her own objectives.

Example

Given the fairly static nature of the package, in that it is

designed to meet pre-selected goals, alternative modes of accomplishing
objectives were not included.
would do so.

Although in future efforts the developer
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Methodology

ru

Give some thought to the sequencing and packaging
of activities (this will be gone into in depth in the
next
step).

Example

This will be discussed in OPERATIVE STEP ELEVEN.

Methodology

o.

Consider learning theory, i.e. reinforcement schedules, practice effects.

Example

Self controlled behavior modification notions of Mahoney and

Thoresen (1972) and Watson and Tharpe (1972) were used.

As were some

assumptions collected by Boudette (1972) for work on learning systems.
Some examples of the assumptions which were built into the learning pro-

gram are
1.

Learning by doing (experiential learning) will work best in the
majority of cases where directly observable behavior is the
desired result.

2.

Learning is best facilitated when the learner believes in the
value of that which he is learningo

3.

A person must be aware from the start of the purpose of that
which he is learning.

4.

5.

A person must never lose sight of the purpose of that which he
is learningo

For people to learn most effectively, they must be in
fortable situation.

a

com-

Going back now to the sequence of steps entailed in designing/selecting
learning experiences for goals is Sub-step

3.
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Methodology

3.

Combine your knowledge of Learning Psychology and Motivation,
with the unique nature of the set of intended teachers and
learners to be using the materials and apply all this to your
goal area.

Example

The learners who would be interested in the Transpersonal Self, or
the self as a center of pure consciousness were assumed to be novices in

The package was not designed for persons on an advanced spir-

this area.
itual path.

Owing to this consideration, increments were made small (although in
line with Gagne's

(1965) theory, the goal, in its wholeness was presented

first), repetition frequent, referral to the purpose of the module was

frequent, and the package was designed to be able to be completed in less
than two weeks time.

Methodology

4.

Be creative, modify or apply in toto other successful learning
strategies you've personally experienced or encountered in some

other way.

Example

In "Who am I?:

.

„

the producer employed relaxation techniques he

had learned in practicing various meditations.

He also enjoys having

illustrations, so diagrams and cover sheets were drawn.

The relaxation process appended to Act

I

is also a tool

which the

the curriculum.
user of the curriculum can employ independent of

Many
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such tools were provided so that people could refer
to these at appro

priate stages of growth and development.

Methodology

50

Can the resultant process,, Write it down, videotape it,
audiotape it, teach it to others, whatever. Try not to only
have it exist in your own mind.

Example

In this case,

the curriculum was "canned" in a tape/workbook mode.

This program is Appendix B Q

Methodology

6.

Briefly indicate a title for the strategy in the appropriate
place in Appendix B. This forms a part of your curricular
package.

Example

Many different approaches to self-knowledge exist.

Louise Tyler

(1969) has outlined a curriculum approaching this topic from a psycho-

analytic perspective, Weinstein and Alschuler (1974) from

a

developmental

This transpersonal approach is "another answer," thus the

viewpoint.

title "Who am I?:

Another answer."

Methodology

4.

Breakdown of goals into objectives via The Operationalization
of Fuzzy Concepts (Hutchinson, 1970), or a task analysis
(Davies, 1973).
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4a 0

The number and quality of objectives derived
from each goal are
dependent on the nature of that goal (i.e., its
fuzziness or
scope).
Therefore, you may wish to start with your most important goal, as dealing with a single goal can oftentimes
be a
surprisingly time consuming process.
(After you have been
through this procedure a few times, you may wish to reconsider
the number of goals you wish to deal with.
So, the first step
is to arrange your goals in priority order if you
have not
already done so.

4b 0

Select a goal and write it down on the top of a piece of paper.
(You are now following the same procedure you completed in
the
introduction.

4Co

Next you should imagine
achieved.

4d„

Then observe and write down all the things you see in this
imaginary situation which indicate that an ideal state exists
in regard to the achievement of the goal.
Don't worry about
what evolves, it may be a listing or narrative or a description of one situation.

a

situation where this goal has been

The above should give you a qualitative look at your goal by its
components.
Some of these can be rewritten to form your end product
objectives.
Process objectives can also be obtained through this
process by substituting the phrase "is being achieved," for "has
been achieved." Another way of eliciting process objectives (or
pre-requisite objectives required to the eventual accomplishment of
the goal, is to do a task analysis.
4y.

Consider all the "jobs" which need to be completed to achieve
this goal, or all the conditions which must exist before the
You may approach this by considering the
goal is realized.
operation
that
must be performed, or by looking at the
first
last thing that would have to exist prior to the realization of
the goal

4z.

itself.

Translate these into objectives.

Eleven Procedural Points to be Noted

1.

2.

Both processes may be used with

a

single goal.

More than one round of breakdown might be necessary in order to
(In subsequent rounds you
arrive at satisfactory objectives.
would treat individual objectives as goals and proceed as
above.
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30

You are strongly urged to consult the references in
this section 0 The importance of this task cannot be too stressed;
later work is heavily dependent on it.

4°

Objectives should be stated at roughly the same level of
specificity,,

5°

Don't forget that materials for steps other than those of
immediate concern may spontaneously evolve* These elements
should be noted*

6*

After you "get the gist" of the procedures they become easier
and actually can be fun!

7*

The resultant objectives and subobjectives should be listed on
the appropriate pages in the appendix.

8*

The developer might consider the appropriateness of either of
the first two of these procedures for use b^ the teachers; or,
going one step further, perhaps the students themselves might
use these or similar techniques to plan their course of study*
The same notion is true of course for the setting of goals
themselves*
Both of these notions could be built into objectives by the developer.

9.

It should be emphasized that the reason why both outcomes and
opportunities are suitable as objectives is due to the nature
Because much
of the humanistic-psychological education field.
of the material which comprises the educative process comes
from the student and would naturally be expected to vary from
student to student it appears unwise to be overly concerned
with detailed outcome specifications at this time.

10.

When considering affective objectives, especially ones relating
to social skills, it might be wise to concentrate on group
rather than individual measures of performance (Popham, 1974).

11*

Optimally, according to Mager (1962), objectives should have:
an action/performance component,
1*
a context component describing the conditions under which
2.
behavior should occur, and
a criterion component.
3.
This third point will be addressed later in this stage of the
methodology*
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Example

Breakdown of a Goal into Objectives
While five goals were maintained at their original level of speci-

ficity for the purposes of generating teaching/learning strategies, these
five, plus the remaining seven of the twelve core goals were all broken

down into their components.

This breakdown provided for improved plan-

ning monitoring and evaluating.

one goal

— that

An example of a first level breakdown of

the person understand the experience of pure consciousness

follows.
lo

An explanation of the experience is provided (an opportunity
or process objective)

2.

Conceptualization of consciousness (re. psychosynthesis) is
understood by participant (an outcome objective).

3.

Relationship of pure consciousness experience to psychosynthesis is understood by the participant (outcome objective).

4.

The fit of psychosynthesis within psychology is understood by
the participant (outcome objective).

It should be noted that these are only first level

goal.

breakdowns of the

Increased specificity is achieved as each of these are analyzed in

terms of activities required to achieve them, or, criteria by which one
can measure their degree of accomplishment by the participant.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP NINE:

Teaching-learning strategy development/breaking down objectives.

Select or design teaching-learning strategies
Break down others into their
for objectives.
component parts (subobjectives and activities).
Recycle until you are satisfied with the
level of goal breakdown.

.
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The procedures for this step are almost
identical with those for
s tep nine*
Merely modify that section by substituting
the word
objectives for goals. Remember you still have the
option of allowing the teacher or the learner to generate
or select his or her own
strategies for accomplishing objectives*

These steps can be combined, because this design process
is basically an analytical one* Major intents are refined into
more useful
components and subcomponents. Through the process, precautions
are
taken such that these sub-parts maintain their original
essence;
be advised, though, that in this type of work, again, the
whole is
always greater than the sum of its parts.

Remember also that different types of attributes of goals, or objectives, might evolve during this process. You may elicit "opportunity objectives" (teacher objectives).
On the other hand outcome
objectives (learner objectives) may emerge. Both are useful.

Background

When teaching-learning strategies do not become obvious at early
stages of development, an analytic procedure can be used to generate the

component tasks necessary to achieve the higher order goal.

These com-

ponents might then suggest ways of transmitting intents to students.

Within the methodology a warning is offered about the potential hazards
of doing this.

The developer should . . . consider the possibilities of not expressFor instance,
ing some curricular intentions in most specific terms.
it might be the vagueness or inspirational quality of humanistic
goals which encourages teachers to pursue them. Their motivation,
altruism, idealism or whatever might well be aroused and transmitted
(p. 59to students by what is not present in the curriculum guide,
60)

Example

In carrying out the goal

of having the person understand the experi-

ence of pure consciousness this objective was elicited— "Fit of Psycho-

synthesis within psychology is understood."

Subobjectives which resulted
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from this served to a) provide criteria against which the objective could
be compared and b) suggest teaching/learning strategies.

Those subob-

jectives were:
A.

At least five psychological systems are examined in relation to
Psychosynthesis. At least two of these should deal with
"Higher consciousness."

B.

Person is asked to think how the explanation relates to psychologies they are aware of.

Subobjective
way in Act

II

A was translated into the curriculum in the following

of "Who am I?:

Another answer

How Does This Learning Package (and Psychosynthesis) Relate to Other
Disciplines?

Selected Disciplines

Relationship

Arica (Oscar Icazo)

Psychosynthesis and Arica are closely
related; both are eclectic and draw from
Mystical traditions as well as from Western
Psychologies. Much work in Arica is targeted toward the development and integration
of three centers crudely corresponding to
Work in this
the heart, mind and body.
discovery of,
the
module is targeted toward
reineventual
and
disidentification from,
personour
of
tegration of various aspects
ality around a single unifying center.

Rational Emotive
Therapy (Albert Ellis)

Gestalt Therapy
(Fritz Peris)

..

..

i ._.

Ellis's RET system focuses on disidentification from harmful cognitive programs as
these limit our growth.
Peris' work typically involves identifying
"holes" in our experience, which determine
our identities even more than the conscious
aspects of our personality. Such work as
"owning" our selves (both desirable and
undesirable features), instead of projecting

them outward would correspond to discovering
them
our identifications and then accepting
then
(and
them
prior to disidentifying from
(See
center).
reintegrating them around our
a
for
Synthesis
George Brown's article in
comparison of the two disciplines.)
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Selected Disciplines

Relationship

Jungian Therapy
Carl G. Jung

This system is most closely allied with Psychosynthesis, particularly as both deal with
the higher as deeper aspects of Self.
Whereas Jungians use dreams to enter deeper
strata of experience. Psychosynthesis practitioners would use more controllable methods such as guided imagery, meditation or
ideal model s.

Psychoanalysis ala
Karen Horney

She recognizes three selves that persons are
variously identified with. She attempts to
move persons toward "The real self, that
central inner force common to all human
being and yet unique to each, which is the
deep source of growth."

Bioenergetics
Alexander Lowen

Lowen allows for the existence of a deeper,
knowing self, but believes that embodied
identifications or attachments must be eliminated as well as those more typically "psychological" as a prerequisite for becoming
more centered.

Feldenkrais
Moshe Feldenkrais

A movement system which, like Bioenergetics
(or Reichian therapy or Rolfing) stresses

that tensions and destructive patterns
which exist within the musculative and nervous system of the body must be broken up
and reintegrated (the notion of differentiation and integration) before energies are
available for full self development.

Transcendental
Meditation
Mahareshi Mahesh
Yogi

Psychoanalysis ala
Sigmund Freud

The ultimate goals of T.M. seem similar to
Psychosynthesis, but the latter has much
more work with personality development and
integration, while T.M. targets its work
directly to the "center."

Assagioli (founder of Psychosynthesis) seems
to agree with Freudian conceptions of the
subconscious, yet feels that this system is
limited in not exploring the higher aspects
Practitioners of Psychosynof humanity.
thesis deal with materials from the lower
conscious, but only as they emerge and
interfere with progress toward higher development.
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Other examples of subobjectives which were used to build learning
exercises can be found in the goals and objectives compilation for the

curriculum found in Appendix

B.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP TEN:

Developing criteria and measures of those
criteria.

Develop criteria or standards by which
achievement of aims can be measured,
then create and test the measures of
those criteria (evaluation devices).
To complement each goal, objective, or subobjective, one should
determine standards by which the accomplishment of that objective
Oftentimes the objectives themselves clearly suggest
can be judged.
criteria or standards. This is especially so when objectives are of
student has
the learning opportunity nature (e.g., objective:
access to a resource library containing 15 references on behavior
modification criterion: existence of such a library). In other
cases, however, the relationship between objectives and criteria,
Currently there exist no preor benchmarks is less natural.
established, accepted rules for the development of humanistic education standards (or assessment techniques to somehow measure these).
Each situation must be examined individually. With that in mind,
the following considerations dealing with establishing and evaluating criteria and measures of those criteria are provided so you can
more easily produce your own solutions to assessment problems.
Remember, once again in this step you may want to legitimately pass
Especithis task on to the teachers or the learners themselves.
ally, of course, if they designed their own teaching-learning

strategies.

Background

Oftentimes objectives suggest the criteria and measures or observational devices by which the criteria can be measured.

In the same way,

objectives or
sometimes existing standards or criteria can suggest needed

subobjectives.

format
Both these processes occurred when completing the
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sheets on Objectives, Criteria and
Measures of criteria found in the

methodology.

Examples

A few examples of criteria and measures of
criteria taken from the

format sheets now follow..

Example A
Goal

- Person understands meaning
of "self" experience
Objective - Relationship of that experience to Psychosynthesis
theory is understood..
Criteria - A. Narrative description is provided
B.
Person mentions relationship in evaluation feedback
Measures of criteria - A. Existence of narrative
B.
Observation of evalution reports

Example B
Person observes changing nature of consciousness by observation of the mind stream
Objective #2 - Person experiences varying nature of the mind stream
Criterion - Person reports this experience
Measure of criterion - Direct observation of evaluation forms
Goal

-

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP ELEVEN:

Testing individual learning sequences.

Determine the effectiveness of elements produced
to the fullest degree resources allow.
This step involves the assessment of the components which have been
generated thus far. Oftentimes this entails field testing activities and exercises with small groups of persons. The number of
activities tested, as well as the number of times each unit is
tested, will depend on the availability of resources as well as the
philosophy of the persons involved in that some persons may choose
to field test the elements intensively, while others may delay field
testing until a single model has developed. The decision rests with
the persons involved, as little evidence is available clearly showing the advantages of one approach over another.
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Background

As exercises are developed they can be individually tested for

flawSo

A test, of one sequence by one person, can be of significant

developmental importance.

This step is particularly meaningful when

using the methodology for building humanistic-psychological education

curricula by oneself.

For this step forces one to expose one's products

to an outside critic.

Example

To complete this task an examination of cognitive or skill oriented

individualized instruction systems from an evaluation perspective was
undertaken.

However the content focus and high degree of sophistication

of systems like IPI (Individually Prescribed Instruction) Glaser, 1966,
or CAI

(Computer Assisted Instruction) Suppes, 1966, diminished their

utility.
Informal assessment techniques were used instead.

For example a subject was given the first complete tape and workbook

unit produced.

His reactions to this caused modifications in all aspects

of the programming.

was excellent, but of

His comments indicated that the taped segment itself
a

nature that did not lend itself to immediate

written processing of that listening experience.

Thus flexibility of

processing was built in throughout.
developThis step, it should be noted, was underplayed during the

mental effort.

Because of the interrelated and sequential nature of the

aside for testing
learning activities, most testing resources were set
of the package in its entirety.
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Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP TWELVE:

Describing teacher training variables

Describe the necessary knowledge and skills a teacher
would need, and provide a teacher manual
Many practicing teachers lack a suitable background in humanistic
education.
Either this gap has to be filled or accounted for. This
does not mean that the teacher needs to be completely familiar with
the field of Humanistic Education, only with that area congruent to
the focus of the curriculum.
Further the teacher may not actually
"teach" the material and thus need only be familiar with ito
To bypass the administrative and psychic hardship of
extensive teacher training, many instructional products
are being conceived in terms of instructional media.
(Baker, 1973, p. 261)

However, the curriculum developer should be aware that in using psychological education programs, painful and sometimes embarrassing
material can surface from the student, and the teacher should be
able to deal with this. Thus, if extensive workshop, or encounter
group preparation is required, this should be indicated in the
teachers manual accompanying the curriculum (See Appendix B for the
format of this).

Background

Partially in order to avoid the psychological, economic and bureaucratic problems entailed in teacher training programs, the curriculum
"Who am I?:

Another answer" was conceived of as

internally complete learning package.

a

self-instructional

Thus the teacher training vari-

ables mentioned in the appendix to the Methodology are inappropriately
to this effort.

Teacher training in the form of expanding awareness of the teacher
material
in regard to the content of the curriculum is provided by the

precedent to the curriculum package per se .

The introduction within the
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package serves this purpose as well.
these sections in Appendix

B

The reader is referred to both

for an in-depth examination.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP THIRTEEN:

Describing the physical requirements

Describe the necessary and recommended requirements
for implementation of the curriculum in terms of
personnel, spatial conditions, and media resources.
In addition to a listing of books, articles or tapes inherent
within
the curriculum, indication should be made of the other requirements
for the program. A well lighted open area with room for movement
might be needed, a sound system might be required, one teacher or
teacher's aide per five students might be suggested. All these
should be described in the User's Manual resulting from the Completion of Appendix B.

Background

More often than not, humanistic-psychological education programs are
best implemented outside the classroom or in non-tradi tional classrooms.

Oftentimes materials other than books, notebooks, pens and pencils are
called for.

average one.

The student teacher ratio may need to be smaller than the

The problems caused by these physical needs can be allevi-

ated by being aware of them in advance.
A concern for physical requirements was cited earlier when discussing the inter-relationship between the learner--the activi ty--and the

environment.

This relationship is underscored by noting the locations

chosen by Arica

(a

spiritually oriented educational enterprise) for its

intensive, forty day, summer residential learnings in 1975.

These are

Caribbean Sea (in Puerto Rico), Vancou er Island, Northerwood (Ashland,
Wisconsin) Colorado (Dunton Hot Springs) Maui, Hawaii, Narragansett Bay,
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New Mexico Mountains, Vermont, Popoyan, Columbia, and
Arica in the

Redwood (from an Arica publicity brochure, 1975).

Example

The materials necessary for the completion of the package are

described in the introduction to that package, these include:

workbook

and tapes, a cassette tape recorder, availability of a quiet spot, and

about twenty hours of the individual's time.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP FOURTEEN:

Developing

a

prototype

Primarily this step is concerned with the sequencing
and packaging of instructional activities.

There are many ways in which this step may be implemented. The
approach is heavily dependent on the focus inherent in, or superimposed upon, the materials already developed. One may find that a
sequencing strategy almost leaps out at them from what has already
evolved.
If this does not occur the work of Posner and Strike
help
one determine a focus and methods of integration most
(1974)
suitable to her/his purposes.
Posner says that curricula are generally structured in two ways.
The first being quantity as determined by the commonality and temporality of the component elements. The second being quality which he
says might have five foci (overwhich might be superimposed Gagne's
heirarchies of competence notion). These five organizing structures
are:
1.

world related bases

2.

concept related basis

3.

Inquiry related basis

4.

Learning theory related basis

5.

Utilization related basis.

right for the mateIt might happen that none of these structures is
materials will
the
For instance, perhaps

rial which has evolved.
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be almost entirely determined by the subject.
If this is the case
then perhaps sequencing the exploration of
this material should be*
left in the hands of the subject.

Background

The basic reason for sequences of instruction is simply that
the

desired learning cannot take place all at once, and therefore must
be

designed so as to occur in

series of 'steps', in other words, in

a

succession of individual occasions" (Gagne and Briggs, 1974,
Developing

a

p.

a

99).

prototype initially involves deciding how composite parts

should be fitted together.

Packaging the product for effective dissemi-

nation is the second task.

There are many avenues to sequencing.
nation are only five out of many.

another differentiation used.

The five cited in the expla-

Psychological versus logical is

The nature of the sequencing strategy is

once again related to the three way interaction between the learner, the

activity and the environment.

Example

Many sequencing strategies were employed to build "Who am

Another answer."

I?:

The developer would find it very difficult to specify

or document the exact processes used to create the overall result.

sources were read for ideas, the learner

— activity — environment

Many

variables

were combined, intuition was called upon, an outside opinion was solicited (from Don Mastriano, previously mentioned colleague of Assagioli).

Finally after this check with an outside source

a

sequence was determined.
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This order; in which one initially experienced
the final goal

Gagne, 1965), then had it reinforced, remained virtually

out the developmental process.

(after

intact

through-

Future modifications will be made on the

basis of field-test data.

The variety of approaches used to accomplish this task may be of

interest to the reader, as many of the productive ones called upon the
internal resources of the developer, rather than pre-existing sequencing

strategies.

One such technique was
a

relaxation technique and

Some "I am's
1.
2.

I

3.

I

4.

I

5.

I

6.

I

7.

I

I

.

am
am
am
am
am
am
am

.

e

a

fantasy in which the developer when through

imagined himself as an instructional sequence.

"evolving from this exercise were:

proceeding
proceeding
proceeding
proceeding
flexible.
practical.
tied to an

from
from
from
from

simple to complex.
the concrete to the abstract.
the specific to the general.
the general to the specific.

individual's interest-growth cycles.

A similar exercise was performed to elicit packaging variables— the

second class of concerns in this step.

The technique was problem solving

by analogy (a modified use of a technique described in Synectics (Gordon,

1961)).

In this case a package of gum was looked at

attributes— some of these were:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

sweet inside
best eaten in small bits
it (the gum) stretches with use
you can see the whole
has a name
is in an "attracting" wrapper
costs money
sold in a vending machine
description of contents is on the outside
it's colorful

in terms of its
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Most of these attributes were in whole, or in part,
utilized in the
final product, e.g., colors were used for evaluation sheets,
the curricu-

lum has a somewhat unique but descriptive title, it is
flexible can be

stretched by individuals using it, and it's "sweet" in that it has positive reinforcers built into it.
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CHAPTER

IV

APPLICATION: TESTING, RE-DESIGNING AND
DISTRIBUTING THE CURRICULUM

The final management point
cussed herein.

and

the final operative stage are dis-

This section is brief, not only because these two phases

are of limited size, but also due to implementation of the application

stage being unfinished at the time of this writing.

MANAGEMENT POINT

C

Methodology

Once again you are at a point where you can step back from your role
as actor in the curriculum development drama, and "try on" some
Be the producer or director and look at how the play
other parts.
See how well things went in Act IV (prototype developis going.
ment) and visualize what will be required for Act V when the whole
product is put into operation.

Certain guidelines and suggestions are contained within, but of
course these can't be complete. You are again urged to look at your
and proceed accordingly.
.
own special circumstances
.
.

Background

The rationale for this management point is similar to those for the

previous two points.

Curriculum building means more than designing aims,

building exercises, or testing the curriculum.

All

these processes

should be planned, implemented and later tested for effectiveness.

Fur-

attractthermore, resources are required for the construction of anything;
ing and managing these is a part of the building process.
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Example

It is difficult to wear two hats simultaneously, or even
consecu-

tively.

However, this feat must be somehow managed when attempting a

project such as curriculum development by oneself.
The most crucial management role at this point involved not evaluation, or proposal writing, or planning but supervising.

was becoming lax with the worker

— the

The executive

worker having many good excuses,

like, "I've done so much already," or "I just can't get into it, better
if

I

take a long vacation then return to the task."

Eventually these

problems were surmounted.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT C, STEP ONE:

Obtaining additional resources.

This is an optional step, or if you prefer, a more optional step
If you desire to augment
(as all steps have a tentative quality).
existing resources consider these points:
1.

Decide what types of resources are most necessary for you to
For example, you may need more time, extra personcontinue.
nel, flexibility in your own schedule, materials, extra dollars, new supplies, expertise. . . .

2.

Consider under what conditions you might acquire such
resources. What do you have to barter with?

3.

Write proposals, make personal contacts (refer to the proposal
generation references listed earlier).

4.

Create or maintain enthusiasm for your efforts
moving!

.

.

.

keep

Background
housing developIf we compare building a curriculum to building a

ment, we can find many similarities.

Both must be designed, both must be

no
monitored, ideas must be communicated to the outside community,
and, of
course, resources must be obtained and managed.
In the same way that housing development is effected by
cost-

overruns, and changing external conditions, so is curriculum development.

Resources must frequently be checked,.

This step is taken from management

systems that recognize this fact of life.

Example

The primary resource used in developing "Who am I?:
was the developer's time.

Another answer"

He had to constantly expand this resource past

his estimations, however the job was eventually completed.

Discussion of

this problem of dealing with one's own time as a resource is found in

Chapter

V

in which the application of the curriculum building methodology

in its entirety is discussed.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT C, STEP TWO:

Recycling through Relevant Management
Strategies

The following procedures have been spelled out in earlier portions
They are now listed as reminders of recurrent
of the methodology.
tasks and issues which must be continually dealt with.
1.

Evaluating (Management Point A, Step Four)

2.

Reallocating Resources (Management Point B, Step Two)

3o

Planning Next Steps (Management Point B, Step Three)

4.

Thinking about Recurring Issues (Management Point B, Step
Five)

5.

Communi eating your progress to others.

Ill

Merely reading over this list is not enough. Consider
each of these
functions. Are they being carried out effectively? Should
any be
modified? Should some of them be attended to right now?
Background

The background of this step is the same as that for this section,

which is in turn similar to that for the previous two Management Points.
This similarity points out the cyclical nature of the management process.

Combining reflection with action is unnatural to many, thus the constant

reminders via the methodology.

Example

The major focus of this point in the actual development of "Who am
I?

.

.

.

"

was the issue of communication.

Others were told about the

project, and helpful advice, or offers of help during the field testing

portion were received.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT C, STEP THREE:

Negotiating for a full scale application of your product.

Secure commitment from a suitable community for the implementation
This step is directly related to the Point B
of your curriculum.
management step wherein potential test communities were identified
and contacted.
In securing a test comDo this in whatever manner best suits you.
of your program.
features
unique
and
strengths
munity, emphasize the
but be
positive,
the
Accent
them.
Describe the benefits for
real is tic.
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Background

It is important that the test community match the intended
audience

of a curriculum.

Baker (1973) discusses how

a

mismatch of test subjects

with intended subjects can cause unnecessary or undesirable modification
to the educational product.

Commitment is a key word for much curriculum development within
humanistic-psychological education,.

Many exercises can be pleasurable

and arrousing, but serious practitioners are generally concerned with

somewhat longer term benefits.

To obtain these benefits people must

often push themselves or be pushed beyond certain limits.

mitment in advance from

a

Obtaining com-

test community can help insure cooperation from

its individual members.

Example

Negotiations were carried out with three individuals for testing of
the curriculum.

The reason for this small number of participants will be

discussed in later sections.

Methodology

MANAGEMENT POINT C, STEP FOUR:

Designing an Evaluative Strategy for
the Entire Operative Model

Evaluation thus far has focused on the developmental processes, and
In this step
on components of the whole package which have emerged.
based
created,
will
be
package
a strategy which looks at the entire
on the individual nature of that package.
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Background

Evaluation devices will differ according to whether they are of

formative or summative nature.

a

The evaluation strategies discussed up

until now were mostly of a formative nature.

These measured the effi-

ciency and effectiveness of the processes used in development and the
partial products which were created.

The evaluation strategy for the entire operative model combines

formative evaluation of each act as it

is

completed, with

a

comprehensive

summative evaluation.

Example

The formative evaluation strategies used after each act were kept

very simple.

They were printed on colored paper and were designed to be

handed in after completion of the package.

These sheets solicited the

Act number, the respondents name, the date, time required to complete
the Act, general comments, suggestions for improvements, and comments on

strengths and weaknesses.

The summative evaluation reflects the phenomenological bias of this

particular type of curriculum.

A brief interlude on why this is the

means of approach used now follows.
(the

One way of conceiving the world is to divide it into the umwel

external world of objects and societies), the mitwelt (the interpersonal

world of relationships) and eigenwel
1968).

(the "intrapersonal world

These categorizations imply three evaluative foci:

)

(Otto,

umwel

standardized
side evaluation of an individual by norm referenced or

-

out-
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measures; mi_twelt,

a

group evaluation of

tion of a person (say by

a

a

person, or individual evalua-

friend), and eigenwelt . self-evaluation of

a

person's performance.
It would be optimal, in almost all

from all these sources.
ence has to be made.

circumstances, to collect data

However, due to resource limitations,

a

prefer-

Because of the internal focus of the curriculum,

the last area, eigenwelt was selected.

The summative data col lection tool was in the form of

questionnaire.

a

self-report

The main source of this questionnaire was the Fortune/

Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology (Hutchinson, 1973).
process (with the exception of 5, 6,

7

The steps in this

and 8) were completed either by

the author working alone, or in cooperation with Mastriano.

The original questionnaire was designed for use within

a

workshop.

The final questionnaire for this curriculum was designed to closely parallel the original

instrument so that comparisons between modes of pre-

sentation could be made.
The steps taken in creating this questionnaire were:
1.

Applying the Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts (Hutchinson,
1970) which resulted in seventy four objectives.

2.

Applying
1973).

a

modified version of the Goals Process (Benedict,

This exercise was targeted toward eliciting potential

objectives from Psychosynthesis literature.

This added thirty

seven elements bringing the total number of objectives to one

hundred and eleven.
3.

Combining, abstracting and eliminating objectives until

a

man-

ageable number of the most important and meaningful ones could
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be selected as sources of standards of
accomplishment.
4.

Transforming these goals and objectives into
test items.

5.

Soliciting the opinions of twenty educators and
subject area
experts (completed by Mastriano alone).

6.

Revising the instrument based on feedback (completed
by

Mastriano alone).
7o

Rechecking the instrument with ten of the individuals mentioned

earlier (completed by Mastriano alone).
8.

Employing the resultant tool to measure the success of

a

work-

shop designed to achieve purposes similar to those for "Who
10.

9.

am I?".

Modifying this instrument based on:

its effectiveness during

the workshop and the differences between the workshop and work-

book formats.
(

Planned )

Making modifications based on application of the

instrument.

This instrument is found as Act XIII of the play

"Who am I?:

Another answer" in Appendix

OPERATIVE STAGE

V:

B of this document.

APPLICATION

Methodology

Within this stage, the curriculum, as a single unit, is applied
within a natural environment. Data are collected in regard to its
effectiveness (Step 15), the package is revised and recycled (Step
16), and dissemination efforts are continued (Step 17).
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Background

After the prototype model has been
created and tested in part, it
must have the final
ment.

assessment:

application within a natural environ-

Given adequate pre-application
development and planning, this

stage will require little from the
producer in terms of direct energy or
capital resources (unless of course the
test community is large and is
not paying for materials used).

calendar time involved.
ule.

However there may be a large amount of

The curriculum may not be implemented on
sched-

Large scale revision may be called for, and
of course diffusion

efforts can be extended almost indefinitely.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP FIFTEEN:

Applying and Evaluating the Curriculum,

The entire package is applied in a suitable
situation and evaluative data are collected,
analyzed and interpreted.
The developer must again wear two hats, one to direct and modify the
application of the curriculum, another to determine the effectiveness of the package.
In this step, where events are so unpredictable, no suggested procedures are supplied.

Given that earlier steps have been successfully completed, this
operation should flow easily, and while it may consume much calendar
time, your tasks primarily revolve around maintaining an observer
role.
Many times you will feel torn between immediately revising
aspects of the program (based on incoming feedback) and allowing it
to play itself out, as developed,.
This is another fine line which
can be negotiated only by you.

Suggested Procedure
Maintain

a

relaxed attitude.
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Rationale
These are almost always unforeseen variables,
which arise as a curriculum is applied in the Veal world."
Openness, flexibility and
etachment (not to be confused with lack of
interest) are prime virtues.
The more you are able to "disidentify" from
your product the
more capable you will be of making appropriate
modifications.

Background

The first application of the curriculum in most cases
should be the

simplest possible.

If there are any major gaps they can be identified

with a small input of resources (Coffing, 1973).

The results of this

limited field test can help the developer to decide whether further cur-

ricular modifications are necessary, or, whether the curriculum should be
applied in another setting.

Community support should be solicited during the application stage
as well.

If all

persons involved with educational decisions can be

brought together then the curriculum stands

judged fairly.

a

much better chance of being

Some of the decision makers to consider are, according

to Gilchrist and Roberts (1974): teacher, parent, evaluator, student,

citizen and administrator (p. 86).

Example

The first field test of "Who Am I?" was intentionally small.

All

persons met the criterion of interest by virtue of their initiating the

suggestion that they be field test subjects.
At the time of this writing, no comprehensive compilation of data
has occurred, only informal data passed on to the developer as the sub-

jects were experiencing the package.
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When the data has been collected
to revision or an expanded field
test.

a

decision will be made in regard

Also comparative analyses will be

conducted concerning the effects of the workbook
mode versus the workshop
mode.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP SIXTEEN:

Revising and Recycling.

Based on evaluation data, modifications
to the curriculum are made.

Upon what criteria should one base revision efforts?
According to
Baker (1973), there exist no general izable rules for revision.
Given the single product resulting from this curriculum design
system, we are somewhat at a loss for comparative data.
Basically as
a result of the previous steps we will know what was
supposed to
occur and what did occur so we can gauge the discrepancy between
these two facets of the product. However, we know little about the
value of this product versus another designed to achieve the same
ends.
Given the state of humanistic-psychological education curricula, this ignorance is not crucial. For this field has to start
somewhere, and the mere documentation of intended effects may be
seen as a significant step forward.

Revision is done in order to maintain the same results at a lower
cost, or raise the performance level at the same (or lower) cost.
While most literature focuses on the empirical data gathered from
evaluation, the role of judgment and exigency is present in most
curricular decisions, and should be recognized and then incorporated
into the revision cycle, as we should be dealing with what is, not
necessarily with what ought.

Background

According to methodological development theory, systems are, or
should always be, in the process of modification as they are applied in
new time/space situations.
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Example

The curriculum on psychological
development is likewise in
stant process of change.

a

con-

In addition to such changes as
would occur when

people respond to the request for additional
pertinent references (which
is built into the

curriculum)-test subjects have already volunteered

additional quotes, and other outside but
related reference sources.
These modifications will be made along with
other substantive ones
as the need for them is indicated.

Procedural changes will also accom-

pany the analysis of field test feedback (either
following the first
round of testing or later, after more comprehensive
efforts).

While analysis of input is largely structured by the evaluation

mechanism used to generate the data, the developer feels sure that
other
unexpected information will be supplied.

This unexpected input will be

processed according to the methodology wherein goals are recycled (added
to, deleted, modified or their sequencing altered) objectives are recy-

cled (in the same fashion) and finally activities are received.

Methodology

OPERATIVE STEP SEVENTEEN:

Diffusion

To be efficiently and effectively utilized, the curriculum just
developed must be publicized. There are many ways to do this. One
would be informal, person to person communication within a limited
geographical region. Another would be a comprehensive, systematic,
and creative communication system unbound by geographical constraints. The latter approach is preferred, if you as the developer
want your curriculum to have maximum import.
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Background

In the interest of letting the public
in on what educational

researchers have discovered, congress has
mandated

a

greatly increased

diffusion/dissemination effort within federally funded
projects (Report
on Educational Research, 1975).

The stages involved in the diffusion process included
within the

methodology include

1)

dissemination or spreading information about the

existence of the product,

2)

demonstration of the product or process for

the consuming audience, and 3) facilitation of adoption (Worthen
and

Sanders, 1973).

Example

"Who am I?:
ited basis.
copy.

Another answer" has been "advertised" on

a

fairly lim-

Most persons informed about the curriculum have requested

a

However, the developer has not the resources for free provision of

the package, and currently wants to delay wide scale distribution until

revisions can be made.

Most informal dissemination was carried out in the earlier stages of

development as

a

means of attaining feedback on progress to date, as well

as to solicit subjects for the field testing stage.
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CHAPTER

V

A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE APPLICATION
OF
THE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

This section focuses on implementation
problems and successes.

Rather than being a review of each step and
substep of the methodology as
it was employed in building "Who am I?:
a

Another answer" the following is

description of those tasks which were carried out
that were particu-

larly useful, difficult, or appear to be unique
to this system.

These

issues will be discussed in chronological order, as they
occurred in the

building process.

In addition to the prescribed processes, those activi-

ties which needed to be carried out which were not specified in
the meth-

odology will be cited as implications for future modification.

OPERATIVE STAGE

I

A central focus of the first, introductory, stage of the methodology
is an analogy between building a plan for self-improvement and building
a

humanistic psychological education curriculum.

By making the topic of

the analogy one's self, the developer hoped to involve the reader more

fully.

However, two reviewers of the methodology expressed

a

concern

that they were at this point confused with the purpose of the methodology.

Was it to build psychological growth programs for one's self? or

for others?

This was addressed by the provision of a footnote emphasizing that

self development of self programs were analogous to, and

a

subset of,

humanistic psychological education programs, but that they did not
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define the entire set of purposes
for which the methodology
could be
used.
In addition to the introductory
analogy, several

cautions or points

of explanation were laid out for
the user of the methodology.

these points deserves attention.
son working alone

...

(p.

6).

One of

"The writing is directed toward a
per-

Due to whatever circumstances; the

nature of the process, the scope of the
effort, or the psychological

makeup of the producer, the producer of
"Who am I?:

Another answer"

found the work to be tedious and difficult
as an independent project.

When others were involved work progressed more
efficiently and, he
believes, more effectively (at least for the
author as the user).
A recommendation to others using the methodology is:

working on

a

unless one is

limited task, involve others, use the team approach to cur-

riculum building,
introduction,

This suggestion relates to

"There is

a

a

fifth point raised in the

fairly large time commitment involved in using

the methodology in its totality."
A group effort can shorten the length of time one spends on

ticular project.

While distributing ones efforts on

a

a

project over

para

long period of time has the advantage of enabling one to see his or her

efforts from

a

number of perspectives; this advantage was outweighed in

the producer's case by his becoming "stale" as a result of dealing with
the same basic material so often.

OPERATIVE STAGE II:

SCREENING YOUR INTENTIONS

The primary screen offered to the user in regard to whether he/she
wished to continue with the methodology was

a

consideration of the
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interest

a

person had in the product/process which
was to be built.

developer of "Who am I?

.

.

The

had this interest, and he believes
that

the importance of this criterion for continuation
was reinforced as a

result of his efforts.

Interest sustained him during the most tedious

times, interest provoked him to seek out others
who might offer assistance, interest kept his developmental activities going
beyond the limits

necessary for academic accreditation of his work.

There were three lesser screens to which the developer was
exposed
within this second stage.

These were for content, scope, and implicit

purposes for development.
The developer found the initial screen of the three,

a

screen which

limited results of the methodology's application to "programs which

directly facilitate the learner's psychological growth" (Weinstein,
1974) helpful

in that the package which resulted could be categorized.

This categorization could in turn facilitate dissemination.

This

addresses the value of the screen after the product has been developed,
was it also valuable in initially limiting the content area to be dealt

with (such that this methodology would be the best system to employ)?
The developer feels this limiting process is perhaps too strict.

It

appeared to him that the processes could be applied with slight modification, not only to other discipline areas with Humanistic Education, but

also to many of the topic areas of education in general.

Particularly

newly emerging topics such as ecological awareness, or areas within the
arts which emphasize participation by the learner seem to be relevant to
the methodology.
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The second step of the screening
process entailed defining the scope
of one's intended efforts on a scale of
intents ranging from designing a

single topic lesson to building an entire
educational enterprise.

The

advantage of pursuing this step is similar
to that of the preceeding

step— it enabled

the developer to locate the scope of his
efforts on

a

defined continuum.
The third and final screening step asked one to consider
one's

implicit purposes for development.

This proved beneficial for the devel-

oper in that it made him aware that he was not engaged in

a

traditional

research project.

MANAGEMENT POINT A

This phase provided the first structured opportunity for the devel-

oper to distance himself from the process of designing curricula, and to
look at some other non-developmental aspects of the task at hand.

The two most significant tasks within this management point were the

identification and allocation of resources, and consideration of future

evaluation devices.
In retrospect,

the developer sees the difficulties in the iden-

tification, allocation and subsequent utilization of resources.

Some of

the resources identified weren't employed, time lines weren't met, and as
a

result the effort became spread out over

originally intended.

a

much longer period than was

He believes that systematic resource generation and

utilization is of major importance in efficiently developing products;
however, he makes this statement from

a

hindsight perspective.

Those

times when he limited his efforts to the budget he had earlier set down
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for himself were most fruitful.

For even when all tasks weren't
com-

pleted in this time or using only
those resources listed; he was
able to
go back at later times and finish
with relative ease.

The second important issue dealt
with in this management point was
evaluation.

The most valuable aspect of this for
the developer was that

he obtained reinforcement for using
informal but "real" methods to col-

lect data for decision making.

He encourages others to make use of

informal discussion, working with people on a
one-to-one basis as they
try out partial products, or merely checking
off activities as they are

completed as valid evaluation tools.

Another issue which surfaced as

a

result of exposure to the evaluation step of Management
Point A (and

Point B) was that he now believes that developers themselves
are the best

source of data for both formative and

summative

evaluation.

In his

individual case he found that to obtain objectivity he had to counter

over-critical ness rather than leniency concerning judgments of merit.
The main problem he encountered doing evaluation was that he did not

follow through on all evaluation strategies he designed.
ation is still unnatural.

For him, evalu-

That "evaluation at the wrong time can stifle

productivi ty" was the excuse he offered himself, and is still unsure

about the legitimacy of this claim.
In the optimal

curriculum development schema, he would use an evalu-

ation consultant with expertise, interest and enthusiasm in the content
area.

This person would maintain his or her role as evaluator but also

he would be encouraging and positive.
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OPERATIV E STAGE III:

DESIGNING AIMS

This included four steps:

articulating goals, justifying the
goals,

describing the client population

and

would be used as curricular targets.

then

selecting those goals which

The two steps this section will

focus on are, articulating goals (Step
Four of the methodology), and

justifying those goals— Step Five*

Whether the articulation of goals process
is judged for the habit of
mind it engendered, or whether it is
examined in light of the products
which evolved from it; the developer considers
it to be crucial.

The

systematic thinking mode supported by this
process is an invaluable aid
when confronting an area (curriculum development in
humanisticpsychological education in this case) which is not clearly
defined.

As

he encountered areas for which processes were not
explicitly provided,
he could ask himself; "what is the purpose of this particular
effort?",

"what are the implications of that purpose?", "how might these
implications be arranged to achieve the purpose?", and subsequently obtain

satisfactory answers,.
The products which evolved from the step, the goals, were generated
and re-generated.

By having a simple yet effective process by which

intents could be articulated he found it relatively easy to check out his
ends, and reformulate them if and when necessary.

The actual goals which evolved served his purposes well.

where he wanted to go.

He knew

He was provided with standards by which this

progress could be monitored, he had indicators he could cite and say
"This is what this curriculum can help you accomplish."
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Operative Step Five provides guidance for
documenting support for
the curriculum package which is to be developed.

building

Who am I?:

In the process of

Another answer," implementing this step both gained

and lost much for the developer.

He gained exposure to many areas within

psychology, religion, philosophy, and education; he lost much
time.

This

step can be expanded indefinitely, or it can be followed in
order to

briefly and succinctly provide

a

rationale of why one curriculum should

be chosen over another.

An implication of his experience is that anyone using the methodology should keep in mind the implicit purposes one has for development.
If one is producing something for others which must be completed within
a

pre-speci f i ed time frame, then one would do best to briefly cite sup-

portive evidence.

On the other hand, when one is one's own client, and

that person desires the best possible product with little consideration
for time or energy consumed by any

processes

,

then resources expended

here are very valuable.
A suggestion which the developer followed, which he recommends to

future users, is that even when you have collected

a

large amount of

information and evidence; refine this and present it as briefly as possible, with the knowledge that you can expand on any concerns in personal

meetings with potential users.

MANAGEMENT POINT

B

This phase is made up of six steps.

These steps are:

1)

reviewing

your evaluation effort, 2) reallocating resources, 3) planning an approach
to the next set of operative steps, 4) planning an evaluation function
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for the next section, 5) thinking
about recurring issues and
6) locating
and negotiating for a suitable testing
environment. The evaluation,

allocation of resources, and planning processes
were not particularly

noteworthy in terms of strengths, weaknesses
or uniqueness.

The "think-

ing about recurring issues" and "locating
and negotiating for" a testing

community steps will be highlighted.
Like a bad penny, the recurring issues cited in the
methodology did

surface more than once.

And like the effects of

a

bad coin, the impact

of undesirable or unpredicted occurrences can be
alleviated by being

watchful for these instances.

The user found each recurring issue listed

important to bear in mind as it would effect developmental activities.
He did not clip and post these items to be aware of, however he was mindful

of some of them.

For future applications he recommends actually

clipping and posting these, along with the attributes of humanistic
learning experiences, at his workspace for constant visual display.

advantages of this public display are twofold:

a)

The

conscious inspection

of them is more likely if they are visually present at all times (this

may result in specific activities to act upon specific issues), and

b)

the unconscious, through its unique synthesizing abilities, can blend,

and integrate these potential sources of problems and thus facilitate

conscious problem solving when this is required.
The step involving the selection of a test community likewise served
two important functions.

Not only did doing this work help in later

solicitation of candidates to experience the curriculum; it (the population) also served as an imaginary audience to whom he could address his

writing.

This enabled him to avoid thinking only of the abstract
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qualities of his target population,
characteristics such as those identified in Operative Step Seven—
describing the target population,

OPERATIVE STAGE IV:

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

This is the most lengthy and complex
of the curriculum building
stages.

Again, within this section, as within
this chapter, not all

developmental tasks will be addressed.

Those perceived to be of particu-

lar merit, or those which were found
inappropriate or insufficient will
be selected and discussed.

Throughout the methodology the user is encouraged
to be flexible.
Nowhere was this suggestion more widely used than
in this Stage.

developer believes that this flexibility
tivity, and helps keep one from blaming

is good,
a

The

that it inspires crea-

strategy or process because it

is not exactly what one would like to have.

It also makes the methodol-

ogy more reality based.

Operative Step Seven accents the system's flexibility by being
solely concerned with helping the developer create and maintain
tive attitude about the process.

a

posi-

Indications of how some of the sugges-

tions for positivity were used were listed earlier.

Here the developer

would only like to accent the importance of this step and suggest that
others use it.
In the future,

he recommends that the methodology be modified by

placing this step at the beginning of OPERATIVE STAGE TWO, referring to
it frequently within the methodology, and expanding it as a step and by

reminders throughout the document.

These reminders could take the form

of illustrations, proverbs or pertinent quotes.
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Following the reminder that attitudes
are important, and that suggestions for how helpful attitudes can
be elicited and maintained,
the methodology moved to a step involving the
creation of teaching/learning
strategies for goals and the breaking down
of goals into their components
when appropriate.
It was important to the developer to
be aware that some goals are

best transmitted at the goal level, that
his analytic style was not

always

apropos

to best accomplishing that which he wished
to accomplish.

Another important finding resulting from this step was
the understanding that the developer need not and probably
should not design

strategies for the accomplishment of all goals.

That learners or teach-

ers may not only have better plans, but more investment
in their own

plans.

Additionally, an awareness was gained that these persons may also

know strategies for the creation of teaching/learning units.

The developer is unaware of the value of the methodology in regard
to the breakdown process it presents.

This is due to the developer's

prior familiarity with the process.
He found the suggestions for designing teaching/learning strategies

somewhat useful, but feels that more substance should be provided in this
area.

For instance, strategies for designing learning experiences within

the cognitive, skill oriented disciplines can be found.

(Gagne and

Briggs (1974) offer such a system based on learning theory principles.)

These systems appear to be absent when one enters the field of psychological education.

While many specific exercises and activities can be

found in this realm, documented strategies for their creation are rare.

Perhaps rigid systems are inappropriate within this area, but it seems
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that flexible systems, or sub-methodologies
would be appropriate and wel-

comed in the field.

Also within this step, attributes

of

humanistic

activities (Weinstein, 1974) were presented.

learning

These were useful, as was

suggested earlier more at an unconscious than
conscious level.

To make

these more conscious, if that is desired, the
developer suggests periodic

referrals to them

in the methodological document

or cutting them out

and placing them around one's workspace.

Operative Step Ten, called for the generation of criteria by
which
objectives could be judged, along with measures of those criteria.
step was performed, in actuality, more as

separate task.

a

This

part of Step Nine than as

a

This happened because the developer found that in most

cases after objectives were clearly delineated, criteria for the measure-

ment of them, as well as actual measures more or less automatically suggested themselves.
On the negative side, he found that the mechanical process of listing goals, objectives, criteria, and measures of criteria was a very dull

job.

Others are advised of this and he suggests that especially in this

step, one devise some rewards for oneself.

The following summarizes development within Stage IV.
included:

Step Seven:

Creating

a

This Stage

positive attitude. Step Eight:

Teach-

ing learning strategy development/breaking down goals. Step Nine:

Teaching-learning strategy development/breaking down objectives. Step
Ten:

Developing criteria and measures of those criteria. Step Eleven:

Testing individual learning sequences. Step Twelve:
training variables. Step Thirteen:

Describing teacher

Describing the physical requirements.
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and Step Fourteen:

Developing

a

prototype.

It was at various times
the

most exciting and the most boring stage; it was the
most creative and the

most mechanical; the list of opposites
could go on.

Suffice it to say

that here is the core of curriculum
development, the stage for the cur-

ricular artist, and the curricular technician.

The developer believes

there to be no totally prespecified pattern
which can be followed that
will result in learning opportunities which
are humanistic in both means

and ends.

He also believes that the methodology provided
him with suf-

ficient resources to complete the task in an acceptable
fashion.

MANAGEMENT POINT C

Some MANAGEMENT POINT

C

processes were carried out before the

development had actually reached this phase.

Specifically,

a

summative

evaluation questionnaire had already been composed by the developer who
had worked with another individual on a similar project.

This was in

accordance with the methodology's often repeated advice to use materials
which have already been designed if possible.
In addition to recycling through other relevant management processes

this POINT also suggested that commitment be obtained from the test com-

munity.

This was done relatively easily through informal agreement.

Earlier communication with test subjects seems to have been
in this step.

a

major help

Future users of the methodology are advised to communicate

with others frequently.

For the developer, this communication helped in

many areas, providing him with a test population obtaining advice;

obtaining

materials, and supplying energy.
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He also felt some reluctance to
emphasize evaluation as much as he

believed necessary.

This reluctance however, could be an
indirect result

of having such a broad exposure to
evaluation that he was too "evaluation

conscious," e.g., he may have been performing
an activity and knew of

a

way of evaluating it but didn't have the
resources to do this.

OPERATIVE STAGE

V:

APPLICATION

This stage has not yet been completed.

This is both because some

component processes, like dissemination, have an inherent ongoing
nature,
and because data from the first field test have not yet been
collected
and summarized.

This data collection has been retarded for a number of

reasons, these reasons will be briefly summarized below.

One of the implicit purposes for development was the use of the

project for a dissertation.

The creation of the dissertation within

a

reasonable time from (it took well over one year), held precedence over
strict implementation of the methodology within original deadlines.

It

was possible to focus on the dissertation, rather than the curriculum,

and this was done.

The curriculum is currently being field tested, no

less rigorously, but at a slower pace, than was originally intended.
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CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY

This final chapter contains

a

restatement of the problem,

a

summary

of what has already been presented,
two sections on limitations (both
of

the methodology and of the study), and
ends with implications for further
study.

A Restatement of the Problem

Given the state of the art in the fields of
curriculum development
and humanistic education the following problem
statement was generated

there is

a

lack of systematic strategies for effectively and
efficiently build-

ing humanistic psychological education curricula. This
dissertation addresses

itself to improving this situation in three ways:

1 )

by building a methodology

for creating humanistic-psychological education programs,
2) by applying

that methodology for the production of

a

type of curriculum, and in the process

thereof, 3) illuminating, and to some degree, testing, the efficacy of
the curriculum development methodology.
In addition to these three primary thrusts, the effort served other

purposes, two of these others were:

4)

to produce usable partial products,

e.g., the referenced, annotated, categorized listing of forty four data

collection strategies;

a

simple relaxation technique;

a

listing of pre-

cautions to be considered in doing transpersonal exploration, and

5)

to

apply systematic inquiry and development to areas which do not readily
lend themselves to linear-rational approaches, e.g., methodological
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development and humanistic education; objective
based curricula and the
transpersonal domain.

Summary

The first chapter outlined the need for

a

systematic approach to

curriculum building in the area of humanistic-psychological
education.
In this

outline the author

solution was described.

s

search for

a

solution, or elements of

a

Five major sources were identified, described,

examined in terms of their strengths and weaknesses in relation to
the
problem area.

These five sources were:

existing humanistic education

curricula, existing curriculum development strategies, management systems, evaluation approaches, and social science methodologies.

The final section of the first chapter provided an overview of what
a

solution set to the problem would resemble.

The reader was advised

that the actual product which emerged from the investigation could be

found in Appendix A, under the title "How to build humanistic-psychological

education curricula:

A methodology."

This methodology represents

comprehensive set of rules and procedures which would help enable

a

a

per-

son to articulate a purpose (within humanistic-psychological education),

test that purpose for suitability for the methodology, further refine

those ends, translate them into learning experiences, evaluate their

effectiveness, package them into an appropriate unit, test this entire
unit, and disseminate information about the existence and effectiveness
of the resultant curriculum.

Early in the second chapter, the reader was also advised to examine

Appendix B, which

is

a

curriculum which resulted from an application of
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the methodology in Appendix A.

This curriculum is entitled "Who
am I?:

Another answer" and represents an attempt
at building on objective based
curriculum in the transpersonal domain
(the transpersonal as compared to
the cognitive, affective and psychomotor).

As suggested by the title,

it is also aimed at a certain aspect
of self-knowledge-in fact it is

targeted toward enabling

another way, as

a

a

person to experience his or her self in

center of pure consciousness, and further to be
able to

identify with this center rather than with the
periphery of experience
as one normally does.
It was felt that the mere provision of these documents
was insuf-

ficient to describe the interface between the two.

Therefore, in chap-

ters two, three and four, the reader is provided with elements
of the

methodology (stages, steps, and substeps), and examples of what evolved
through application of those elements (in the form of pieces of the cur-

riculum "Who am I?:

Another answer").

Thus the person desiring to build

humanistic-psychological education curricula has a) the methodology,

b)

an example of one application of the methodology, and c) elements of the

methodology along with the curriculum parts those elements generated.
The fifth chapter further extends this pedagogic package by

describing the overall process of the application with suggestions for
improvement, or variation (this chapter also underlines the perceived
strengths as well as the weaknesses of the system).

Limitations (a) of the methodology

(1)

The methodology is not complete.

rather than intensive, in depth.

It is extensive,

in breadth,

It does not provide all procedures
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necessary for completing each step.

This comprehensiveness, rather than

complete prescriptiveness was intended
in an attempt to at least identify all necessary curriculum development
functions. Users could then
expand the suggested procedures, select
alternative means of performing
the functions, or create novel approaches,
(2) The

methodology appears to be technical and, by
the very format

through which it is presented, linear and
rigid.

This limitation has

been addressed by noting that the user should
be flexible and creative
in his or her utilization of it.

Whether this message will survive its

eight and one half by eleven inch medium has yet to be determined.
(3)

The methodology has not been adequately evaluated.

to be tested over a variety of users and content areas.

It needs

As was suggested

earlier, some of these content areas might lie outside those defined by

humanistic-psychological education.

Not only should individuals with

varying backgrounds be sought to apply the methodology, but also various
sized groups should try it.

The testing which was done as the methodology was applied to build
"Who am I?:

Another answer" was targeted toward formative evaluation to

guide development; not summative evaluation or field testing of the product as

a

whole.

Limitations (b) of the study

(1) The

major limitation of the study was that the developer of the

methodology for building curricula was also the person who applied that
methodology to create

a

learning program.

This developer-as-user appli-

cation is potentially weak because of the unconscious "filling in" which
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could occur.

Thus this person might find

would falter over it.

a

direction clear while others

Submitting the methodology to review
by outside

specialists attempted to account for this
deficiency.
This single developer-as-user approach
also mitigates against

variety of perspectives being included in
the final product.

a

This weak-

ness was alleviated to some degree by
soliciting input from others con-

cerning the content of the eventual product
during early developmental
stageSo
(2)

Because the intended outcomes of the effort were two
products

quite broad in scope, development (of the RDDE cycle:

research, develop-

ment, dissemination and evaluation) had to be emphasized
at the expense
of the other three.

Of these remaining three, it appears that dissemina-

tion suffered the most 0

Not only because large amounts of resources weren't

channeled into this area, but also because it is necessary to promote the

concept of humanistic education itself to many audiences.
There are of course other limitations which could be cited about
the study.

The preceding two were cited as the major ones.

To repeat,

these were the single developer-as-user approach, and the breadth as

opposed to depth of the inquiry which was required to create

a

solution

to the problem under investigation.

Implications for Further Study

Future endeavors related to this effort cluster into three groups.

The first is working to extend the methodology for building humanistic

education curricula itself.

The second is related to developing other

mini-methodologies for social science research and development.

The
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third group of future activities
would center on applying, testing and

modifying the curriculum which was developed.
These three areas will now be discussed
individually, starting with
ways in which the curriculum which was
created:

answer" can be further refined.

"Who am I?:

Another

First, the learning package itself

should be applied under a variety of conditions.

It might be tried with

individuals or groups; with old, middle-aged or
young persons.
be packaged more attractively and sold commercially.

employed as

a

It might

It might be

part of humanistic education courses which deal either
with

self-knowledge, or the transpersonal domain.

It could be used during

pre-session training of persons about to undertake Psychosynthesis workshops (these could be for either personal or professional growth).
all

these applications are undertaken, evaluation should occur.

As

In addi-

tion to the above concerns related to "Who am I?:" which focus on the

program's content, the self-instructional, combination tape and workbook

mode of delivery can be investigated.

An initial start in this area will

be completed as soon as evaluation data about the impact of this learning

program can be compared with one similar in content which was presented
via a workshop mode.

The second general area of future investigation concentrates on the
type of developmental system used.

"Mini-methodologies" might be

developed for areas in which no methodologies currently exist, or as

modified versions of existing, more detailed social -science methodologies, like Evaluation Methodology (Hutchinson, 1970) or Needs Analysis

Methodology (Coffing and Hutchinson, 1972).

Eventually these mini-

methodologies can be tested against full scale, more fully operational
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systems.

popularize

If they are proved effective
then these "minis" they may help
a

potentially valuable, but currently underused
approach to

research and development:

social science methodologies.

The last topic to be considered for
possible extension deals with
the methodology itself.

Further evaluation has to be performed as new

applications are tried.

More data for decision making needs to be
gen-

erated for such issues as:

are objective based curricula viable within

the field of Humanistic education?

How effective is this approach as

compared with others in large scale operations

.

.

.

small scale ones?

Where do modifications of the methodology need to be made?

Is

this sys-

tem suitable for applications outside the immediate field of
humanistic-

psychological education?

And, how effective are the curricula which

result from this system?

The parent methodology, like its child, the curriculum, needs to be

disseminated, possibly it should be published as
starter volume of

a

a

book, possibly as the

series of "mini-methodologies" for social science

research and development.

This dissemination might also help generate

resources which could be channeled into the necessary evaluation work
cited earlier.
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What’s this material all
about?
"It" is a compilation of
procedures for designing learning
experiences which accomplish
humanistic-psychological education goals.
"It" comprehensively describes
the steps necessary for this
task.

Starting with the inception of

a

vague idea and ending with an
appli-

cation of the product within a natural
environment.
"It" is unique in that it:

I

education

(a)

focuses on humanistic-psychological

and (b) describes, within one
document, all basic curricu-

Lum design processes.*

What’s included?
|

To answer this question imagine that you’re

asing this system to create your own
self-improvement program.**

To start, let's say you’ve had a positive growth
experience and
*ant to incorporate that into your life.

Or in another case, maybe

u've been experiencing some tension, some conflict
within yourself,
d want to resolve this in a healthy way.

Eon,
i

In analyzing your situa-

you've come to feel that the problem, or solution, is primarily

psychological one, whatever that means to you.
So, for a first concrete step, you look around for some answer,

ou look first for pre-established solutions;
o meet

but none of these seem

your individual needs, so you decide you’ll have to build

our own plan.

But how do you go about this task?

Because it is extensive (in scope) rather than intensive (in
epth) additional guidance for the completion of each step is afforded
y references attendant to that step.
**The purpose of the methodology is to create humanistic-psychological
ducat ion curricula. While self improvement of self programs are a
abset of this class, the methodology implies creating programs for
Ithers

- 2-

Yo u eventually come
across one such system
(this one)
but Is lt
jlrzght
After reading shout it
in OPERATIVE STAGE
IIOTR0
DUCTION, you are intrigued;
this may be the most
effective way of
designing your psychological
8elf _ lmprovement
,

^

ual concerns

f

needs

,

do

^

desires, goals-correspond
to those dealt with

this thing called a
’methodology'

Does the scope of my planned

?

(venture match up with the
size of efforts a propos
to this system?"

These questions are dealt with
by OPERATIVE STAGE II:
INTENTIONS

SCREENING YOUR

Okay, you've decided that your
purposes, both implicit and
fxPlicit as “ e11 as the size of your effort,
align with the method>logy; what next?
j

You would now encounter the first of
three MANAGEMENT POINTS,
ihrough these you are given suggestions
for dealing with tasks which
a cilitate the completion of curriculum
development procedures. For

i

Instance, facilitative activities might mean
you have to find time to

ork (identifying resources)

,

understand the design system (famil-

arizing yourself with the methodology)

,

decide who is going to make

ecisions as you progress (does someone else want you to
change, or
B it you?)

•

Also it might be helpful to plan each next set of opera-

ions you’ll perform as you continue.

Finally, through this and

fery management point, you’re going to want to look at how you’re

oing (as well as figure out how you’re going to measure this

ccomplishment)
A lot of work!
j.mited in scope
"

VE STAGE III:

...and for a product which will probably be more

than you originally envisioned.

Because via OPERA-

DESIGNING AIMS, after you’ve articulated your

- 3-

purposes

g lve n yourself reasons why you
want to move In a
particular
direction, and determined
which parts of yourself
you want to work on,
you'll have zeroed in on one
component of the original
broadly stated
,

need area.

What now?

Again, you'd sit back and
look at where you've been
md where you’re going. Yes, another
MANAGEMENT POINT. Also here
you deal with recurring issues
such as budgeting your time or
commu
licating your progress to others.

OPERATIVE STAGE IV:

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

At last, you're

•

getting down to the real tasks of defining
exactly what it is you
t0 d ° Wlth y° urs elf ^d searching for
or building ways to do it.

mt
knd,

of course, you don’t want to have
techniques which don’t work as

>arts of your overall program, so
you test components as you proceed.

Finally, you have the package completed:
.mprovement kit.
ium
'ant

of its parts.

your own self-

However, you know that the whole is more than the
So, before you go to the next operative stage, you

to design means by which you can look at this package in
its

ntirety and see whether its meeting those goals you set out for yourelf

earlier.

This is accomplished through the third MANAGEMENT POINT.

Within the last phase, OPERATIVE STAGE V:
tion to

applying your program to yourself in your real life situation,

ou’ 11 want to revise and rebuild it,
,f

APPLICATION, in addi-

all based on your evaluation

how well its working.
Sound like a complicated process?

It can be.

If you're con-

lidering building a psychological education curriculum, you should

lefinitely pause and reflect on whether you want to go through with

-

at

(via this system)

4-

Be cautioned, especially
if you're workinR
alone, that this can be a
laborious process. So take
the time now
to consider your interest and
the amount of energy you're
willing to
expend (or have others expend).
Then if you're so inclined,
read
the first two Stages; and
finally if you're still with
it after all
.

take the plunge
Good Luck.

Even

if you quit here, you might have increased your appreciation
f how much effort goes into a thorough curriculum development process.
.
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The introduction provides an overview of this mini- met hodo logy
or set of abbreviated rules and procedures, for the accomplishment of
That purpose is to enable a person to translate
a defined purpose.
humanistic-psychological education ideas and ideals into effective
curricula (learning programs)
Time required for this Stage
about 30 minutes.
Have Fun’.

The estimates provided by this resource allocation pie are to be
taken with as many grains of salt as are required. They are gross
estimates. They are for a curriculum designer, working by him- or herself, who knows something of the content area they’re dealing with
-tt I & II
but is primarily developing new materials.

—

Introduction
Stage I:
Stage II: Screening
Management Point A
Stage III: Designing Aims
Management Point B
Prototype Development
Stage IV:
Management Point C
Stage V: Application

0.25%
0.25%
14.5%
3 0%

III

•

5

.

0%

55 0%
•

5

.

0%

17 • 0%

I
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Overview

:

general structure of this
system was suggested earlier.
To
review, if you were to look at
the table of contents, you
would see a
listing of
17
curriculum building steps which
have combined into
five sequential operative stages.
Also you would see three Management Points, composed of a varying
number of elements.

What you can’t see is how the steps
themselves are organized.
Operative steps generally have this
pattern:

NUMERICAL IDENTIFICATION:

TITLE

DESCRIPTION

EXPLANATION
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE
RATIONALE
REFERENCES
Management steps are less precisely defined.

They share this

structure:

NUMERICAL IDENTIFICATION: TITLE
PROCESSES AND CONSIDERATIONS
Not all steps are described in equal depth.

Sometimes this is

due to the simplicity of that step’s purpose, while other times just
the opposite is the case.

The step is so complex that all attendant

procedures cannot be adequately described
to outside sources.

and so the user is referred

On still other occasions, the alternative means

of accomplishing the intent of the step are so numerous that only

general guidelines are suggested, leaving much up to the judgment of
the user.

-7-

There are a few additional points
about this system which should
be noted from the outset.
The writin S is directed toward an
individual, working alone.
Who is actively building a curriculum*
as he or she progresses,
jplease make allowances for this
perspective if your case is other
than that just mentioned.
1*

This single developer approach is employed
because it is the most
jsimple to describe.

While it has the advantage of simplicity, there

are a number of drawbacks to this technique.

The most important of

rchese is that it has to be modified for group
curriculum development

lefforts

(the typical case)

.

For instance, if there were

of builders and practitioners,

a

mixed group

important laboratory field feedback

Loops would be more likely to be used.
2.

This system is not complete.

are incomplete as they

Methodologies by their nature

are always being modified as realities change

from application to application.

This methodology is notably brief

sven within the field of methodological development.

One reason for

this is that fields of both curriculum development and humanistic-

psychological education are in relatively formative stages.
ve

Therefore,

find many questions as yet unanswered in regard to theoretical under-

pinnings, accepted rules of practice,

—

and even definition of terms.

This brevity imposes a high degree of responsibility on the reader/

leveloper.

You will be constantly urged to think as you read; to use

neaningful ideas; to discard the irrelevant; and to modify freely all

Curriculum defined

as an organized set of both intended and

inintended learning opportunities and outcomes.

- 8-

ideas

techniques, and suggestions
which are not in alignment
with
your purposes.
,

3.

|

It is written for persons
with varying expertise in
both

curriculum development and humanistic
psychological education. For
the person expert in both areas,
the listing of steps can serve
as a
useful "test of completeness" or
exposure to alternatives. For
persons with some experience in either
area, the steps alone, with
explanation and rationale, should suffice.
Neophyte developers might
profit by both reading this document and
investigating the references
provided with the steps.
4.

Some of the terminology needs comment.

For instance, through-

out the document you will encounter the words
teacher and student.

'Perhaps these should be enclosed by quotation marks.

The teacher

might be a person or any of a variety of teaching devices
ranging

from an audiotape to a workbook.
detail via step
is

discussed.)

8

(This point is addressed in more

where the mode of the transmission of intentions

The term student should also be explained.

For as

used herein, the "student” might in some cases assume a self-teaching
role; but it would be awkward to indicate this in the text.

Further you should be warned about the extensive use of the
phrase "consider....”

This use is due to the nature of the guidelines

which, as suggested earlier, oftentimes require the readers judgment.
5.

One final issue:

There is a fairly large time commitment

involved in using this methodology in its totality.

This might pre-

clude its use by, say, teachers directly involved with ongoing classes

r

persons who must otherwise direct great sums of personal energy.

-9-

Now, as a first step in
using the methodology for
whatever purposes, would you please take
a few minutes to
complete the following
excereise
Be brief, spend no more
than ten minutes on this task.
You may wish to have a pencil and
paper handy, as writing down
your
•

thoughts may be more helpful than
just playing with them in your
mind
Instructions
1-

Relax

2.

Imagine yourself as a developer of
humanistic-psychological

after readin s th *se directions
you may wish to close
your eyes and settle back.
’

I

education curricula (these terms defined
however you wish)
3-

While in this role, further imagine that
you have created an

ideal humanistic-psychological education
curriculum.
4.

Examine this ideal curriculum by mentally noting,
then

jotting down all those characteristics that indicate
to you that this
is indeed the greatest

humanistic education curricula.

Try to be

complete, write down everything you see.

This exercise will hopefully provide both a mental set which
can make the reading more meaningful

and provide working materials

for the third Operative Stage.

There is no "right" or "wrong" way to complete this task;
therefore, whatever evolves is correct.
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Step °ne encourages you to screen your intentions
(content-wise)
against those for which this system is designed
to help accomplish.
The second step allows you to see if your intentions
are either too
broad or too limited in scope for the purposes of
this methodology.
And f nal ly» step three asks that you consider implicit
purposes
for
J
v
your developmental
effort.

Over and above the variables which are dealt with by these
steps
stands the single most important determinant of success--your interest,
kettle, it seems, could replace this key to both your use of the
system
and the quality of the eventual product.
Time required for this
stage
about 15 minutes

The estimates provided by this resource allocation pie are to be
taken with as many grains of salt as are required. They are gross
estimates. They are for a curriculum designer, working by him- or herself, who knows something of the content area they’re dealing with
but is primarily developing new materials.
& II

Stage I:
Introduction
Stage II: Screening
Management Point A
Stage III: Designing Aims
Management Point B
Stage IV:
Prototype Development
Management Point C
Stage V: Application

0.25%
0.25%
14.5%
3.0%
5.0%
55.0%
5.0%
17.0%

III

OPERATIVE STEP ONE:

Matching Purposes

Matcn your conception of humanisticpsychological education with that
employed within this methodology
Explanation
What constitutes humanistic education?
answers to this question.

There are two basic

The first states that it is a matter of

means of how the subject matter (be that what it may)
is derived and

passed on to the learner.

Contrasted with this "means -oriented

approach" is that camp in which humanistic education is
defined by the
goals chosen to be realized.

(Of course, these two streams often-

times merge in both theory and practice.)

This document supports the goal-oriented approach and concentrates
on what might be a subset of Humanistic Education in general--

humanist ic- psychological educ at ion
This term refers to:

Educational programs which have as
their primary aim the direct facilitation
of the learner’s psychological growth

Suggested Procedure
If your idea of Humanistic Education is in severe conflict with

that of Professor Gerald Weinstein’s

(Personal communication, above),

then you should consider not continuing, as all steps and procedures
relate back to this central notion.

conception excludes

Please note what areas this

:

--Confluent Education (as supported by George Brown, Human Teaching
for Human Learning

Viking Press) would probably not be amenable to

this system as the direct ends might be other than psychological

growth.

-

12 -

-A

program developed through this
system would not fall into the
(cultural transmission mode (systems
such as might be supported by
'’traditional"

contemporary educational practices).

-The primary

aims of humanistic psychological
education are not

socialization or skill development.

Thus programs with such intents

might better be developed through
alternative means

Further it should be noted that resultant
programs are designed
to be educational rather than therapeutic,
targeted toward growth
and prevention of psychological distuAance,
not their treatment or
cure.

(Weinstein, 1974)

Humanistic-psychological programs could be used as an adjunct to
the above, but are dissimilar from them.

Rationale
A system will have unique characteristics that are dependent on
its purpose.

The characteristics or attributes of this system of

curriculum development are closely related to the definition of humanisticpsychological education just presented.

Again, if your idea of this

field differs sharply from the above definition, perhaps this would
be an inappropriate system to use.

References
Brown, G- I- Human teaching for human learning.
Hill, 1970.

Gilchrist, R. S. and Roberts, B.
humanized systems approach
Fearon Publishers, 1974.

.

New York:

McGraw-

Curriculum development
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Lear Siegler, Inc./
Belmont, Ca.
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Humanistic Education.
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:

OPERATIVE STEP TWO:

Considering the scope of your
venture
narcn the "size” of your
Intended
endeavor against that for which
this me thodology was designed

Explanation
As a result of this step, you
should decide whether your anticipated efforts are either too broad or
too small to make best use of
this methodology.

This system has been designed for

a

medium scope endeavor.

For

instance, if your purposes are to design
a curriculum which encompasses
;all
(the

learning programs within a school district or,
at the other end of
scale, if you wish merely to plan a single
lesson, then it would

most likely be inappropriate for you to continue
(although parts of
the system may be applicable to both of these sets
of concerns)

.

Tyler (1950) suggests that curricula can go by many names
and
exist at varying levels of generality.

A graphic translation of his

ideas yields the following pyramid.

This methodology is inappropriate for designing programs for
•ither the top or the bottom of the pyramid.

For convenience sake,

ic

shall refer to all middle zones as curricula and define curriculum

is

opportunities
an organized set of both intended and unintended learning

-15-

and outcomes

(combining the notions of
Johnson, 1967

.

ouilling,

1974; and Weinstein, 1974)

Please note two salient features
of this definition:
I-

"Organized"

the elements (processes and/or
content) of the
program are arranged in a systematic
fashion.

I

2.

"Opportunities and outcomes "-the curricular
elements are an
integration of both opportunity (input)
and outcome (output) variables.
Suggested Procedure

I

Consider for a moment what you just read.
intended effort might fall on the pyramid,

Locate where your

if it is in the top shaded

j

areas, you might do well to concentrate on
Operative Stages I, II
and III and read over all the Management Points.

If,

instead, your

interests are in or near the lower shaded area, Operative
Stage IV is

!

most relevant

and should be read in conjunction with selected

references found there-

i

Other Stages and Points should receive less

attention.
In general, the wider your scope, the nearer to the top of the

pyramid you will be; the more narrow your field of interest, the closer
to the base.

The closer you come to either of these extremes, the

more you should rely on additional resources outside the suggestions
and guidelines found within this handbook.

Rationale

Curriculum building might connote ’’designing classroom experiences"
to persons close to the teaching situation.
!

Curriculum building might

justifiably mean designing school-wide programs to those with a more

administrative outlook.

A methodology for curriculum building should

be able to Incorporate both
viewpoints

,

within reasonable limits

The limits of this system have been
presented previously.

These are
not inflexible, much as this design
system is not entirely "fixed."
If this material can in any way meet
your needs, please continue.
References

References for this step may be found by
turning to Operative
Stage IV, Step 8, pages 60 and 61.
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OPERATIVE STEP THREE:

Thinking about why you want to
develop
F a
curriculum.

Consider some implicit purposes
for your developmental efforts
that you might not ordinarily
think about.

Explanation
In addition to a curriculum varying
according to its focus
(Step One)

,

its scope (Step Two)

,

and resources available (upcoming

Management Point A, Step Two), a curriculum is
also contingent on the
implicit reasons for its development.

Suggested Procedure
Look at the following "covert

whether yours is one of them.
j

D,

continue.

'1

purposes for development.

Decide

If it is either purpose A, B, C or

If it is purpose E, or if your underlying motivation

isn’t listed here, seriously consider whether this development system

will best meet your needs

Five Underlying Purposes
for Curriculum Development
A-

To teach skills or expand awareness but not to determine the
effects of learning experiences.

In this case the developer has made a judgment that what he or
she wishes to produce is valuable. He or she is not concerned with
determining the specific effects of the work, nor the value of those
effects. One merely wishes to translate goals and objectives into
learning outcomes. With slight modifications of the methodology
(primarily by skipping evaluation and documentation phases) this
purpose can be accomplished via the handbook.
B-

To teach skills or expand awareness and to determine the effects
of these efforts.

but also
In this case, the person might be motivated by purpose A
oF
result
a
as
might want to find out more precisely what happened
intents
such
the ’’treatment.” This methodology is primarily aimed at

-18c.

TO obtain or "aintain
funding or exposure
via pubiication.

|
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D.

To systematize or document
an existing curriculum.
Again, with modifications tVio mo+-u~i ,
(ro°u s on the format
UrP ° Se
sheets in Appendix^)
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i
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in generating or transmitting
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"
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E.

To prove the effectiveness of
learning experiences.

r So^poXs^t

H
Treatment A •*«. Treatment
i™
8
eSearCh e loyin8
comparative experimental design*
"^
or knowled«°geneiat^
dg
generation
research, is
more a propos to these intpr«ci-c
_?
18 " 0t inte " ded
for thislispect of

Rationale
No one system can be all things
to all persons.

The main intent

of this system is to help you
produce a curriculum. While some testing
is of course involved, proving
the effectiveness of the end result
is
not a focus
!

^e^erences and Additional Resources

Cronbach L. J. and Suppes, p. (Eds)
New York: MacMillan, 1969.

—

Research for tomorrow’s schools.
-

MacDonald, J. B. and Clark, D. Critical value
questions and the
analyses of objectives and curricula.
In R. M. Travers (Ed)
- andhook °f research on teaching
Chicago:
Rand McNally,
.

Whitehead, A* N.

The aims of education

.

New York:

The Free Press,
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This is the first of the Management Points in which non-operative
or control procedures are suggested. You are invited to read over this
material and complete the activities which are right for you.

Management includes many functions: planning, organizing,
motivating, controlling, communicating, evaluating, and budgeting
resources are some of them. These various functions are addressed by
the three management points interspersed throughout the methodology.
They are included because curriculum development, like most enter(All
prises, involves not only doing but reflecting on what is done.
the time accounting for extra operational contingencies which must be
dealt with as they arise.)
As with the five operative stages, this and the other two management points should not be viewed as a complete prescription for all
required actions.

The steps of Management Point A are:
Familiarize yourself with the methodology.
1.
roleIdentify appropriate decision-maker (s) and clarify your
2.
Identify available resources.
3.
4.
Plan the next operative steps, and related evaluation.
reading
Expand your purposes for developing curricula and/or
5.
this material.

Time Required about
30 minutes (reading only)

-

MANAGEMENT POINT A, STEP ONE:
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Familiarizing yourself with the method
ology

Processes and Considerations

You have already had some taste of what the methodology is about
as

a

result of reading a brief introduction and a few screening
steps.

To insure that the system best meets your needs, you are now directed to

become more familiar with the methodology by:
a*

Reviewing the list of stages and steps in the table of contents,

b-

Considering the meaning of these and their order,

c*

Looking at the standardized format sheets found in Appendix

B

(these will give you an idea of how your final product may be

structured)
d.

,

and

By skimming the rest of the methodology.

All this should be done with the aim of deciding whether this
system in whole or in part, would be of use to you.

An alternative way of completing this step involves:
a.

Generating your own developmental plan.

b.

Testing that plan against this and other curriculum design
systems

c.

Modifying your plan.

d.

Following that plan.

This way is preferred if you have the time to do it and tend to
be more committed to your own strategies than those of others-

(Commitment is vital, especially if you are undertaking this project
alone, as this material assumes.)

I

-

MANAGEMENT POINT A, STEP TWO:
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Identifying an appropriate decision

maker.

processes and Considerations

I

Consider under whose aegis this curriculum will be
constructed.
Who is the primary decision maker havjng the final say about
the

process to be used or the product which evolves?

One possible way of

identifying this decision maker or group of decision makers
is to
consider who controls the resources.

If you as the developer are that

person, this methodology is designed specifically for you.

If,

however, it is your role to translate the ideas and ideals of another
party into curricular materials, then you might also proceed but with

caution.

One should be cautious because theories, concepts, and facts
within the field of both humanistic-psychological education and

curriculum development are variously interpreted by persons within
those fields.

For instance. Developer X might translate Decision-

maker Y’s goals into a product which is unacceptable to Y, not because
of the

;

quality of the product, but owing either to differing concep-

tions of

(a)

the same goal or

(b)

the procedures needed to derive the

desired end.
If it is the case that you, the reader, are not the "primary

decision maker,” then the first three sets of operative steps

'

(the

introductory, screening and design stages) should be done by the

developer and the primary decision maker either working together

i

in

close contact. Or, minimally, the developer’s results from

|

I

these steps should be read by the appropriate decision maker.

-
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Explicit Procedures to Carry Out This
Step:
1.

Continue following the steps of
this methodology or previewing
it until you feel you have
enough knowledge
of it to discuss

it with other decision makers.
2.

Write down all the persons whose
opinions would influence
your developmental efforts (don’t
forget learners).

3.

Arrange this list of "decision makers"
in order of control
over processes used and the nature of
the eventual product.

4.

Contact these persons and negotiate a contract
for the project.
(Note:

You might even want to negotiate

yourself.)

a

contract with

Some guidelines for contract negotiation can
be

found in:

Gordon, G. M.

methodology

— the

Empirical testing of an evaluation

negotiation of the contract.

A

paper avail-

able through Dr. Thomas Hutchinson, University of Massachusetts.)

-23.

MANAGEMENT POINT a, STEP THREE:

I

Identifying Resources

processes and Considerations

All projects, educational and otherwise, are undertaken
within
various constraints.

It is important to acknowledge these bounds and,

conversely, to be aware of all available resources.

!

Some resource dimensions which you should consider are*
Time:

Money:

How much is available from you and others?
How much funding is available to you or are you able to
forego, by using time for non- income generating work.

Developmental personnel: How many persons are avaible?
expert are they in the various specialty areas?

How

Support services: Xeroxing, secretarial help and work space are
all requirements.
Do you have an adequate supply of these?
Test population:
Is there a suitable group of subjects available
for evaluation?

All areas of potential resources should be investigated.

Try to

identify minimal but obtainable levels of support in the above

categories.

Because money is such

a

central resource, selected

proposal writing references are provided in this sectioni

Explicit procedures:

i

1

•

Contact persons controlling necessary resources; attempt to
gain commitments from them.

2.

Allocate time resources, which may include only your own, over
the Stages and Points listed in Appendix A(Rough allocation
estimates are provided there) Hint: Use pencil; these
estimates may be changed more than once-

3.

Allocate resources by step for whatever
(A recurring step)
Stage it is appropriate for you to (usually the next step)
.

i

-

MANAGEMENT POINT a, STEP FOUR:
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Planning for the next set of
operative
steps

processes and Considerations

This step builds on the previous one.

You are now asked to con-

cretize your resource allocation estimates for
Operative Stage Three.
Do this by reading the listing on the next page
then turning to

Appendix A and entering proposed deadlines in the
appropriate places.
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MANAGEMENT POINT A, STEP FIVE:

Selecting or generating evaluation
measures

Processes and Considerations

What is evaluation?

There is no one answer agreed upon by
either

theoreticians and practitioners in education today.
basic form the answer seems to be either

(a)

In its most

a process which provides

data for decision making (Cronbach, 1963; Hutchinson,
1972;

Stuff lebeam, 1971)

or

(b)

a process which ascribes a value to an

educative product or process (Scriven, 1971; Worthen and
Sanders, 1973).

You do not need to be concerned with philosophic arguments
at
this time.

You merely have to be aware that evaluation is always

occuring anyway and that,

particularly in this branch of education,

we oftentimes only wish to sharpen up or objectify our natural,

common sense processes.
A wide variety of information collection devices exist today.
ones listed in Appendix C are not particularly esoteric.

The

With the

brief descriptions provided for each of these, you should be able to
select and/or generate acceptable strategies fairly easily.

To help guide your way, these few basic distinctions, or
definitions are offered.

Formative evaluation

.

Consider this to be process evaluation.

How good is your plan of attack?
the necessary steps?

Are you completing each of

How well is this being accomplished?

Formative evaluation strategies will be found by reading about
the systems in Appendix C marked with a check by implement at ion

Summative Evaluation.
in Appendix C)

The final product ("Results" category

is looked at through this type of evaluation.

-

O bjective Evaluation

Correctly this should be termed
more

.

objective, as all evaluation efforts
can be placed on an
objective t-M., In
.) subjective continuum.
This approach
attempts to minimize observer inference.
•

|

S ubjective

jective.

Evaluation

.

.

All measurement is in some way sub-

Evaluation is termed subjective when it
primarily

deals with opinions, attitudes or
observation not subject to

validation by outside sources.
Please be prepared to spend
this step.

later

‘

I

a

considerable amount of time on

Evaluation planning now can yield significant
results

If you lack the necessary interest, ability or
time for this

step seriously consider calling in an evaluation consultant.

Bear in

mind, however, that even with this persons guidance and assistance,
it

(evaluation) will still require effort on your part.

With this lengthy introduction, you are now directed to Appendix
;

j

i

The choice of strategies depends On your needs.

C

.

You should be aware

of your option to employ multiple techniques, for the portion of reality

ignored by one strategy may be approached by another.

Also be aware

that most strategies listed in Appendix C are data collection

devices, more generalized evaluation models and methodologies would
be found by consulting the references which immediately follow this

section.

(Note especially the starred sources.)
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This includes steps 4-8 and deals with stating the overall purposes
of your intended program; providing justification for such purposes;
describing the intended client population for your effort; and finally,

selecting those purposes to be translated into learning opportunities
and outcomes.
Time Required: Variable
Actual amounts are extremely dependent on the
scope and nature of your effort. A benchmark
(so you don’t spend too much time here) might be
to allocate about 3 % of your resources here.
pie are to be
The estimates provided by this resource allocation
They are gross
:aken with as many grains of salt as are required.
or he
They are for a curriculum designer, working by himestimates.
with
area they’re dealing
self, who knows something of the content
I & it
materials.
new
jut is primarily developing

Introduction
Stage I:
Stage II: Screening
Management Point A
Stage III: Designing Aims
Management Point B
Prototype Development
Stage IV:
Management Point C
Stage V: Application

0.25%
0.25%
14.5%
3.0%
5.0%
55.0%
5.0%
17.0%
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OPERATIVE STEP FOUR:

30 -

Stating Mission and Goals

uescnbe the general intent of your efforts
and the Goals which comprise that
intent

(Mission)

.

Explanation
It is assumed that a curriculum developer is
concerned with a

hierarchy of intents ranging from specific activities to
be performed
by the
a

teacher or student, to overall aims of the program.

Further,

curriculum is most effective when all these varying levels
are

inter- related and in harmony with the primary intent

(or,

as it is

called here. Mission).

The diagram below presents some terminology which is used to
label various levels of generality.

These terms are provided in the

interest of maintaining consistency and clarity throughout the document.

Z

—

Mission Statement: An overview, a most generalized
answer to the question "What
do I wish to accomplish?
Goals: The next level of
intent. These should flow
from the Mission Statement
and provide a structure for
the objectives.

Objectives: These are subordinate to the goals and
represent the component
parts of the goals.

Subobjectives: These may
or may not appear in every
effort, depending on the
specificity of prior levels.
jActivities: The lowest rung
on the continuum of aims.
These specify what actually
will occur. These are the
means by which objectives
and sub- objectives are
accomplished.
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Because this step is so vital to
subsequent ones,

a short

form
one
appropriate
of
design process will be presented
now with the
caution that this is only a short form, and
the reader is strongly
urged to consult other references listed
under References
.

— P roc>e durg
1.

(Read the entire set of procedures

Answer the question "What do
for the learners?"

I

as a group first)

want this curriculum to accomplish

in whatever manner is most comfortable.

You

may choose to write a narrative, an outline,
or merely list

attributes as these come to you.

The format really doesn’t matter;

your answer should, however, reflect your real
intentions.

Do

this now on a piece of paper.
2.

Underline all statements you can identify as "goal statements."
An example of a goal statement might be "student becomes aware
of herself as an observer of herself," another might be "student

contacts and identifies three subpersonalities functioning

within him."

These statements needn’t be at an operational or

behavioral level.
3-

Collect goal statements from other sources.

Books that reflect

both popular and expert opinion are suggested, as are summaries
of opinion polls

.

Popular psychology magazines are another source

of topical interests.

Human resources you might wish to consult

are the decision makers you listed earlier.

These would include

students, parents, administrators, teachers, counselors, etc.
4.

Transfer your goals to
provided for this in

a

prioritized list.

Appendix B.

A format sheet is

While no specific guidelines

can be provided in regard to the degree of generality goals should
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have

(as this

mission)

is in

turn

dqp endent on the

generality of your

you should try to insure that all
goals are at the same
basic level of abstraction. That is, goals
and activities should
not be listed together as equals.
,

You should order (prioritize) these goals according
to criteria
of your choice.

Some possible dimensions over which the goals

can be distributed are:

importance to you, chronological

relationships, or complexity.
5.

Create

a

statement of mission.

This is a description of your

broad intentions, with possibly some philosophic rationale.

It

may be of a persuasive nature, or it may be a cut and dry

description stressing the structural attributes of your program.
Again a sheet for this is included in the Appendix.
6.

Think about an appropriate title for your curriculum.

7.

Note these precautions:
a.

You may generate both goals and objectives by this process.

You should keep all worksheets for this reason.
resulting from this step can be used again.

Most materials

You may even

want to describe goals separately for content and process

concerns
b.

You may find that it is easier for you to create your finalized
mission statement prior to listing goals; if you find this
effective, do it.

c.

You may produce so many goals that you will want to cluster
these by some similarities or relationships; and then, from
these groupings synthesize goals (using the original goals

then as objectives)
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Don’t forget, this methodology is aimed
at
as his or her own client.

a

person working

If you are doing this for someone

else, it would be best to have them complete
this step,
e-

Also, this is only one short cut technique.

In its long

form, you would be asked to spend more time
on each step.

You would also see how this can be used with

a

group.

of course, there are alternatives to this approach,

And,

one of

which might be to merely list your goals, and write a mission

or purpose statement.
Rationale

Without a clear idea of your intentions, it is easy to lose focus
and allow your goals to change as they are being translated into

objectives

The important aspect of this step is that the essence of your
intents are maintained, that the listing which evolves is meaningful
to you

and not a parroting of someone else’s ideals.

These goals

provide the backbone for all future steps; and while the step is not
difficult, if done incorrectly, one can very easily lose track of

original intentions.
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OPERATIVE STEP FIVE:

Documenting Support for Goals

Justify your aims over these four areas:
1*
Established or perceived needs.
2.
Psychological theory and related
empirical evidence.
3
"Personal" philosophy which underlies
-

aims

Your "private" philosophy (and
associated needs, values, beliefs).

4.

Explanation
The material within this step describes issues related to each of
the above four concerns.
on this step.

You are advised not to spend too much time

You should not try to "prove" the superiority of your

viewpoint within any of the above areas.

"Proving" the validity of

any psychological system is extremely difficult given the various

levels of reality any one system focuses on.

Established or Perceived Needs

~T~.

Consider the basic needs analysis question.
I

Who

|

needs

|

what

|

as defined b y

1

whom

(Coffing

?

t

and Hutchinson 1974)

The implications for this study are:

Who
What

is the targeted audience of your curriculum?

are their needs?

On what basis are they selected from

among the many needs these persons have

These

needs are defined by

whom

?

?

Who says exactly what

is

needed?

Answers to these questions can come from the literature, experimenperceptions and
tation, educational needs analysis, or from individual
logic.

ideas

The latter is the most typical source of germinal curriculum
(Baker, 1973)

and should not be discounted or underplayed.

should remain
Rather your thoughts should be articulated and you
or logic.
open to the possibility of errors in observation

I

Psycho logical Theory and Empirical Evidence

1

For the developer well versed in Humanistic
Psychology, establishing
support in this area would be a fairly easy task.

The job would

primarily involve articulating existing thoughts and
supporting those
ideas with appropriate references.

A primary question is:

"Which psychological theories or systems

provide the most support for my aims?"

I

As an example, you may

briefly describe a few "schools" of psychology* and then indicate why
your work is concentrated in one.

Then continue this pattern of

explication until your specific content area has been described.
This is, of course, only one organizational notion.

There are

a

if

number of others.

For further ideas about how to go about this task,

you might investigate introductory sections to books, journal articles

!

or advertisements.

l

"Public" Philosophy Which Underlies Goals.

The word public is used in this case to differentiate this from an
expression of personal philosophy (which is covered next).
A statement of the philosophy underlying one's goals serves as

another means of clarifying the stance of the curriculum developer
for interested parties.

It might be considered important because,

ultimately, all notions empirical, theoretical or otherwise have a

,

philosophical basis (and within this area of education, we oftentimes
come close to that "leap of faith" juncture)

Some questions to consider:
my stated goals?

.

.

What are the basic assumptions behind

,T

-Behind the psychological theory used to support

said goals?"

An example might be useful.

|

Curricula based on Piaget ian principles

Second Force (Freudian),
*For instance. First Force (Behaviorism),
(Transpersonal).
Third Force (Humanistic), Fourth Force

-37are quite popular and have a relatively solid
empirical research basis.

What is the philosophy justifying this theory of
cognitive development?
Here we find Kant with his idea of inborn universal
structures

supplies the primary basis,

Epistemological issues should also be considered at
this time.
Briefly one might ask:

"What type of evidence or data forms the

basis of the philosophical system
be elaborate.

I

am using?"

The answer need not

One might cite phenonomenological evidence or empirical

data alone, or a combination of the two.

(This issue should also be

kept in mind when completing evaluation sections.)

["Personal Philosophy and Associated Needs

Tyler (1950, p.

22)

,

Values and Beliefs

.

1

suggests the substance for a basic question

which might be asked to provide documentation in this area:

"In

essence the statement of philosophy attempts to define the nature of
a

good life and a good society."

Thus you might define the good life and good society, not
exhaustively, and not with the intent to prove that yours is the
best philosophy but merely to get your values, beliefs out on the
table.

Another question that might be reflected on, and answered within
this section is;

"What needs of mine are being met through this

developmental effort?"

One more would be:

"What underlying values

does this program encourage?"

Rationale

This step is included for three primary reasons.
to help clarif

the eventual product

.

The first is,

One way of making one’s purposes

clear is by breaking down those aims into their components.

Another
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way is to provide the context within which those
purposes are
iThe

I

enmeshed.

completion of this step should help you complete the
latter task.
To pr ovide documentation is a second function of this
procedure.

It is

helpful to justify and document one’s intents

an outside agency,

(b)

(a)

to gain academic acceptance, or

to satisfy
to increase

(c)

the general credibility of its product.*

The third attribute of this step is to provide
cat ion of Mission and Goals

.

a

basis for modifi -

This step, when diligently pursued,

can supply input which might alter your aims.

If you can develop no

support for your envisioned product within any of the four areas, you
might question the validity of your intentions.
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OPERATIVE STEP SIX:
I

39 -

Describing the Client Population.

Describe the intended population of the curriculum.
|

Explanat ion

For whom will your curriculum be designed?
What are the attributes of this population?
What are the minimal prerequisites for

a

potential user?

Responding to the following guideline checklist should adequately
answer these questions.
categories.

The attributes have been broken into three

Respond to any or all of the categories which are appro-

priate for you.

After being typed, this also can serve as a part of

the finished curricular product.

Rationale

This information will be useful in planning actual development as
well as in dissemination efforts.

Concerns related to this issue

like all others so far, should be kept in mind as later sections of

the methodology are read and implemented.

Suggested Procedure

Consider the various categories on the next page then describe
your client population stressing in your narrative the special
qualities desired or demanded.
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1.

Intended population for this program:
(include appropriate information)
A-

Demographic variables
Age Range

Educational Background
Developmental Stage (You might use Piaget, Kohlherg
Spri nthall, anything you feel is appropriate.)
B-

Erickson,

Skill Variables
(Any specific entry behavior prerequisites)

VerbalPhysical--

Those particular to the Subject Area-C-

Non Cognitive Variables

Attention Span

Media Tolerance
Values
Attitudes
Interests

Motivation
Anxiety

Appreciation
Adjustment

Socialization

References
The technology of instructional development. In R. M.
Travers (Ed.) Second handbook of research on teaching Chicago
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By this time you have a good feeling for the methodology.
your own
It should become a tool which you can modify and use to
your efforts
over
reflect
and
sit
back
to
time
is
the
Now
best ends.
as:
questions
considering such
Is the methodology useful?
Is it understandable?

means:
make more efficient progress on my own or by some other
Is there anything missing?
procedures
To guide your thoughts at this juncture six sets ol
over as a
steps
these
read
have been compiled. You might want to
and percontents
the
absorb
group and then go back and individually
form appropriate activities.
allocation pie are to be
The est imates~provided by this resource
required. They are gross
taken with as many grains of salt as are
designer, working by him- or he
estimates. They are for a curriculum
content area they're dealrngwrth^
self? who knows^something of the
materials.
but is primarily developing new

Can

I

Stage I: Introduction
Stage II: Screening
Management Point A
Stage III: Designing Aims
Management Point B
Prototype Development
Stage IV:
Management Point C
Stage V: Application

0.25%
0 25 %
.

14.5%
3.0%
5-(P%

55.0%
5.0%
17-0%

III
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MANAGEMENT POINT B,STEP ONE:

Reviewing your Evaluation Effort

Processes and Considerations

Examine the results of your evaluation efforts.

This may imply

merely going over your checklist of completed steps, or it might
involve analysis and interpretation of more complex evaluative data.
This step is highly dependent upon its sibling, Step Five of Management Point A-

Based on your degree of satisfaction with the results of this
step, you might wish to expand or reduce future formative evaluation

attempts
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MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP TWO:

Reallocating Resources over Operative
Stages

Processes and Considerations

Roughly determine the amount of resources consumed in the first
three Operative Stages-

If you used more than you intended, you

might have to adjust the remainder downward, if the opposite is true,

reverse the adjustment.

Also, at this time, you might think about

the possibility of attracting other resources.

Then allocate Stage III resources over the steps contained within
this Stage, noting the following.
A*

Overall testing resources might be distributed in two ways:
(1)

by concentrating many resources on Step 11 (testing indi-

vidual learning sequences)

,

or

(2)

by making your primary

testing focus Step 13 in which you apply the curriculum as
whole and collect data appropriately.
about this can be given.

a

Again, no fixed rules

Of course, the more testing you can

do the more likely you are to have a superior product.
B*

Consider your own unique situation
allocation appropriately.

,

and modify your resource
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MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP THREE:

Planning an approach to the next set
of operative steps-

Processes and Considerations

This step involves reading Operative Steps Seven through Twelve
(Stage IV)

•

You should now realistically consider obtaining the

assistance of a consultant or specialist to perform or help to perform
those tasks you feel unqualified to complete and/or personally lack
the resources to master (resources such as money, time, energy,

expertise and interest)

.

The references provided with each of the

steps can serve as educative aids, but cannot perform the tasks for
y°u!

Enter the tentative starting dates for these steps on the process
control sheets.

i

Also you should consider the material resources that

will be necessary for future progress and insure that these will be

available as they are needed.

Bear in mind your own unique needs and desires as you preview the
steps.

The order given might not necessarily be the right sequence
_

for you.

purposes.

The emphasis given each step might not be correct for your

You are urged to modify at will.

Also it is important to consider the viability of doing some
steps simultaneously; for example, once exercises or activities have

been selected or developed, component testing can start immediately.

I

|

-

MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP FOUR:

45 -

Planning an Evaluation Function for
the next section.

processes and Considerations

The strategies appropriate to this step are in Appendix

C

.

Review

these and contemplate their ability based on their perceived value
thus far.

Watch out.

This step is short on words but long on involvement.

-

MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP FIVE:

46 -

Thinking about recurring issues.

processes and Considerations

This step identifies a potpourri of issues which a developer
of

humanistic-psychological curricula must constantly keep in mind.
Reminders
A*

Maintain

a reality orientation.

Do not become so involved in

development that one forgets that eventually he or she, along

with the product, will be interacting with people

who are

r

fuzzy, not totally rational beings with their own styles of

operations, notions of what is important, sensitivities, and
so on.

This is an aspect of any work which will probably

never be accounted for by any system (politics?).
B-

Step back and look at the whole.

Related to point A, the

admonition is to consider the "big picture."
C-

Try and keep within your resources.

D-

Allow for "ext ra- developmental" contingencies, e.g. resources
evaporated; you won the lottery.

E-

Allow for self-motivation.

Consider rewarding yourself.

Simple things like ice cream following a work session, or
listening to classical or quiet "Eastern" music during the

session might be helpful.

If other persons serve as energizers

for you, involve them.
F-

Don’t forget about outside resources.

There may be people who

can do some of your work for you (willingly, and maybe for
free)

,

or who can check the adequacy of your work from

point of view

with which you are unfamiliar.

a

Within limits,

the more varied and large the input, the better the product.
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G-

In a sense, curriculum development is a
continuous series of

problems.

Some of these can be avoided by forethought
(such

as might be stimulated by this document)

unique and require novel solutions.

,

others are more

To aid you in tackling

these issues, you might remember any problem solving
strategies

which have been useful to you in the past.

Some written

references are:

Polya

How to solve it ( 2 nd ed)
Princeton University Press, 1957 Princeton
l

.

’

N

'

JT '

.

Gordon, W. J. J.
H.

Communicate.

Sgnectrics.

New York:

Harper & Row, 1961

Tell someone about what you’re
doing.

(This

is essential for diffusion
efforts which will be focused

on in the last Operative Step of
this Methodology.)
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MANAGEMENT POINT B, STEP SIX:
I

Locating and negotiating for
able testing environment.

a

suit-

processes and Considerations

This step involves identifying suitable environments
and selecting
one such setting based on negotiation involving (in order):
1*

degree ot cooperation offered (immediate, over-time)

2.

cost in dollars

3.

ratio of numbers of students available to numbers
desired.

4.

benefits for experimental setting.

Within

a

common sense framework, one should

(1)

describe the ideal

setting within which this curriculum might be tested in whole and in
paid:

(these settings may differ)

of such communities,

(3)

,

identify an appropriate number

(2)

select the best one for negotiation,

(4)

consider the size of sample required from this community population
(which may include all members)

,

make appropriate initial

(5)

contacts
"Ext rainst ruct ional contingencies"
via this procedure.

(Baker 197 3) may often surface

A developer should be attuned to the possibility

of all such occurrences,

and should view these, not as nuisances to

be discarded, but as sources of valuable data on which further

modifications and revisions can be made.
'
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OPERATIVE STAGE IV
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
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This stage describes the bulk of curriculum building activitiesSome persons might consider this section to be curriculum building.
Earlier
The philosophy inherent in this methodology is otherwiseon
dependent
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later
much
as
this,
to
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equal
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Stage I: Introduction
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Management Point A
Stage III: Designing Aims
Management Point B
Prototype Development
Stage IV:
Management Point C
Stage V: Application
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An important prior consideration to Operative Stage IV activities

.

As has been suggested earlier, this is a methodology
for building

curricula which accomplish humanistic-psychological education
goals.

Humanistio Education efforts directed primarily toward making human
the means used to accomplish goals, of any nature, are thus not

within the central purview of this system.

However, means and ends

in any curricular effort cannot be but artifically separated,

particularly in this realm where goals are frequently of

a

process

nature we would err seriously to consider one (goals) independent of
the other (means)

The consideration is this:

You as the developer have made the

decision of what goals should be employed.

Now you are faced with a

number of options which can be summarized by this question:

"Do

you, as developer, want to provide processes by which teachers or

students might design or select their own strategies for achieving
and evaluating the pre-established goals, or do you want to provide

these strategies and evaluation measures yourself?"

(Of course, one

step removed from this, you might allow subjects to create both the

teaching- learning strategy design process as well as the resultant

teaching- learning strategy.)

You will have to address yourself to this question for:
a.

each goal.

b.

each objective (if you create it).

c.

each teaching- learning strategy.

d.

each standard of accomplishment (criterion).

e-

each criterion measurement device.
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/ou

will occasionally be reminded that there are alternative approaches.

The following is

a

graphic presentation of your range of options.

This

chart deals only with goals and means, but of course can be employed

rfith

criteria development or measurement as well.

MEANS
UMANISTIC-

Flexible

BYCHOLOGICAL

P re- determined

DU CAT ION

fixed
number

OALS

Pre- determined
large pool
of methods

Flexible
self-design
process supplied

no sel

design process
provided

re- determined

ixed number

re-determined
arge pool of
03 Is

lexible, not
re- determined

Note:

With further modifications, this category could be allowed for with the
addition of a checking process which would insure that any goals
selected or generated by the teachers were of a humanistic-psychological
education nature-
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OPERATIVE STEP SEVEN:

Creating a positive attitude

Create and maintain an attitude which
will
improve both the process used in, and
the
produce which results from this stage.

Explanation
In this stage of the curriculum development process,
your

attitude is more important than the skills you have, or
the processes
you employ.

While an open, flexible positive attitude is useful
in

other types of curriculum development, in the humanistic-psychological
field, it seems that this is a paramount virtue-

Not all the steps

necessary to carry out your intentions can be adequately prescribed
in advance

(by you or by anyone else)

creative endeavor.

.

This is a significantly

The more open you are to new ways, unexpected

problems, the better you will flow, the better will be your product.

Suggested Procedure
1.

Answer this question:

”What attitude would facilitate the

work required in this step, work which most definitely
entails both inspiration and perspiration?”

Look back to

previous successes in your own life, or look to others for
models of appropriate attitudes.
2.

Attempt to capture this attitude and plan ways of maintaining
it.

If you are interested in the field of humanistic

psychology, then you are probably aware of a number of

strategies for maintaining positivism and openness.
3-

Read over the following guidelines.

interesting.
own.

Dwell on those you find

Play with them, modify them-

Make them your

If you like them in the form they are in now, you may

want to clip them and put them up around your workspace to serve
as reminders.
3a.

Read Zen and the art of motorcycle maintanance by Robert Pirsig.
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Communicate

-

Interrelate.

Socicit feedback from others. Bring
Talk obout It with co-workers,
friers
c
friends.
Communicate with yourself; get your playful
self and
S
f ‘°« ether
Y °u ™ay find otherl know of work
?i
already done that
you can use, or you may find them to be
willing co-workers, or be able to direct
you to such persons.
y ° Ur proJeCt

'

.

-

Do it the easy way.
Look for existing strategies, materials,
and resources of all kinds. Most persons
would feel complimented
to have their work recognized or extended.

Even if you only modify a model or method only
slightly, you
may still be making a significant contribution.
3.

Remember people are human, too. In this and later stages
you 11 be dealing with persons who are probably unfamiliar
with your work. Be patient in explaining it, and also be
aware of their feelings. Most of the people in the
U-S- are
average (by definition) so you can expect to encounter
others quirks, hang-ups, etc.
,

M-.

Remember yourself, especially in this section. Treat yourself
The work can become tiresome. Schedule your time
according to your nature (big bursts or steady progress)
Work in groups if this is best for you- Pat yourself on the
back whenever possible. (In fact go ahead and pat yourself
on the back right now for thinking such a thing.)
well.

6.

5-

Be flexible. Go beyond the linearity inherent in any design
system. Do this both in terms of means (processes) and in
terms of ends (goals)
Be loose in deciding what is direct
facilitation of psychological growth.
.

This flexibility can also help prevent you from becoming hungup on a particular step or procedure.
„

Be innovative. The world is crying for new forms. You are
different. Apply that difference to your curriculum.
7.

Remember your purpose
Keep it uppermost in your mind. All
activities, materials, measurement devices should reflect
this- This orientation can not only prevent you from becoming
over- concerned with the thousands of humanistic education
techniques available, but also can direct your work toward a
holistic final product.

8.

Bear in mind that humanistic ends don’t automatically imply
humanistic means, but that the two are closely related.

•
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OPERATIVE STEP EIGHT:

Teaching- learning strategy development /b reakine
down goals

Select or design teaching- learning
strategies for some goals. Break
down others into their component
parts (objectives!.

Explanation
This is the longest step in the methodology in terms of both

description and work required.

In this step you will evolve teaching

strategies for your goals or break down those goals into their com-

I

ponents such that this can be done.

specifically at goals, the

While this step is directed

same basic procedure will be used in

dealing with objectives and subobjectives (Step Nine)

.

When working

with these other levels of intent, the reader will be asked to

;

mentally substitute the appropriate word to replace "goals.”

This is

a

long step and might validly be separated into a number

of separate functions.

However, because the processes included within

this step are so interrelated, they are presented together.

By placing

these3. processes together, you will feel freer to use your creative
.

judgment to flexibly intermesh, skip, or add to certain tasks.

Primarily what you will be doing
i

within this, and the next three steps

is:
1.

Deciding if you want to deal with your intent (goal or
objective) at its current level of specificity, or break it

down into its components
2.

Selecting or generating teaching- learning strategies for
the intent.

Performing the next level breakdown of your intent (goals
into objectives

,

objectives into subobjectives)
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You should probably either read over the
entire stage before
proceeding, or look at the final format pages
in Appendix B for an
idea of what you eventually want to do.

This is important because

while performing an operation for generating

B

variables, you might

unintentionally think of or expose A-type variables.

While you are

breaking down goals to elicit teaching- learning strategies,
you might
come up with some handy measurement techniques.

The two processes

can be done simultaneously.

Suggests Procedure
1*

Look at each goal and decide if you want to devise or select
(or have others create or select) teaching- learning strategies

for this goal as it is now stated, or would you rather break
it down into its components.

Without performing this specification, you run the risk of

both being unclear about your aims yourself,
others misunderstand your intentions.

as well as having

Additionally, you may

find that adequate goal evaluation requires this breakdown
into parts; and thus, even if you’re not sure of the level at

which you wish to teach it, you might decide to break down the
goal (procedure

in this step) at this time.

Those goals

you wish to deal with-- as goals--should now be indicated.
you want to break down all goals, go now to Step
2.

If

Four

Investigate any appropriate fields for available and acceptable

strategies for teaching any of your goals selected for treatment at this time.

Collect these and add them to your developing

set of curricular materials.

Also you should briefly describe

this strategy on the format sheets in Appendix B-
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In performing this, and almost all methodological
tasks, you

are requested to first start with yourself, then
go to others,
and finally to "hard" references, books, journals,
articles.
3.

Decide whether you want to generate

a

for this goal yourself, and do it.

Remembering that you might

teaching- learning strategy

want to provide more than one means of accomplishment for each
goal, the following guidelines are offered.

Guidelines for Developing a
Teaching Learning Strategy
I*

Examine the goal. What learning situat ions-- act ivit ies
experiences, conditions, attitudes-- would best facilitate
the accomplishment of that goal.

2.

Consider the following points related to Humanistic Learning
activities (points a through j)
and incorporate as many of these as possible into your
materials
a.
Activities should be self confirming/self validating.
b.
Leaders (or producers) problems should not be transmitted
to participants.
c.
Learning experiences should not be used strictly to
satisfy the needs of the leader or producer.
dNo "heavy" psychologizing, interpreting or labeling
should occur.
e.
A humility should exist about motivation, thus keeping
experiences (from being educational rather than missionary)
f.
Limitations should be specified.
Sense of humor should be present (if appropriate)
g.
hA harmony should exist between the learner, the activity,
and the environment to which may be added other consideraRemember a student is influenced by all the input
tions.
not only the teacher.
environment,
his
in
transmission modes: personal, videoalternative
Consider
i.
tape, audiotape, via a telephone "hot line," by workbook,
correspondence course, through a programmed multi-media
Generate some more ideasapproach, ^through computers.
The ends should not be so tightly specified that one is
j.
blind to other important effects (remembering once more
that much of the material is expected to evolve from the
student)
k.
Keep resources in mind.
Remember that
l.
Think about the warmth of the presentation.
surfacetrust is required for certain materials to
Consider building in a provision for the student to design
m.
his or her own activities to meet his or her own objectives.
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Combine your knowledge of Learning Psychology and
Motivation,
with the unique nature of the set of intended
teachers and
learners to be using the materials and apply all this
to your
J
goal area.
Some good sources for this process are indicated in the
reference
section for this step.
Be creative, modify or apply fn to to other successful learning
strategies you’ve personally experienced or encountered in some
other way.
Can the resultant process. Write it down, videotape it, audiotape it, teach it to others, whatever. Try not to only have it
exist in your own mind.

Briefly indicate a title for the strategy in the appropriate
place in Appendix B- This Forms a part of your curricular
package

4.

Read over this entire procedure-, and then you should
tfecide

whether you wish to complete this breakdown alone or

with a group (the more persons you have complete this task, the

wider the range of objectives you have to select from).

whether you will have someone else do the process.

Or

Or, finally,

if you wish to go to the literature, searching for components.

4a*

4b-

4c-

The number and quality of objectives derived from each goal are
dependent on the nature of that goal (i-e. its fuzziness or
scope). Therefore, you may wish to start with your most important goal, as dealing with a single goal can oftentimes be a
(After you have been
surprisingly time consuming processthrough this procedure a few times, you may wish to reconsider
So, the first step
the number of goals you wish to deal with.
you have not already
order
if
priority
goals
in
your
arrange
to
is
done so*

Select a goal and write it down on the top of a piece of paper.
(You are now following the same procedure you completed in the
int roduct ion*
Next you should imagine
achieved.

a

situation where this goal has been

—
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Then observe and wri t e down ai
£Tn
imaginary situation which ind
oate that an
sts
in regard to the achievement
of the
at
S
may
3
°r
tive or Tdls cripS ion
of onrsUu abon.
1

SI

^

S^^s

8h

a

ide^TT^
T

°S^rt^e eri“ rewVrltt :n ktoat f y °Ur
Process
1

^

b

2

itS

objectives.
objeet^es can ^so be obtl^tTough
process by substituting the phrase "is
being achieved," for ”^as
been achieved
Another way of eliciting process
'
objectives or
C
q
eS re Uire t0 the e entual
aocompilshmint
or
of"he
me goaf
goal, "is
is to do
d^ a task
t
2 analysis.
?

^

Consider all the

jobs which need to be completed to
achieve
the c °ndit.ions which must exist before
the goal
J realized. You may approach
is
this by considering the first
operation that must be performed, or by looking
at the last
thing that would have to exist prior to the
realization of
the goal itself.

4y.

J° d

’

°r *

U

Translate these into objectives.

4z

Eleven Procedural Points to be Noted
1

Both processes may be used with

2

More than one round of breakdown might be necessary in order to
arrive at satisfactory objectives.
(In subsequent rounds you
would treat individual objectives as goals and proceed as
above

a

single goal.

.

You are strongly urged to consult the references in this section.
The importance of this task cannot be too stressed; later work
is heavily dependent on it.
Objectives should be stated at roughly the same level of
specificity
Don’t forget that materials for steps other than those of
immediate concern may spontaneously evolve. These elements
should be noted.
6

.

7

.

8

.

After you ’’get the gist’’ of the procedures they become easier
and actually can be fun!
The resultant objectives and subobjectives should be listed on
the appropriate pages in the appendix.

The developer might consider the appropriateness of either of the
first two of these procedures for use by the teachers; or, going
one step further, perhaps the students themselves might use these
or similar techniques to plan their course of study. The same
notion is true of course for the setting of goals themselves.
Both of these notions could be built into objectives by the
developer.
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-
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should be emphasized that the reason why both outcomes
and
opportunities are suitable as objectives is due to the
nature
of the humanistic- psychological education fieldBecause much
of the material which comprises the educative process
comes
from the student and would naturally be expected to vary from
student to student it appears unwise to be overly concerned
with detailed outcome specifications at this timeI1:

When considering effective objectives, especially ones
relating to social skills, it might be wise to concentrate on
group rather than individual measures of performance (Popham,
v
F
1974)

11.

.

Optimally, according to Mager (1962), objectives should have:
1.
an action/performance component,
2.
a context component describing the conditions under which
behavior should occur, and
3
a criterion component
This third point will be addressed later in this stage of the
methodology.
-

Rationale

i

Many discrete processes and considerations have been somewhat
awkwardly combined within this step.

This was done because complexities

and vagaries of this most crucial curriculum development stage are too

considerable to be dealt with by a methodology of this size-

Hopefully

you will find the references provided for each of the basic areas useful.

You may find the considerations and suggestions excessively nonid

irective; however, an attempt has been made to remain as clear and

purposeful as possible, without ignoring the multidimensional nature of
the field.

i

The whole is indeed more than the sum of its parts in regard to
l

the breakdown process.

However for purposes of planning, development,

made in most
and communication, a breakdown (albeit artificial) must be
j

instances.

While these procedures are designed to maintain the essential

|

as they
qualities which compose meaningful and perhaps idealistic goals
|

are broken down, this may not occur in all cases.

The developer should

possibilities of not expressing
be wary of this and seriously consider the
I

terms.
some curricular intentions in most specific

For instance, it
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might be the vagueness or inspirational quality of humanistic goals

which encourages teachers to pursue them.

Their motivation, altruism,

idealism or whatever might well be aroused and transmitted to students
by what is not present in the curriculum guide.
is

(Hopefully this factor

accounted For by the provision of a mission statement which

designed to be intentionally broad and philosophic.)

is

So again it is

important that the developer not rely solely on the guidelines contained
herein, that he or she at all times use their own judgment as the

primary source of decision making data.
In regard to the

resultant teaching exercises

having

a

well

defined notion about the desired results of an educational program does
not insure the satisfactory accomplishment of those ends.

The teacher.

in part through curricular materials, must provide appropriate stimula-

tion in the way of activities or conditions.

Within this phase,

hopefully these actions or states will be described.
I

Again in this step, no established procedures exist for the accomplishment of our purposes.

Therefore you, as the developer, are again

encouraged to use your judgment--be flexible.
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OPERATIVE STEP NINE:

Teaching- learning strategy development/breaking
down objectives

Select or design teaching- learning strategies
for objectives. Break down others into their
component parts (subobjectives and activities')
Recycle untilyou are satisfied with the
level of goal breakdown.

.

Evaluation/Procedure/Rationale

The procedures for this step are almost identical with those for
step nine.

Merely modify that section by substituting the word

objectives for goals.

Remember you still have the option of allowing

the teacher or the learner to generate or select his or her own strategies

for accomplishing objectives.

These steps can be combined, because this design process
basically an analytical one.
components and subcomponents.

is

Major intents are refined into more useful
Through the process, precautions are

taken such that these breakdowns maintain their original essence;
be advised though that in this type of work,

again, the whole is always

greater than the sum of its parts.

Remember also that different types of attributes of goals, or
I

objectives, might evolve during this process.
object ives"

(teacher objectives)

(learner objectives) may emerge.

.

You may elicit "opportunity

On the other hand outcome objectives
Both are useful.
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OPERATIVE STEP TEN:

Developing criteria and measures of those criteria.

Develop criteria or standards by which
achievement oF aims can be measured,
then create and test the measures of
those criteria (evaluation devices)
explanation

To complement each goal, objective, or subobjective, one should
determine standards by which the accomplishment of that objective can
be judged.

Oftentimes the objectives themselves clearly suggest criteria

or standards. This is especially so when objectives are of the learning

opportunity nature (e.g. objective:

student has access to a resource

library containing 15 references on behavior modification/criterion:

existence of such a library).

In other cases, however, the relationship

between objectives and criteria, or benchmarks is less natural.

Currently

there exist no pre-established, accepted rules for the development of

humanistic education standards
these).

(or assessment techniques to somehow measure

With that in mind,

Each situation must be examined individually-

the Following considerations dealing with establishing and evaluating

criteria and measures of those criteria are provided so you can more
Remember, once

easily produce your own solutions to assessment problems.

again in this step you may want to legitimately pass this task on to the

teachers or the learners themselves-

Especially, of course, if they

designed their own teaching- lea rning strategies.

Suggested Procedure
1.

ID A:

Establishing criteria.

Review your listed goals, objectives and subobjectives-

criteria may become immediately apparent.

Various

(Tor instance, the

existence of physical space, or attendance in class, or the availability of materials.)
2.

Again look at each intent and ask ”How would

being accomplished?

I

know if this

How would the learner know?

is
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Remember that most aims have both quantitative and qualitative
aspects.

4.

Both are sources of criteria.

Use your own subjective standards.

This might provide

a

stimulating exercise in values clarification.
5-

Seek the opinions of others
goals and objectives.
of curriculum:

6-

vh o

might have attached values to

Think about Tyler’s (1951) three sources

the learner, society and the subject matter.

Consider your objectives as

a

group.

What types of criteria does

your program as ”a whole" suggest?
7-

Finally.

List the resultant standards next to your stated goals,

objectives and subobjectives in the format section of Appendix

B-

Again use pencil.
Suggested Procedure Step lOb
1.

:

Measuring criteria.

List measurement techniques which you have already generated as

by-products of earlier steps.
2.

Review your aims with

a

measurement perspective, constantly

keeping in mind the question "How can

I

measure what I'm really

interested in?"
3.

Refer back to the evaluation possibilities listed in Step Four

of

Management Point B
4.

Think about the perspectives different classes of persons would
have

(students, teachers, parents, educational researchers).

You

notionsmight assume various roles while playing with evaluation
5.

Consider consultation sources:
journals

nearby universities, textbooks,

section.!
(Some of these are listed in the reference
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Be stimulated, but don’t be limited by existing
instruments.
Be creative!

Especially don't be tied to inappropriate stan-

dardized tests
7.

Transfer your ideas to the appropriate section of Appendix

Suggested Procedures:
1.

B.

Step 11c

Have other persons review your criteria and measures of criteria.
The more expert in evaluation methodology, or humanistic education, the better.

2.

Test out your measuring devices.
trusive, natural and direct.

They should optimally be unob-

Procedures for this substep are

available through the Fortune/Hutchinson references.
3.

Use flexibility and judgment in this step.

4-

In some cases you might subcontract tasks.

an evaluation consultant

Consider hiring

(bearing in mind your resource constraints.

Rationale

Most persons, teachers and students alike, enjoy knowing what and
how they're doing.
share this concern.

Most funding agencies and school administrators

Therefore, it is appropriate to attach measures

of performance to standards drawn from goals or objectives.

References

See Management Point A, Step Five-

-

OPERATIVE STEP ELEVEN:

66 -

Testing individual learning sequences.

Determine the effectiveness oT elements produced
to the fullest degree resources allow.
E xplanation

This step involves the assessment of the components which have
been
generated thus far.

Oftentimes this entails field testing activities

and exercises with small groups of persons.

The number of activities

tested, as well as the number of times each unit is tested, will depend
on the availability of resources as well as the philosophy of the persons

involved in that some persons may choose to field test the elements

intensively, while others may delay field testing until a single model
has developed.

The decision rests with the persons involved, as little evidence
is

available clearly showing the advantages of one approach over another.

Suggested Prodedure
1.

Consider the educational experiences you have developed thus
far in terms of:

purposes

your confidence in their validity, your

described in the screening and design steps)

and

,

resource constraints.
2-

Decide about the degree of intensity (for instance how many
cycles will be required for each testing sequence) and the

nature of your testing effort (i.e. conclusion-oriented testing
or decision oriented research, see Cronbach and Suppes (1969),
for an explanation of these terms)

,

and the scope (how many

objectives and/or evaluative devices should be examined, and
in what combination)

.

To answer these concerns you might

wish to meet with an evaluation consultant in lieu of or in

addition to consulting the techniques referenced in Appendix
3.

Think about the physical implementation of your testing
i.e.

obtaining subjects and materials.

el

C

forts.

.
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Carry out these processes and record the results
appropriately.

4.

This step, like others, carries with it
judgmental subject iveity

empirical validation,

.

’’The

a

high degree of

However, the emphasis is on

planning and verification of the

reproduce ability of instructional events” (Baker 1973, p. 263).
And those learning elements or sequences carrying with them

high degree of this will probably gain more decision maker
support than those justified on purely logical or intuitive
claims
References
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OPERATIVE STEP TWELVE:
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Describing teacher training variables

Describe the necessary knowledge and skills a teacher
would need, and provide a teacher manual
Explanation
Many practicing teachers lack
education-

a

suitable background in humanistic

Either this gap has to be filled or accounted for.

This

does not mean that the teacher needs to be completely familiar with
the field of Humanistic- Education, only with that area congruent
the focus of the curriculum-

to

Further the teacher may not actually

"teach” the material and thus need only be familiar with it.

"To bypass the administrative and psychic hardship of extensive
teacher training, many instructional products are being concerned
in terms of instructional media."
(Baker, 1973, p. 261)

However, the curriculum developer should be aware that in using

psychological education programs, painful and sometimes embarrassing
material can surface from the student, and the teacher should be able
to deal with this-

Thus, if extensive workshop

or encounter group

preparation is required, this should be indicated in the teachers
manual accompanying the curriculum (See Appendix B for the format of
this)

Suggested Procedure

Complete the format sheets in Appendix B related to teacher
training variables.
1.

Indicate the teacher qualifications for using the curriculum.

This might include:

psychological theory background require-

ments, attending skills required, group process skills

required, counseling skills, or evaluation training.
2.

Provide the necessary background information, provide for the

development of necessary skills, or provide for the acquisition
of these by referral to extra-curricular resources.

(Human,
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printed, taped and otherwise).

Note

:

School wide workshops

to accompany the initial use of materials
might be used.

Rationale
If the program is canned or not, someone will be needed
to present
it

to the target audience.

A bare minimum knowledge and/or skill base

required for use by the curriculum should be provided.

References
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OPERATIVE STEP THIRTEEN:

Describing the physical requirements

Describe the necessary and recommended requirements
for implementation of the curriculum in terms of
person nel, spacial conditions, and media resources.
Explanation
In addition to a listing of books, articles or tapes inherent

within the curriculum, indication should be made of the other requirements for the program.

A well lighted open area with room for movement

might be needed, a sound system might be required, one teacher or

teachers aide per five students might be suggested.
be

All these should

described in the Users Manual resulting from the Completion of

Appendix B-

Suggested Procedure
1.

Consider personnel requirements, teacher/student ratios,
back-up personnel, consultants, evaluators, etc.

List these

in Appendix B
2.

Consider spacial requirements.

Lighting, size of rooms,

availability of private rooms, rugs, etc.
3.

List these.

Think about the media resources necessary for both teaching
and evaluating the program (required texts, suggested texts,

articles, etc-, audiotape machines, videotape machines, blackboards, slides, projectors, etc-

Add these to the appropriate

section in Appendix B4.

Consider other instructional contingencies not listed here.

5.

Include a cost estimate for each of these areas (if appropriate).

-71-

Rationale

Potential consumers of your curriculum will want to know
the
requirements for use of such a curriculum.

They will also be right-

fully concerned with approximate costs.

References

The technology of instructional development in
Travers (Ed.) Second Handbook of research on teachinc.
6
Rand McNally, iWT.

Baker, E. M-
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M.

Chicago*
*

'

Evaluating educational programs and products. Englewood
Heights, N. J«: Educational Technology Publications, 1974.
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OPERATIVE STEP FOURTEEN:

Developing a prototype

Primarily this step is concerned with the sequencing
and packaging of instructional activities.

Explanation

.

There are many ways in which this step may be implemented.

The

approach is heavily dependent on the focus inherent in, or superimposed
upon, the materials already developed.

One may find that a sequencing

strategy almost leaps out at them from what has already evolved.
this does not occur the work of Posner and Strike (1974)

‘

If
'

help one determine a focus and methods of integration most suitable to

her/his purposes.

Posner says that curricula are generally structured in two ways.
The first being quantity as determined by the commonality and temporality
of the component elements.

might have five foci

The second being quality which he says

(overwhich might be superimposed Gagne’s

heirarchies of competence notion)

.

These five organizing structures

are:
1.

world related bases

2.

concept related basis

3.

Inquiry related basis

4.

Learning theory related basis

5-

Utilization related basis.

It might happen that none of these structures is right for the

material which has evolved.

For instance, perhaps the materials will

be almost entirely determined by the subject.

If this is the case,

then perhaps sequencing the exploration of this materials
left in the hands of the subject.

^ ould

be

73

Suggested Procedure
1.

With your particular set of goals and objectives in
mind,
consider what sequencing strategy is appropriate.

The way in

which goals relate to the overall mission might suggest
an
ordering for goals, while the way the goals were broken down
(from the general to the specific) could also provide a

reasonable approach to the ordering of activities.
2-

Consult persons or books for various approaches.

Remember

that a combination of different tasks might best serve you.

You might want to think about obtaining some input
aesthetic considerations at this point.

as to

This might pay

dividends not only in the teaching of objectives, but also in
the necessary public relations work which accompanies curriculum

development per se

.

Also think about the issues involving

clarity and simplicity of presentation.
3.

If resources allow, you might wish to construct alternative

packages which may then be compared.
4.

At this time you should have obtained a commitment from a

sample population for testing the program as a single unit.
A confirmation call might be useful now.

Rationale

.

Of the many factors which effect the success of specific
activities,
I

their sequencing and packaging

rank high.

Of the many

factors influencing the acceptance of learning sequences; packaging

tranks high-

References
structure.
Posner, G. J. and Strike, K. A. An analysis of curriculum
EdAmerican
the
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1974.
ucational Research Association, Chicago:
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Once again you are at a point where you can step back from your
role as actor in the curriculum development drama, and "try on" some
other parts. Be the producer or director and look at how the play is
going.
See how well things went in Act IV (prototype development) and
visualize what will be required for Act V when the whole product is
put into operation.
Certain guidelines and suggestions are contained within, but of
course these can’t be complete. You are again urged to look at your
own special circumstances ... and proceed accordingly-
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MANAGEMENT POINT C, STEP ONE:

Obtaining additional resources.

Process and Considerations

This is an optional step, or if you prefer, a more
optional step
(as all

steps have a tentative quality),

if you desire to augment

existing resources consider these points:
1*

Decide what types of resources are most necessary for you to
continue.

For example, you may need more time, extra personnel,

flexibility in your own schedule, materials, extra dollars,
new supplies, expertise....
2-

Consider under what conditions you might acquire such resourcesWhat do you have to barter with?

3.

Write proposals, make personal contacts (refer to the proposal
generation references listed earlier)

4.

Create or maintain enthusiasm for your efforts

..

-keep moving’-
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MANAGEMENT POINT C, STEP TWO:

Recycling through Relevant Management
Strategies

Processes and Considerations

The following procedures have been spelled
out in earlier portions
of the methodology. They are now listed as reminders
of
recurrent

tasks and issues which must be continually dealt with.
1*

Evaluating (Management Point A, Step Four)

2.

Reallocating Resources (Management Point B, Step Two)

3.

Planning Next Steps (Management Point B, Step Three)

4.

Thinking about Recurring Issues (Management Point B, Step Five)

5.

Communicating your progress to others.

Merely reading over this list is not enough.
these functions.
be modified?

Consider each of

Are they being carried out effectively?

Should some of them be attended to right now?

Should any
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MANAGEMENT POINT C, STEP THREE:

Negotiating for a full scale appliestion of your product.

Processes and Considerations

Secure commitment from a suitable community for
the implementation
of your curriculum.

This step is directly related to the Point B

management step wherein potential test communities were identified
and contacted.

Do this in whatever manner best suits you.

In securing a test

community, emphasize the strengths and unique features of your program.

Describe the benefits for them.

Accent the positive, but be realistic.
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MANAGEMENT POINT C, STEP FOUR:

Designing an Evaluative Strategy for
the Entire Operative Model.

Processes and Considerations

Here you develop an evaluation model that
will be used to assess
your product as it is applied in its natural
setting. You should:
1.

Refer back again to Step Five of Management
Point B for
approaches to this.

evaluation category
2.

Particularly note the last, Product,
.

Following this initial step, you might:

Design an evaluation system, or have one designed
which suits
your needs

3.

Check out this design with your contractor (if such a person
exists).

For instance if you have no pre-test / post-test pro-

vision in your plan, you may have to support this absence or
modify your design.
4.

Even if your contractor approves of your plan, you may wish
to submit your plans to a person trained in evaluation for

a

critique.
5.

Bear in mind while designing this system, and later when

collecting and analyzing resultant data, that effectiveness
is dependent

upon a broad range of factors such as

adequacy of objectives,
and

(c)

(b)

(a)

the

the way they were implemented,

the appropriateness of the objectives for your test

population.
6.

Remember that not all persons share the conception of evaluation used herein.

For many, it implies primarily a subjective,

intuitive decision-making process.
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.

It is important to look beyond
stated outcomes and opportunities

to such things as:

(a)

valuable side effects

(mere exposure

to content, social contact, pleasurable
experiences), and
(b)

negative results ("turning off" participants to
further

investigation in the area)
8.

Consider incorporating these for:
a.

outside evaluation of individual student performance (by
friends, family, etc.).

b.

group evaluation of individual

c.

outside evaluation of group performance (e.g. by a trained

1

s

performance (by the class, say).

human relations consultant).
d-

group evaluation of group performance (by the group itself,
or by a similar group)

e-

self-evaluation of individual performance (probably one
of the best measures)

9.

Remember to add the documentation of evaluation to the curricular
package on the appropriate format sheet

(s)

,

*

.
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OPERATIVE STEP FIFTEEN:

!

Applying and Evaluating the Curriculum.

ine entire package is applied in a
suitable
situation and evaluative data are collected,
analyzed and interpreted.
_

I

—j

Explanation
The developer must again wear two hats, one
to direct and modify

:

the application of the curriculum, another to
determine the effectiveness of the package.

1

In this step, where events are so unpredictable,

no suggested procedures are supplied.

Given that earlier steps have been successfully completed,
this

operation should flow easily, and while it may consume much calendar
time, your tasks primarily revolve around maintaining an observer

;

role.

Many times you will feel torn between immediately revising

aspects of the program (based on incoming feedback) and allowing it to
play itself out, as developed.

This is another fine line which can be

negotiated only by you.

Suggested Procedure

Maintain a relaxed attitude.
Rat ionale

These are almost always unforeseen variables, which arise
curriculum is applied in the ’’real world.”

as a

Openness, flexibility and

detachment (not to be confused with lack of interest) are prime
virtures.

The more you are able to ’’disidentify

from your product the

”

more capable you will be of making appropriate modifications.
.

References

New York: Viking Press, 1965.
Psychosynthesis
Assagioli, R.
Chapter IV, nos- 3 & 4 on disidentif ication)
.

(See

.

\
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STEP SIXTEEN:

Revising and Recycling.

Bised on evaluation daT£,' modifications
to the curriculum are made.

Explanation

Upon what criteria should one base revision
efforts?

According

to Baker (1973), there exist no generalizable rules
for revision.

Given the single product resulting from this curriculum
design system,
we are somewhat at a loss for comparative data.

Basically as a result

of the previous steps we will know what was supposed to
occur and

what did occur so we can gauge the discrepancy between these two
facets of the product.

However, we know little about the value of this*

product versus another designed to achieve the same ends.

Given the

state of humanistic-psychological education curricula, this ignorance
is not crucial.

For this field has to start somewhere, and the mere

documentation of intended effects may be seen as

a

significant step

forward
Rat ionale

Revision is done in order to maintain the same results at
cost, or raise the performance level at the same

(or lower)

a

lower

cost.

While most literature focuses on the empirical data gathered from
evaluation, the role of judgment and exigency is present in most

curricular decisions, and should be recognized and then incorporated
into the revision cycle, as we should be dealing with what is, not

necessarily with what ought.
Suggested Procedures
1.

Design some sort of structure from which to view your

evaluation results.

(You may have already done this.)

Then incorproate your evaluative data into this context.
The simple structure suggested by Silberman et al (1964)
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for review of programmed materials
(looking for:
in providing practice,

sequencing, and

(b)

gaps

(a)

irrelevancies in activities or

lack of provision of subskills training

(c)

(Mastery Principle)
2.

Based on the results of step
(a)

lj

recycle through goals (adding, deleting,
modifying or

changing their order)
(b)

Recycle through objectives (adding, deleting,
modifying
or changing their order)

(c)

recycle through activities (adding, deleting, modifying

or changing their order)
3.

Reapply the package and again collect evaluative data-

(You

may want to select a new subject pool as some of your

difficulties might have stemmed from your subjects rather

than your treatment.)
Please Note

-

If resources have evaporated, you might wish to add an

entire step somewhere along the way that has as its purpose:

to obtain

support for the continued development and dissemination of (name of

your curriculum)
4.

Continue with steps
suitable level or

3,

(b)

2,

3,

2

until

(a)

resources reach a

a required degree of satisfaction with

product exists for both yourself and your client (if they are
not the same)

References

Silberman, H-; Coulson, J.; Melaragno R. and Newmark, G. Use of
exploration research and individual tutoring techniques for the
Final report.
d evelopment of programming methods and theories
Project 7-14-0000-181. Santa
National Defense Education Act.
Monica, Ca.: Systems Development Corporation, 1964.
1
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Diffusing your product.

STEP SEVENTEEN:

Disseminate information in regard to the
existence of the curriculum, its purposes,
and its effects
Explanation
To be efficiently and effectively utilized, the curriculum just
developed must be publicized-

There are many ways to do this.

would be informal, person to person communication within

geographical region.. Another would be

a

a

One

limited

comprehensive, systematic, and

creative communication system unbound by geographical constraints.

The

latter approach is preferred, if you as the developer want your curriculum to have maximum impact.

Suggested Procedure

Consider Havelock’s (1969) formula:

who says what to whom by what

channel to what effect for what purpose. In acting upon this advice you
will cover the first of the three major diffusion
by Worthen and Sanders

processes described

(1973).

1.

Disseminate information about your product.

2.

Demonstrate the product.

3.

Facilitate adoption of the product-

carried out if resources allow
The latter two processes should also be
it-

Flexibility, which
The complementary notions of creativity and

methodology, should be employed in
has been emphasized throughout the
this

last step as well.

via
The value of "horizontal" dissemination

articles, or journal advertisements,
such traditional sources as journal

efforts such as classroom demonstration
can be weighed against "vertical"
free workshops,

alternative media, in which the product

directly to the potential consumer.
employed

is

brought

Optimally, both channels would be

,

.

.

,

.

-R3BRationaJe

Recently Research and Development Center (R & D Centers) have
added another ”D”

— for

demonstration.

strongly emphasizes dissemination.*

Federal Funding for Fiscal 1976

These indicate that action is being

taken at an institutional level to deal with what had always been apparent
on a

common sense basis:

findings, products, and ideas are of limited
Further, that mere

utility when people are not exposed to these ideas.

exposure is insufficient for maximal utilization; products and ideas

to the
must also be attractively packaged and systematically distributed
consumer.

Research and development work in this area is still incomplete.
the references
The preceding broad outline can help, consulting

listed

below can be of value to the person with greater resources.
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APPENDIX A

ACTIVITY MONITORING SHEETS
(Complete as you progress.)

-

8S-

APPLICATION

-
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APPENDIX B

USER'S MANUAL
FORMAT SHEETS
NOTE:

THESE SHOULD BE REMOVED
AND DUPLICATED AFTER
"WHITING OUT" EXPLANATORY
NOTES

THIS PACKAGE WHEN COMPLETED
SHOULD DESCRIBE AN
ENTIRE LEARNING
PROGRAM
FROM
THE
GENERAL
TO THE
SPECIFIC

- 91 -

(insert title here)

ft

A HUMANISTIC- PSYCHOLOGICAL

EDUCATION CURRICULUM
brief description of the general nature and type of this learning
program (broad purpose, structure, and scopes).
A

(This should contain information generated by the initial screening
steps along with that from mission/goals articulation.
Be brief.)

(1 )

DESCRIPTION OF THE INTENDED POPULATION FOR THIS CURRICULUM

- 93 -

TEACHER REQUIREMENTS

1.

2.

3.

Background prerequisites:
A-

Knowledge (theory, facts, etc.)

B-

Experience in area (reading, workshop, individual counseling)

C-

Functional skills required (group process, counseling, attending)

D.

Evaluation skills

Listing of resources available to fill prerequisites listed above:
A-

Knowledge

B

Experience

.

C.

Functional skills

D.

Evaluation skills

Teacher training materials:
(Actual instructions,

lessons, etc. should be included here.)

- 94-

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
List Appropriate
i

Estimated Cost
per Student or
program or Program Unit
1.

2.

Personnel:
A.

Teacher/student ratio (or teacher/learning
package ratio)

B-

Number of support personnel/student or
program

C-

Consultants required

D.

Evaluators required-- recommended

— recommended

Space
A.

Size

B-

Duration of use (if appropriate)

C.

Lighting

D.

Number of rooms

E-

Other

-95-

List Appropriate

Estimated Cost
per Student or
Program or Program Unit
3.

Media resources:
A.

Printed (hardbound, softbound, articles,
etc.), printing (duplicating equipment)

B

Audiotape (audiotape machines)

C-

Videotape (videotape machines)

D.

Films

E.

(Slide projector)

F.

Newsprint, blackboard, overhead (transparencies')

G.

Other

-

96 -

DOCUMENTATION OF EVALUATION
Name of Curriculum: (Please note, this material can be collected,
tabulated and reported as the curriculum is used in the field.
At a minimum, this might include data and place of implementation.)
Dates of Implementation:

Starting

Finishing

Location of Test Site:
Results of Evaluation (by Strategy)

(This page may be duplicated if more writing space is needed.)
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A LISTING OF GOALS OF THE CURRICULUM
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Goal #

ATTENDANT OBJECTIVES:

1

2

8

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

-

H
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Appendix C

A referenced, annotated, and categorized
listing of data collection strategies

Table of Contents

Page

Why was This Handbook Developed?

Aii

How Does One Best Use This Handbook?

iii

What Do the Categorization Dimensions
Which Accompany Each Strategy Refer To?

iii

Where Did These Strategies Come From?

iv

Accreditation
Adversary Model

2

Analysis of Documents

3

Archival Data Records

4

Attitude Inventories

5

Content Analysis

6

Cost Analyses

7

Criterion Referenced Tests (and Pre-Tests)

9

Critical Incidents

10

Critical Time Analysis

11

Delphi Technique

12

Directed Observation (Behavior Observation)

19

Descriptive Checklists

15

Experimental and Quasi- Experimental
Designs; Hypothesis Testing
Expert Opinion (Critical Appraisals)

I7

GFE (Goal Free Evaluation)

19

Group Data Collection

20

Informal Observation

21

Intersubject ive Agreement

22
i

Page

Interviews

^

Inventories (Personality and Interest)

Learning Structure Analysis

24
2$

Logical Analyses (of both needs and goals)

26

Media Monitoring and Materials Analysis

28

Needs Assessment

29

Operationalization of Objectives
Operationalization Matching)

(and
30

Opinion Scales

31

Oral Problem Solving

32

PERT

(Program Evaluation and Review Technique)

33

PFBS

(Planning, Programing, Budgeting System)

34

Q-Technique

35

Questionnaire (locally prepared)

37

Rating Systems

38

Scales

39

Self Designed Strategies

40

Semantic Differential

41

Sociometric Tests

42

Standardized Achievement Tests

43

Standardized Rating Scales

44

Standardized Self-Report Instruments
Surveys

46

System Analysis

^

Task Analysis

^

Unobtrusive Measures
ii

Why Was This Handbook Developed ?

This handbook evolved in answer to a question
evaluators of
innovative programs or non-cognitive subjects
frequently face; that
How do I best collect data on this need, goal,
is
objective....'?"
The forty-four means of collecting information described
herein can
be used during either the planning, implementation, or
final product
(results) stages of an endeavor.
.

These strategies exist at varying levels of generality. While
some of them (interviews, directed observation, or standardized
self
report, for example) might be employed to directly collect data,
others are more general in that they suggest broader approaches
and
might allow for a number of different ways of gathering data.
(Some
examples of this second class include the adversary model, GFE-goal
free evaluation or Needs Analysis.)
How Does One Best Use This Handbook ?
This material can be used in
(a)

a

number of ways:

As a checklist for an experienced evaluator.
For this, a
person can review the table of contents and select the most
important strategy or strategies for his situation, or
merely reassure him/herself that all appropriate strategies

have been considered.
(b)

As an initial source of information for a person unfamiliar
with most of the strategies listed who wants to find out a
little about each one, and/or be guided to further references.

(c)

As a pedogogic tool which an evaluation consultant could
use to expose a client to the wide variety of potential
means of data collection.

What Do The Categorization Dimensions Which
Accompany Each Strategy Refer To ?

The dimensions are meant to be self explanatory. The six areas
over which each data collection strategy were selected from a group
of twenty such possibilities, as being the most useful to evaluators.
The labeling of each strategy along these dimensions is not
perfect.
Not all strategies are easily identifiable by certain
properties. Therefore you are advised to first use your own judgment
in regard to where you think a strategy would fall, then compare your
estimate with that provided within.

strategy shares attributes with more than one classification unit, or when a strateg is spread over a continuum, this has
been indicated by multiple check-marks. For instance, if a strategy
is equally appropriate for both the Planning Stage of our evaluation
and the determination of results of a program, both categories are
checked

When

a

iii

Where Did These Strategies Come From ?
From various sources, primarily:
Gilchrist, R. S. and Roberts, B. R. Curriculum development
systems approach
Belmont, Ca.
Fearon, 1§74.
.

Hartley, H* J.
Educational planning-programming-budeet ine.
6
*
wood Cliffs, N. J.
PrenFiceHali, 1968
:

Kerlinger
York:

,

a

humanized

:

Enele-

•

Foundations of behavioral research (2nd Ed.).
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1973.

F-

New

Sanders, J. R.
and Cunningham, D. J.
A structure for formative
evaluation in produce development
Review of Educat ional
Research, 1973, 43, 2, p. 217-236.
,

.

Sanders, J. and Cunningham, D. No. 2 Techniques and procedures for
formative evaluation. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
August, 1974.

iv

Accreditation
See also expert opinion (critical appraisals).
y Method
Planning

Subjective
(Judgmental)

Technique

Procedure

Implementation

Results

i

1

Objective

i
1

(Empirical)

1

\

\

1
1

Hi Evaluator

/

Expertise in
Subject Area

Lo Evaluator

v(

l

“

~

1

Expertise in
Subject Area

I

1
'

Hi Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

Brief Intensive
"One Shot"
Effort

1
1

(//
1

-

/
r

1

1

l

Lo Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

Ongoing
Strategy
i

i

i

1

1

1

1

This measurement strategy is most often used for the examination
iji todo
Seven questions which can

of an educational institution
guide acereditators are:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

.

What is the educational task of the institution?
Are the necessary resources available for carrying out the
task of the institution?
Is the institution well organized for carrying out its
institutional task?
Are the programs of instruction adequate in kind and quality
to serve the purposes of the institution?
Are the institutions policies and practices such as to
foster high faculty morale.
Is student life on campus relevant to the institution’s
educational task?

National Assessment of Educational Progress. National Results, Science.
Education Commission of the States, 1970.
Denver, Colorado:
National Study of School Evaluation. Evaluative criteria secondary
National Study of School Evaluaschool. Arlington, Virginia:
,

tion,

1969.

high
National Study of School Evaluation. Evaluative criteria junior
of
Study
National
Virginia:
school/middle school. Arlington,
School Evaluation, T97 0
,

Institutions
North Central Association. Guide for the evaluation of
Assoc.,
Central
North
Chicago:
1965 Ed.
of higher learning.
5454 S. Shore Drive.
- 1-

Adversary Model

fMethod

Technique

Planning

Procedure

Implement at ion

Subjective
(Judgmental)

Results

Objective
(Empirical)

Hi Evaluator

Lo Evaluator
Expertise in
Subject Area

Expertise
in
Subject Area
Hi Time Investment Required

Lo Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

of Evaluator

Intensive
One Shot”

jBrief
,f
!

Ongoing
Strategy

fcffort

The methodological suggestions are modeled roughly after legal
proceedings, on the assumption that methods developed by the law have
been designed to deal with whole human events in social and historical
context. These methods have evolved, and are evolving, as a consequence of the systematic accumulation and codification of experience
with respect to issues of proof in the real world.'
(Levine, 1973)
Some techniques he supports are:
cross examination
a.
b.
clinical (psychological) supervision when dealing with
subjective areas
cross-disciplinary compilation of evidence
c.

Kourilsky, M. An adversary model for educational evaluation.
tion Comment , 4, 2, June 1973.

Evalua -

prelimScientific method and the adversary model: Some
Levine, M.
1973.
inary suggestions. Evaluation Comment , 4, 2, June

Toulmin, S.
Press,

The uses of argument
19*>8.

.

London:

Cambridge University
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Analysis of Documents

_Method
</

Planning

y

Technique

y Implement at ion

'S Results

ubjective
Judgmental)
i

Evaluator

in
Kpertise
ubject Area

Objective
(Empirical)

*f

Lo Evaluator
I

'

i

Time Invest-

ent Required
f

Evaluator

rief Intensive
One Shot”
ffort

Procedu re

Expertise in
Subject Area
Lo Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

Ongoing
Strategy

There may be policy positions taken by a school district or by a
community that have been filed away or that appear in a newspaper.
State departments of education typically have impressive archives containing value statements made by relevant individuals and groups- Weiss
(1971) provided an argument for the use of content analysis in formative product evaluation studies. This technique is just as useful,
however, in collecting judgment data for evaluating objectives. The
content analysis of speeches made by the President of the United States
since he took office would provide interesting data about the consistency of his attitude toward issues in public education. Changes in
his values uncovered by a content analysis could greatly effect the
acceptability of certain objectives in a large development project."
(From Sanders and Cunningham, 1973, p. 226)

Formative curriculum evaluation: In need of methodology.
Weiss, J.
Paper presented at the meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, New York, February, 1971.
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Archival Data Records

Method

^Technique

S planning

Imp lenient at ion

Subjective
(Judgmental)
Hi

Procedure

i

1

Results

——
1

1

*-l

Evaluator

Expertise in
Subject Area

1
|

^

,

i

1

j

1

l

1

Brief Intensive
I

"One Shot"

(Empirical)
Lo Evaluator
Expertise in

r-

Hi Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

Objective

1

1

1

Subject Area
Lo Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

Ongoing
Strategy

Effort

'Archival Data Records contain data already in existence, such as
records of attendance, tardiness, school dropouts, and grades- They
supply unobtrusive data that may be correlated with behavioral and
attitudinal patterns to determine relationships. Gottman and Clasen,
Webb and others provide excellent material regarding the use of such
(from Gilchrist and Roberts, 1974, p. 98)
records
A few of the archival sources (episodic and private) listed by
Webb et al:
absenteeism
advertising
air travel
alcohol consumption

drug adoption
drug sales
economic forecasts
height of pilots
insurance purchases
job promotion
job seniority
job turnover
laundry activity
letters
medical visits

art

autograph prices
book sales
children’s drawings
college grades
court mart ia Is
desk calendars
diaries

etc.

Evaluation in Educatio n: A Practiand Clasen, R- E1972
tioner’s Guide. Ithaca, Illinois: F. E. Peacock Publishers,

Got t man,

.1.

M-

Non-reactive research in the
Sechrest, L. Unobtrusive Measures
social sciences ^ Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966.
:

Unobtrusive
Webb, E. R., Campbell R. , Schwartz, R. and Sechrest, L.
Chicago.
sciences
Measures: Non- eactive research in the social
Rand McNally^ 1966.
.
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Attitude Inventories

^Method

Technique

>/ Planning

Procedu re

Implementation

J Results

Subjective
(Judgmental)

Objective
(Empirical)

Hi Evaluator
Expertise in
Subject Area
Hi

Lo Evaluator
Expertise in
Subject Area

Time InvestLo Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

Required
Evaluator

ment
of

Brief
"One

Intensive
Shot”

Ongoing
Strategy

Effort

And as the individual acquires more and more attitudes--as
he
’assimilates more and more objects in his world--his improvisations
toward these objects and his fresh examinations and interpretations
of them decrease.
His actions become stereotyped, predictable, and
consistent and social life becomes possible
(Kretch, Crutchfield
and Ballachely) , 1962, p. 137)

Attitudes can be measured only on the basis of inferences drawn
from the responses of the individual toward the object his overt
actions and his verbal statements of belief, feeling, and disposition
to act with respect to the object."
(Kretch, Crutchfield and Ballachely,

—

1962, p.

147)

Bogardus, E. S. Measuring social distance.
9, 299-308.
Cretch, D.

,

society

Crutchfield,
New York:
.

J.
”

S. and Ballachely,
McGraw Hill, 1962.

R.

Edwards, Al L. and Kilpatrick, F.
of attitude scales. J. Appl

Appl. Sociol., 1925,

E.

L.

Individual in

A technique for the construction
Psychol . , 1948, 3^, 374-384.

P.
.

Guttman, L. The third component of scalable attitudes.
Op in Attitude Res ., 1950, 4, 285-287.

Int

J.

.

.

Likert, R. A.
Psychol
.

Technique for the measurement of attitudes.
,

Arch

.

1932, no. 140.

Thurstone, L. L. Attitudes can be measured.
1928, 33, 529-554.

Amer. J. Social

.

,

1927-
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Content Analysis

__Method

Technique

/ Planning

y_Procedure

fResults

Implement at ion

Subjective
(Judgmental)

Objective
'

Hi

Evaluator

Lo Evaluator
Expertise in

Expertise in
Subject Area
Hi

(Empirical)

Subject Area

Time Invest-

Lo Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

ment Required
of Evaluator

Brief Intensive

Ongoing
Strategy

"One Shot”

Effort

For the analysis of documents for collecting judgmental data about
objectives, content analysis procedures have much to offer. Content
analysis aims primarily at the objective quantification of content
classified using a system of categories and explicitly formulated rules.
The categories should be developed to fit the questions to be answered
by the data and they should be mutually exclusive and exhaustive.
Coding units (e.g., words, themes, paragraphs, etc.) are what the content analyst actually counts and places within the categories. Berelson
(1952) describes three occasions for using content analysis:
1.
researcher curious about content,
2.
researcher seeks inferences re: producer,
3.
researcher seeks to understand largest audience.
(Sanders and Cunningham, p. 20)
Content analysis in communication research
Berelson, BThe Free Press of Glencoe, 1952.

.

New York:

In Handbook of social psychology
Content analysis.
Berelson, BCambridge, Mass-: Addison-Wesley 1954, pp. 458-518.

.

,

Budd,

W
tion
R.

.

•

,

Thorp, R. K- , & Donohew, LNew York: Macmillan, 1967

Content analysis of communica -

Content analysis as a tool in formative and summative
Grobman, HPaper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
evaluation.
Educational Research Association, Chicago, April, 1972.

Foundations of behavioral research (2nd Ed.).
Kerlinger, FYork: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1973.
C anrln no

T

rl

Pimrvtntrham.

n.

Nn

.

2

New

Techniaues and procedures for
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Cost Analyses

Method

Technique

^ Imp lement at

Planning

Subjective
(Judgmental)
Hi

1

Procedure
i

nn

>/ Results

Objective

*

|
1

'

1

1

(Empirical)

Evaluator

Expertise in
Subject Area
Hi Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

Brief Intensive
"One Shot”

Effort

,

1

i
|
1

,

i
,

.

nr

,
1

*

,

1
'

1

1
|

4

Lo Evaluator
ExDertise in
Subject Area

Lo Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

s.
— Ongoing
:

Strategy

These differ from general systems analysis, not on principle but
on their emphasis upon cost factors.
In systems analysis, the dollar
cost of a project may assume a less important role than other considera,

tions such as time, qualitative factors, stated objectives, professed
values, human resources, risks, and available alternatives.
Created
as a means of solving problems of choice, cost-effectiveness analysis
enables a decision maker to choose among feasible alternatives on the
basis of least lost and greatest effectiveness.
(Hartley, 1968, p. 39)

Cost analyses should be an evaluation concern in the appraisal
of a first draft completion of an educational product or plan.
Wilkinson (1971) described the following kinds of cost analysis that
might be built into a formative product evaluation plan:
1.

2.

3.

9.

Traditional budget ing--est ablishment of expense categories,
appropriation of resources to organizational units, and authorization of expenditures by organizational units.
Cost accounting- -measurement of output quality and quantity
at designated points in the educational process and assignment
of costs incurred to achieve that output.
Cos t analysi8--derinition of objectives and strategies to meet
objectives; determination of resources required to mount
strategies and the conversion of resources to dollar amounts
to aid the establishment of budgets and information systems.
Cost effectiveness analysis-comparison of estimated resources
required for alternative strategies to meet objectives with
estimated output of the strategies to aid in t he selection
of a strategy.

- 8-

Cost Analyses

(continued )

Cost-benefit analysi8--comparison of all
relevant resources
required to achieve an objective with the
likely benefits
(doilar value of results) to aid in making
decisions about
lrBblllty ° F ll 11:latlng * revising, continuing,
or terw
Iin»?n
J
minating a program.
(Sanders
and Cunningham, 1073, p. 231)

Cost considerations in systeirts analysis.
American Elsevier Publishing Co., 1971.

fisher, G. H-

New York:

Educational planning - programming - budget ing
Hartley, H- J.
Prentice Hall, 19687
Cliffs, N- J
.

.

Englewood

:

McCullough, J. D. Cost Effectiveness: Estimating Systems Costs
Santa Monica, California: RAND corp.. Sept. 1^65.
p. 3229.
.

Prest, A.

and Turvey,

Economic Journal

Cost-benefit analysis:
1965, 75, 683-735.

R.
,

A survey.

The

Tanner, K.
A heuristic approach to program cost/effectiveness
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
analysis.
Educational Research Association, New York City, 1971.

Wilkinson, G. L. Needed: Information for cost analysis. Bloomington
Indiana University School of Education, September, 1971
Indiana:
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Criterlon Referenced Tests (and Pre-Tests)

Method

Technique

'Z Planning

/

—^Implement at ion

y Results

Subjective
(Judgmental)
Hi

Objective
(Empirical)

Evaluator

Expertise in
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.

1
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Hi

^

Brief Intensive
"One

Procedure

Subject Area
Lo Time Investment Required
of Evaluator

Ongoing
Strategy

I

Shot”

Lo Evaluator
Expertise in

Effort

Criterion-referenced tests were suggested by Glaser. They are
constructed in direct relationship to the objectives of the instruction
or program, not in reference to the normal curve. Therefore, high
scores in the test would indicate success in achieving the objective.
These tests can be prepared by the teacher or program director relating
to particular objectives.
Commercial publishers are beginning to prepare such tests in connection with specific cognitive programs.”
(Gilchrist and Roberts, 1974)

Anderson, R. C. How to construct achievement tests to assess comprehension.
Review of Educational Research 1972, jl2, 145-170.
,

Psychological bases for instructional design.
nication Review
Winter, 1966.

Glaser, R.

AV Commu -

.

Implications of criterion referenced
Journal of Educational Measurement 1969, 6, 1-9.

Popham, W. J. and Husek, T.

measurement.

,

What is criterion referenced measurement? Paper presented
meeting of the Intemation Reading Association Committee
on the Evaluation of Reading Tests, Bloomington, Indiana, 1971.

Womer, F.
at

a
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Critical Incidents
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Cr
?*\Ca * 11? cldent technique developed by Flanagan is a
..
V't
by which incidents
method
are placed on cards and sorted to
thematic clusters about behaviors. With this information, provide
evaluators
are able to identify the symptomatic problems emerging
consistently
from the data. This technique also may be employed to
continue the
data gathering over a long period of time." (Gilchrist and
Roberts, 1974)

Flanagan, J. C. The critical incident technique.
Bulletin.
51:327-358, 1954.

Psychological
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Critical Time Analysis
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Critical time analysis data are gathered on specific objectives
for a certain period.
During this time, which may range from ten
seconds to twenty minutes, observers count and tally situations,
skills, and types of performance of concern to them.
Interaction
analysis is an application of the critical time analysis technique.
(Gilchrist and Roberts, 1974)

Teacher influence in the classroom. In Amidon-Hough
(ed)
Interaction Analysis Theory Research and Application
Add is on- Wes ley 1967
Reading, Mass.:

Flanders, N- A,

,

,

,

,

.
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Delphi Technique
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A variant of survey procedures for collecting judgmental data is
the delphi technique.
This technique makes use of a panel of experts
who are mailed a set of questions to which they respond independently.
A follow-up questionnaire reports a summary of original responses
using the median and interquartile range as descriptive statistics for
the responses to each original question.
Each panel member is then
asked to reconsider his first responses and revise them if he so desires.
If his second response is outside the interquartile range, he is asked
to justify his deviation from the majority judgment.
In the third
round, the second round responses are summarized and a summary of the
reasons provided for deviant positions is also included.
Each panel
member is asked to reconsider his second round responses given the
results and reasons yielded from that round. A respondent who desires
to remain outside the interquartile range on the third round is asked
to present his reasons.
This iterative procedure can continue for
several more rounds after the third, but the payoff begins to diminish
quickly.
On the final round, panel members are asked to revise their
responses one last time given the results and arguments yielded by
the privious round. This procedure has been used in management to
attain consensus judgments from a panel of experts. Often the results
have been less than spectacular due to weaknesses inherent in the proThis
cess, but on many occasions useful results have been obtained.
the
in
useful
find
may
evaluator
is a procedure that the formative
early stages of product development when commitments on selected
(Sanders and Cunningham, 1974,
developmental goals must be made.
p.

I

19)
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Delphi Technique

(continued

^)

Helmer , 0. Analysis of the future: The delphi method.
California:
Rand Corporation, 1967.
Sanders, J. R.

Santa Monica

’

and Cunningham, D. J.
A structure for formative
evaluation in produce development. Review of Educational Research
,

1973, 43, 2, p.

Sweigert,

217-236.

R. L.
Jr. and Shabacker, W. J. The delphi technique:
How
well does it work in setting educational goals? Paper presented
at 1974 AERA Session.
,
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Dlrected Observation (Behavior
Observation !
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These techniques— which exist in such standardized forms
as the
Ryans
Classroom Observation Record, Merrill’s Measurement of Mother
Child Interact ion * or Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire
(LBDQ)-is best used when intended outcomes are primarily
behavioral.
Many educational research problems, for example, strongly demand
behavior observations: children in classrooms interacting with each
other and with teachers, administrators and teachers discussing school
problems in staff meetings, boards of education working toward policy
decisions.
Behavior observations can be used in natural situations
and experimentally contrived situations." (Kerlinger, 1964, p. S22-

Hutchinson (1972) has described three prime criteria for successful observations, i.e. that they be unobtrusive, natural and direct.

Butler, J. M.
Rich, L. N- , & Wagstaff, A. KQuantitative naturalistic
research.
Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, 1963.
,

Hutchinson, Thomas E.
Education, 1972.

XEROX, University of Massachusetts, School of

Kerlinger, F. N.
Foundations of Behavioral Research.
Rinehart, and Winston, 1964.

New York:

Holt,
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Descriptive Checklists
(Objective completion, criterion checklists)
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One type of descriptive information is physical specifications
which is simply a description of the primary "tangible" characteristics of the product consisting in large part of media characteristics.
This type of information is best collected by means of a
checklist which includes the majority of the characteristics upon
which products can vary. These characteristics are usually media
specific in that any general purpose checklist would be impossible
(Sanders and Cunningham, 1974, p. 24)
to construct!'
‘

Objective completion data simply enumerate the data indicating
For example, a workbook was completed,
the work or skill completed.
a newsletter sent out, the game is completed and Team X is the winner.
The glee club sang three songs for the assembly; ten books about Japan
have been read; twelve ceramic dishes were completed for the art fair.
\

I

\

/|

ThirEdmonson, J. B. et al. The textbook in American educat ion
tieth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of EducaPublic School Company,
Bloomington, Illinois:
tion.
Part II.
.

1931.

Sanders, J. R. , and Cunningham, D. J. A structure for formative
evaluation in produce development. Rev ew oj_ Educational Research
1973, 43, 2, p. 217-236.

.
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The choice of design for a formative product evaluation
is a complicated decision depending upon a number of considerations: cost,
utility, practicality, tolerance for certain forms of invalidity,
extent of generalizability desired, and so forth. Campbell and Stanley
(1963) have discussed the major considerations in the choice of a
design:
internal and external validity; or, alternatively,
replicability and generalizability. The evaluator needs to be concerned with replicability in that if the effect of his product cannot
be real iably established, then, of course, decisions about how to make
the product better are meaningless. The formative evaluator must also
be sensitive to the extent and type of generalizability of his product.
He may not be interested in making generalizations from his evaluation
to other products or other contexts than the intended one but witbin
the intended contexts he has to take steps to ensure generalizabil ity.
Campbell and Stanley (1963) list eight potential sources of internal
invalidity and four potential sources of external invalidity. Each
design discussed in their chapter is evaluated against these threats
to validity and the consumer of these designs is able therefore to
choose those designs which minimizes threats of most concern/ (Sanders
and Cunningham, p. 35)
Anderson, R. C. The comparative field experiment: An illustration
from high school biology.
Proceedings of the 1 968 Invitational
Conference of Testing Problems
Educational
Princeton, N. J.:
3-30.
Testing Service^ 1969,
.

Campbell, D. T., ft Stanley, J. E.
Experimental and quasi-experimental
designs for research in teaching.
In N. L. Gage (Ed.), Handbook
of Research on Teaching
Rand McNally, 1963.
Chicago:
.
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Expert Opinion (Critical Appraisals !
See also Accreditation Procedures, Intersub
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From the Target Population:

Abedor (1972) suggested procedures for collecting judgmental
data about objectives from representatives of the target population
for a product
His procedures could be adapted so that subjects are
given an objective or a list of objectives and are asked to react to
them as behaviors that the subjects could be asked to demonstrate
after using the product. A valuable lesson here is that members of
the target population are experts who are often overlooked in formative evaluation.
In addition, they are one of the most critical
and insightful audiences available to the evaluator.
Since they will
be suffering the consequences of bad development in the long run, they
have something to lose by not providing feedback to the evaluator.
(Sanders and Cunningham, 1974, p. 20)
-

T

b.

T

From the Developer:

The first and most severe critic must be the developer. But
Ins own criticism is not enough, for inevitably he will be biased
Therefore, ho
and unable to see all the weak points of his work.
must solicit critical opinion from his immediate colleagues and
various outsiders--specialists in educational media and evaluation,
university professors of the subject, and school teachers and students
(Walber, 1970, p. 567)
using trial versions of the course.
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Expert Opinion (continued !
In General:
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Abedor, A.
Second draft technology.
tion Indiana University 1972,
,

,

Lawson, T. E.

V \

’

'

Bulletin of the School of Educa 4J3,

9-43.

Formative instructional product evaluation instruments

.

IJrhana, Illinois:
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation, 1972.
Also in Educational Technology , 1973, 42-44.

Objectives priorities, and other judgment data.
R.
Educational Research , 1970, 40, 181-212.

Stake,

Review of

Problems and guidelines.
Walberg, H. J.
Curriculum evaluation:
S57-570.
Record
1970,
Teachers College
7_1,
,
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GfE (Goal Free Evaluation)
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Scriven (1972) coined the term, goal-free evaluation, to refer
to evaluation completely divorced from goal statements. He defined
the role of the goal-free formative evaluator as follows:
The GFE can work in the formative role... but he will not be
doing what most formative evaluators do. He will not be spending
much of his time helping the project staff convert their plans
into behavioral objectives. He will not be advising them on
probable mismatch between their abstract goals and some implicit
commitments of their materials. He will not be constructing
biserial correlation matrices for item analysis on their quizzes.
He will simply get a look at the materials plus procedures (or
descriptions of what they will be like) and a deadline by which
time he must get evaluative feedback into the rewrite/replan
process (pp. B2-3).

This is an excellent tool for investigation unintended side effects.

Prose and cons about goal-1 ree evaluation.
Scriven, M.
1972, 3, 1-4.
Comment
,

Evaluation

-
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Group Data Collection
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W- James Popham, at the AERA convention of 1074 in Chicago, stressed
the importance of group measures of affective goals.

This information can be collected from informally meeting groups,
regular classes or regularly meeting groups.
Many individual techniques can be modified to become group
measures

-
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Informal Observation
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Sara M- Steele has devised a system which merely extends the common
sense process of evaluation persons naturally use- The major elements
design are:
of her
(1)

criteria

(2)

evidence

(3)

judgment

Titled the natural process approach, Steele says you: "Start with how
See how the accuracy and efficiency of
the individual usually evaluates.
improved."
natural
process
can
be
Evaluation assess the value of
the
programs and programming activities. There are three major elements in
Evaluation takes place
criteria evidence and judgment
evaluation:
when judgments are made. Judgments are improved when they’re made by
comparing evidence about the aspect to be judged with criteria for what
should be.
,

,

.

Contemporary approaches to program evaluatio n: ImplicaSteele, S- M.
ti ons for evaluating programs for disadvantaged ad ults. Washington,
DC-: Educational Resources Division Capitol Publications, Inc. 1973.
..

-
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Intersub ject ive Agreement
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Intersubject ive agreement gathers the views of multiple participants. They may be administrators, parents, or students, or others.
During the learning situation or activity, do the teachers and learners
appear interested? Do they stay for a long time or do they look and
leave? Do students show interest and desire to be a part of the
process? Is there sustained interest among the observers or students
lasting beyond the official time? Agreements may come in the form of
separate statements reflecting common concerns or enthusiasm.
Nomothetic clustering can provide the intersubjective agreement. Ways
to gather and sum these agreements appear in the phenomenological
studies of Duquesne University/ (Gilchrist and Roberts)
*

Gilchrist, R. S- and Roberts, Bhumanized systems approach
.

Curriculum development a
Fearon, 1974.
Belmont, Ca.

R.

Interviews
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Interviews can be formally or informally conducted.
It is the
one place where the question ”How are you doing?” can be asked.
It
must be regarded as an essential question because whatever the learner
answers is accurate for him and must be considered factual.
It may be
accomplished by plan or incidentally; however, it must be included in
the evaluation process
A record should be kept to assure that each
person involved is interviewed
Notes should be kept concerning the
tone and substance of the talk.
Was it open or closed in feeling?
Did the tone change over a period of time? How did the evaluator
react? Did the evaluator begin by setting aside her biases also?"
(From Gilchrist and Roberts, 1974)

Mil ler

D

•

C

New York:

_A

handbook of research design and social measurement
1570
David McKay Co.
Inc
,

.

,

Institute for Social Research.
Interviewer s Manu al
Ann Arbor.
Michigan:
Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan,
1

1969
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Inventories (Personality and Interest
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These are standardized instruments which describe a person in
terms of pre-set categories, thus allowing comparison of the individual
to the norm.
Examples of interest inventories are the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank (SV/IB) and the Kuder Preference Record.

Personality inventories most often describe an individual in
terms of traits
Like any norm referenced instrument they have the advantage of
comparing an individual to a larger group, and the disadvantage of
perhaps being totally inappropriate to any one individual or group.

Cronbach, L. JEssentials of psychological testing
Harper and Row, i960

New York:

-
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Learning Structure Analysis
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In essence, the learning structure is a logical analysis oF the
objective and, as is well known, logic does not always simulate
reality.
Skills which are presumed to be subordinate to a particular
objective may turn out not to be or the sequence of subconcepts may
prove to be wrong.
Learning hierarchies are, in essence, hypotheses
concerning the content, hypotheses which can only be confirmed
empirically.
The usefulness of a particular learning hierarchy will
depend upon how well it fits the reality of the situation. Many
subject matters do not lend themselves to hierarchical analysis.
In
other words, the example and systems similar to it, do not possess
unlimited applicability but they should prove useful in many situations.
(Sanders and Cunningham)

Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE)
Early childhood
education, how to select and evaluate materials.
EPIE Report
1972
No. 42
.

.

,

Gagne, R. M. The conditions of learning (2nd Ed.)
Rinehart, and Winston, lU70.

New York:

Holt,

Sanders, J and Cunningham, D. A structure for formative evaluation
Review of Educational Research, 1973,
in product development.
43

,

217 - 236

.
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Logical Analyses (of both needs and goals !
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Clayton (1968) has implied that certain methods drawn from the
discipline of philosophy could be used to determine the validity of
priority and value statements.
In essence, an objective is a value
It is a statement about a desired outcome.
or priority statement.
Some priority has been assigned to that outcome. One logical procedure for establishing the value of a set of objectives is to examine
If
the cogency of the argument or rationale behind each objective.
there are no justifiable reasons for listing an objective, it cannot
be too valuable. Here is one point where a needs assessment could
facilitate matters greatly for the educational developer. If he has
evidence on which to base his arguments for a set of objectives, few
people are going to question the appropriateness of such objectives.
A second method for logically analyzing an objective is to examine
In many cases, it will be hard
the consequences of accomplishing it.
to foresee consequences of discriminate among consequences of alternate objectives. However, when consequences can be predicted and
alternate objectives are associated with discriminable consequences,
then this method of analysis will have some pay-off. A search of the
educational research literature will sometimes reveal the implications
This infotroation should not be
of achieving specific objectives.
ignored when objectives are being evaluated.
appeal
A third method for logically analyzing an objective is to
conin
is
objective
program
a
If
to higher-order value statements.
desiris
feels
everyone
that
state
a
flict with a policy statement or
reconsidered.
able, then the objectives should be
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Lo&j^al Analysis

(

of both needs and goals 1

&

He maintained ^the fo llowing^

(continued )

SimiUr Mnd

° f value-reasonin*

1.

If something will bring about a state of
affairs that people
value, that is a good prima facie reason for
doing it.

2.

If there are prima facie reasons for doing
something and
none against, we should do it.

3.

If there is a conflict of supportable prima facie reasons,
appeal must be made to a general moral principle.*

(from Sanders and Cunningham, 1973, p. 224- 22S)

Education and some moves toward a value methodologyClayton, A- S.
University,
Unpublished manuscript, School of Education, Indiana
1968.

for formative
Sanders, J. R- , and Cunningham, D. J- A Structure
ional
Educat
of
Review
evaluation in product development.
Research, 1973, 43, 2, p. 217-236.
d°
ol
B ° u der
°q6
Scriven, M- Value claims in the social scienceUbb.
^
2
^
123,
NoSocial Science Education Consortium Publication
’

.

:
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Media Monitoring and Materials Analysis
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Reviewing T-V* shows, radio shows, newsletters, newsmagazines
can provide information for development. Also this can occur during
the measurement of accomplishment by looking at media releases
following implementation of a program.

Additionally this is a form of data collection (tape recording,
filming, video taping) which might supplant traditional paper and
pencil type documentation.

I

Gilchrist, R. S. and Roberts, Bhumanized systems approach.

a
Curriculum development
Fearon, 1974.
Belmont, Ca.

R.
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Needs Assessment
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Popham (1970) has described needs assessment as identifying
discrepancies between desired outcomes and current status. Inherent
in that definition are difficulties with operationally defining
desired outcomes and finding reliable, content, valid measures of
current status.

Description of an existing state of affairs which compared a
desired reality with an existing one. Within some Needs Analysis
systems, data is collected on the degree to which certain states of
affairs exist." (from Sanders and Cunningham, 1973)
A more detailed needs analysis strategy focused on the decision
maker is available through the Coffing et al reference below.

Coffing, R. T- et al. Needs analysis sub-methodology For education
Report prepared for ACES-AREA
of the handicapped--version I.
Cooperative of Educational Services, North Haven, Connecticut,
1973.

Educational Needs Assessment.
Popham, W- J.
ESEA Title III Regional Workshops.

Paper presented at
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Qperat ionalizationjof Objectives (and Operationalization Matching
)
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This is a procedure whereby abstract goals are defined in
terms of more concrete objectives. This process helps to maintain
the essence of the original "higher-order Intents" while providing
meaningful indicators of the presence or absence of the desired
conditions, i.e. observable components.

Generally this is not used as a data collection defice per se
but precedes the actual measurement. However, through a process
called "operationalization matching" this can occur. That is, by
using this process with two subjects, one can compare
conceptions of some quality much the same way attitudes can be compared via the semantic differential.
,

Brooks, P-, Benedict, L. G-, Hutchinson, T. E- and Coffing, R. TBreaking down
Defining educational objectives from goals
(in press)
1974.
Press,
NES
Mass-:
fuzzy concepts. Amherst,
:

Mager,

R.

F-

Preparing instructional objectives

Fearon Press

,

1962.

Palo Alto, Ca-:

Opinion Scales
(See also attitude inventories)
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,

|

Opinion scales may be designed to gather subjective response
to
programs events, conditions. These may be completed by interview
or survey questionnaire. The Gallup poll can be considered as an
example of this method.
,

Gilchrist, R. S- and Roberts, B. RCurriculum dev elopment
s yste ms approach.
Fearon, 1974.
Belmont, Ca.:

a

humanized
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Qral Problem Solving
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Essentially this technique consists of placing the author (or his
agent) with one or more students as they use the materials.
Ideally
the student (s) will, by means of oral or written comments, help the
author locate ambiguities, errors of sequence, and the like, and
allow the author to test his assumptions concerning the mental
operations which will be employed by students using the material. The
students are generally told to "think aloud" as they work through
the materials, a procedure which it is hoped will give the author
insights into the students’ thinking processes and into how well his
(Sanders
materials have coordinated themselves with those processes.
and Cunningham, p. 30)
'

Sanders, J. R. , and Cunningham, D. J. A structure for formative
evaluation in product development. Review of Educat ional Research
1973, 43, 2, p. 217-236.

,
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PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique
)
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PERT is a device for planning, controlling, monitoring, and
evaluating complex projects that have been structured into component
parts, time elements, and cost factors. While providing a network
of activities for a project, PERT furnishes several alternative
estimates for each activity. After the activity estimates are
recorded on the network, a ’’critical path" is constructed in order to
list the activities that have no slack time and will require the
greatest expected time to accomplish/' (Hartley, H- J-, 1968, p. 38)

i

i

Applications
Program evaluation and review technique
Cook, D- L.
of
Department
United States
Washington, D-C
in education
Health, Education and Welfare, 1966)
:

.

.

:

Educational planning - programming - budget ing
Hartley, H- J.
Prentice-Hall, 1968.
Cliffs, N- J-:

•

Englewood
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PPBS

(Planning, Programming, Budgeting System )
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As a wholistic systematic approach to analyzing and operation
educational institutions, PPBS offers an alternative to on-line
budgeting procedures.
It can help to facilitate change through modification of the
budgetary components of an enterprise which is often the most difficult

unit to crack.

Educational planning - programming - budgeting
Hartley, H- J.
Prentice Hall, 1968.
wood Cliffs, N- J
•

:

.

Engle-
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"The Q technique is the logical operationalization of Stephenson's
theoretical Q methodology. Briefly, a list of need statements or
goal (objective) statements may be assigned numerals, placed on cards
and given to persons to rank order according to some predetermined
rules.
The ordinal data that result from the sorts may then be
analyzed to yeild a number of useful statistics such as:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Consistency or homogeneity of ranking within a group of
persons (answering the question of how much do people agree
on their perceptions of the needs or objectives)
Overall (and subgrouped) rankings (or sets of priorities) on
the list of needs or objectives (and also the variance for
each need or objective statement)'.
Differences in ranking profiles among groups of persons
(e.g., a summary of differences among a school board, the
school teachers, the school administrators and parents on
the priorities or values assigned to a list of needs or
objectives)
Clusters of needs or objectives as ranked by a given group
of persons.

5.

Clusters of persons as they rank needs or objectives (e.g.. Do
Republicans versus Democrats cluster respectively on their
priorities?)

6.

Similarity of the distribution of rankings by
persons to an ideal or criterion distribution.

a

group of
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Q-Technique (continued

^)

There are two basic types of O-sort, each
with a particular usestr u ctured and un gt pictured
Structured 0-sorts are those that’
3
et °1
11
®? whereb y a certain number of cards (needs or
object V es)? must r
be placed in each of a certain number
of piles (e.c
pi eS for most valuable and right-hand
piles
for least
f
i or objectives)
valuable
needs
Here we are forcing the sort into a
predetermined distribution, according to some
theory.
Unstructured
0 sorts are those used where there is no underlying theory
and we
ask a person to merely place the cards into a
predetermined number
pi T es ® ccor ding to his own perceptions of where
they should be
placed.
In essence, we are saying here, "Let the cards
fall where
they may.
(Sanders and Cunningham, 1974, p. 10)
.

.

i

Bauman, D- J.
Computer program for processing D-sort data.
tional and Psychological M easurement 1970, Jd6, 67-74.

Educa -

,

Q- technique and its methodology
Stephenson, W. The study of behavior
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953.
:

Sanders, J. and Cunningham, D- No. 2 Techniques and procedures for
formative evaluation. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
August, 1974.

-
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Questionnaire flocally prep are
See Interviews, Surveys
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,

I

.

y

Ongoing
Strategy

|
I

This means of

gathering data is very popular because it promises
to secure data at a minimum of time and expense.
The popularity of
the method is often defeating because many respondents are
overburdened
by the number which reach them.
In the competition for his time, the
respondent increasingly examines the purpose of the study, the
sponsorship, the utility of the findings to him, the time required
to fill it out, the clarity and readability of the type, and
perhaps
the quality of the paper.
(Miller, 1970, p. 76)

Miller,

D- CHandbook of research design and social measurement
New York: David McKay” 1970. See Guides for the selection and
construction of questionnaires as utilized in field research,

p.

.

76-83.

Oppenheim, A.
Questionnaire design and attitude measurement
York: Basic Books, 1966.

.

New

Sanders, J. and Cunningham, D.
No. 2 Techniques and procedures for
formative evaluation. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
August, 1974. (Here they provide an excellent one page summary
of questions.)
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Rating Systems
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These include such devices as confidential personality type
records, (as a rating by superior), or nomination techniques (as
a rating by a peer).
Sociometric rating which results in such things
as sociogram is also included as a rating system.
"Few rating scales are distributed commercially, since the common
practice is to develop a new instrument for each or each investigation** (Cronbach, 1960, p. 523) although some standardized scales to
exist such as the Wittenborn Psychiatric Rating Scales published by
the Psychological Corporation or the Fels Parent Behavior Rating
Scales.

Essentials of psychological test ingCronbach, L. J.
Harper & Row, I960.

New York:
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Scales
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i

A scale is a set of symbols or numerals so constructed that the
symbols or numerals can be assigned by rule to the individual (or
their behaviors) to whom the scale is applied, the assignment being
indicated by the individual possession of whatever the scale is supposed to measure.
Like a test, a scale is a measuring instrument.
Indeed, except for the excess meaning associated with test, we can see
that a test and scale are similarly defined. Strictly speaking,
however, scale is used in two ways: to indicate a measuring instrument and to indicate the systematized numerals of the measuring instrument.' (Kerlinger, 1964, p. 480)
'

Scales can be compared to criterion checklists, analysis of
documents, media monitoring or literature reviews as another
general way of collecting evaluation data.

Kerlinger, F. N*
Foundations of behavioral research
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964.

Torgerson, W. Theory and Methods of Scaling
Sons, Inc- , 1958.

.

.

New York:

New York:

Wiley and

-
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Self Designed Strategies
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Effort

Data collection methods and techniques can be designed by
the
evaluator, (2) the program developer, or (3) and perhaps
(1)
most importantly, the subject (or student).

These might be variations of existing techniques, or these persons
might supply needed additional creative devices.
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Semantic Different i al
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'

The Semantic Differential is constructed lb
ing a continuum
between polar points referring to a concept.
For example, an
activity may be rated along a continuum from "Dull"
to "Stimulating.
The student may indicate his response to the activity
by choosing a
calibration on the continuum. The Semantic Differential
has the
advantage of eliciting data quickly because reading
and writing are
minimal and tabulation of results is relatively simple."
fGilchrist
v
and Roberts, 1974)

Osgood, C- E.

meaning

.

,

Duci, G- J., Tannenbaum, P. H- The measurement of
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1967.
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Sociometric Tpsts
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Three areas of social measurement
can be identified.
1

.

Lo Evaluator
Expertise in
Subject Area

These are:

Psychometric and social psychological
scales:
psychological
measurements including intelligence
scales, personality
tests and scales, attitude tests and
scales.
SC eS are mP1 ' Authori tarian
Personality
ra 6 3nd Job
Satisfaction Scales, as well

f

1

’
as
*!•! 3 scales
?
attitude
to measure leisure satisfaction, community
V
attitudes achievement orientation, and
alienation.

Demographic Scales: measurements of the forms
or results of
social behavior in large units such as the
community, state
or nation.
Examples include community rating scales, community
services
ac vity citizen political activity, and a
community
solidarity index.
,

3.

Sociometric Scales:
and process.

measurements of the social structure

Examples are sociometric tests to measure informal friendship constellations, measurements of social participation,
of social distance, of group cohesiveness, and of social
status.'

4

(Miller, 1970, p. 163-164)

All the above examples are provided in full in Miller’s

(1970) book.

Miller, D. C.
Handbook of research design and social measurement.
New York: David B- McKay, 1970.
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Standardized Achievement Te sts
lSe ' ai3 ° S ° Cl0rnerrlc Tests
arid Standardized
Self Report Instruments)
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Standardized achievements tests were developed
as a means of
8 the
leVel °f achi evement of students of a
given
class
if" ,
classification.
They reveal the relationship of students
and
student
groups to the total classification in
achievement. They are notable
eaS
the SUCCeSS of a Program, because the tests
r 7
are deliberately
set up to obtain normal distributions."
(Gilchrist
l^iicnnst
and Roberts,

T

1974, p. 100)

Bormuth, J R. On the theory of achievement test items
University of Chicago Press, 1970.
.

.

Chicago;
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Standardized Rating Scales
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Standardized rating scales judge the quality of products such
visual arts, and writing. Such scales evaluate in realms
often inaccessible to many highly mathematical instruments."
as typing,

(Gilchrist and Roberts, 1974, p. 101)

Gilchrist, R. S. and Roberts, B. R. Curriculum development
ized systems approach
Belmont, Ca.:
Fearon, 1974.
.

I

a

human -
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Standardized Self-Report Instruments
(See also Sociometric Tests, Standardized
Achievement Tests)
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Standardized self-report instruments report information about
one's own attitudes, interests, appreciation, and inferences concerning
the possession of psychological traits.*'
(Gilchrist and Roberts, 1974, p.ioi)
An example of a "humanistic" self-report instrument is the POI
(Personal Orientation Inventory)
Some others are the
Mooney, SRA, Billett-Starr, Allport-Vernon-Lindzey , Kuder Personal,
Bell, California (CTP)
Edwards and Gordon inventories.
.

,

Cronbach, L. J. Essentials of psychological testing
Harper Row, 1^60.

,

New York:
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Sarveys
(See also Decision-Oriented Survey
tones , Opinion Scales, Interviews) Ouestionnai res. Attitude Inven-
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The early stages of survey design comprise decision-making about
the aims of the study and identification of hypotheses to be tested
or questions to be answered. Talking to experts and reviewing literature related to the evaluation focus should enable the evaluator to
get a feel for the problem.
After deciding on the questions to be
answered, it is important to consider the analyses, results, etc.
needed to answer the questions. At that point, the evaluator should
be able to infer the questionnaire questions that are to be asked and
how they should be quantified.” (Sander's and Cunningham, 1974, p. 18)

Survey research method.
R.
In
Encyclopedia of Educational Research

llerriott,

R.
-

E-

Ebel (Ed.)
Macmillan, 1969.

New York:

Potter, D.
Sharpe, K., Hendee, J. and Clark, R. Questionnaires for
research
An anno t ated bibliography on de sign construction
and use.
Portland, Oregon:
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, 1972.
,

:

,
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System Analysis
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*»

The objective is to apply both general systems theory and
operations analysis to education, so that one may define a school system
as a set of entities possessing specified properties and
relationships.
A system is analytic and it depicts abstractions from reality
that constitute only a portion of the phenomenal world.
It can be
empirical in nature, because observed interactions may be viewed as
a system.
(Hartley, 1969, p. 40)

Association of School Business Officials, International inventory of
educational research management systems (ERMS-PPBES) committee
project. ASBO Research Library, Chicago, 111. 60625.
Clelland, D- and King, W. Systems analysis and project management
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968.

Hartley, H* J.
Educational planning programming and budgeting.
Englewood Cliffs, N- J.: Prentice Hall, 1969.
,

Kershaw, J. and McKean, R. Systems analysis and education
Monica, Ca.
Rand Corp., Memorandum RM-2473-FF, 19^9.
.

Santa

.
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Task Analysis
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Task analysis techniques are involved primarily with the prescription of the prerequisites and conditions under which behaviors may be
developed and a description of the behaviors which comprise a given
performance. The six categories of task analysis are:
1.

Task analysis based upon objectives. This method includes
the specification of instructional objectives and the specification, for each objective, of the type of behavior (e-g.,
knowledge, comprehension receiving, responding, etc.)
required for each.

2.

Task analysis based upon behavioral analysis (see above
example)

3.

Task analysis based on information processing. This method
includes a prescription of information to be processed for
the performance to be mastered. Considerations of cues,
manipulations to be made, feedback, etc. are central to
this method.

4.

Task analysis based on a decision paradigm. Underlying
decisions which must be made to perform a given task are
analyzed and decision chains and procedures are provided.

5.

Task analysis based on content structure. This method includes
the identification of rules and examples involved in the task,
the presentation of these rules and examples and the discussion
of relationships between them.

Task Analysis (continued )
6

.

Task analysis based on vocational
schemes. This method
involves the reduction of a performance
into jobs, duties
tasks and task elements.
(Sanders and Cunningham,

’

1974,

Task analysis: Some process and content concerns.
IVisual Communicat ion Review 1973, 21 73-85.

Davies,

,

Audio -

,

Thiagarajan, S., Semmel, M. and Serrmel, D. Sourcebook on instructional
development for training teachers of exceptional children
Bloomington, Ind.: Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped, Indiana University, 1973.
.
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In Unobtrusive Measures Webb et. a 1. brought to our attention
a
means of determining values by measures that were not designed
to
reveal progress toward the objective. The number of books checked
out of the library on the subject of mythology may indicate the
interest generated by a teacher on that topic. The wear and tear
evidenced by the appearance of a particular book may indicate its
use.
The number of students who play a game may indicate the
popularity of that game. Leisure activities provide a fertile ground
for gathering information about what a student values. The number
of times students refer to a particular exhibit may be clear evidence
of its value as a course." (Gilchrist and Roberts, 1974, p. 98)
,

!

Sechrest, L. Use of innocuous and nonintervent ional measures in evaluation.
In B. R. Worthen and J. R. Sanders, Educational Evaluaand Practice
Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones, 197
Theory
tion:
.

Webb, E- R. , Campbell, R. , Schwartz, R. and Sechrest, L. Unobtrus ive
Chicago:
measures
Non- reactive research in the social sciences
Rand McNally, 1966.
:

.
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APPENDIX
Who Am I?:

B

Another Answer

Please note:
In the

working version of the curriculum Acts I, IV,
include audiotapes. These tapes have not
been included in this Appendix unit. They are available by contacting the author at the University of
Massachusetts, School of Education, in Amherst, Ma.
VI, and XI

lu ho

f|m i ?
flUOTHER. f|NSU)£^
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1

Gen eral Introduction Co the
Learning Program «h„
"Wlio

am I?" la a question many of
ua

kvs

our answer to It tends to vary
considerably.

.

^

asked.

If you think about It,

The passage of time, our moods,

the environment In which we ask
It, and so on, can all affect
our response.

Through a variety of techniques this
learning package Invites you to reexamine the question of Identity, and
to be receptive to the possibility
of
new answers emerging.
Content notes
The title of the series "Who Am I?: Another
Answer" suggests the content included.

You will be encouraged to both cognitively
and experientially

examine many of the qualities which constitute
your "self", your personal
definition.

Interwoven with exercises to help you clarify your present
definition
of self will be opportunities to expand this self
conception by actually

"being" someone you may never have been before.

In Psychosynthesis (the

growth system to which these materials are closely aligned), this is referred to as experiencing oneself as a center of pure consciousness.
But these materials are not only for the neophyte in the area of higher

consciousness.

Persons who have had what Maslow calls peak experiences

(through meditation, exercise, movement, love, art, music and so on) yet
have not been able to apply these to the rest of their lives, may find the

context helpful.
Further, for those persons who already have what might be called a

deeper awareness of self, and have integrated this into their life experience,

the practical tools for self development - relaxation techniques,

2

®ua.tization exercisp<?

n

_

i

^

.

t
analysis
methods - might be most
Important.

Process notes
The materials themselves
consist of tapes and workbooks.
Each of the
thirteen acts in this self
development play requires
about one hour.
Initial
suggestions as to how to proceed
in each session are
provided in the workbook.
Further instructions which
might be required during the
exercise are
en via the tapes (four of
g
the thirteen acts use
auto-taped segments)
You are advised to proceed
sequentially. Act One on Day One,
Act Two on
Day TWO, etc, for a number
of reasons.
One, this is "work on yourself
and as such should be integrated
into your regular life situation,
not done
in one or two lengthy sessions.
Two, the exercises have been
arranged

according to both a logical and
psychological order to facilitate learning
and growth.

Requirements
The basic requirement is interest on
your part, followed by the avail-

ability of a cassette tape player, and
about thirteen hours of your time.
Also,

it would be helpful if you have a
quiet spot where you can remain un-

interrupted for about one hour each day you do
a lesson.
One last point
You may find these materials "overly organized", in
that they are
too prescriptive of what is to be done, or,

feedback from you.

that they require excessive

Hopefully this will not occur.

However,

I

may point

out that this organization is purposive in that these lessons,
or modules,

attempt to systematically present notions which some persons might claim

3

in no way lend themselves
to any systematic
development or inquiry,
they don't! it will be interesting
to find out.

.

Maybe

Thanking you in advance for your
participation and hoping that your
experiences are meaningful.
Yours

Philip Brooks

A Short Discussion of Ends.

4

M„ n s

and

LllBt

.

raM

The ends (the targets ^

Any enterprise can be described
by either the broadest
purposes for its
existence, or by the smallest
activities performed while
accomplishing these
overall aims. The following
is a brief description
of this enterprise this learning program - on
five levels. These are:
3.
1.

The Mission - broadest intents
of the curriculum;

2.

The Goals - the next level of
breakdown beneath the overarching
aims

The Objectives - the components
of, or means of accomplishment of,
the higher order goals;
4.

The Activities, or workbook sections
common to each Act;

5.

The Limitations - sometimes we better
understand what something is

by seeing what it is not.
The Mission
The primary intent of this curriculum is
to provide for the harmonious

functioning of all aspects of a person.
into the land of self-development.

such high ideals as:

Thus,

It has,

it is yet another venture

in concorde with similar programs,

helping a person feel better, be more relaxed, be

more energetic, more positive, etc.

There are, of course, many existing

systems and techniques targeted toward these ends.

This particular one

uses the primary means of helping a person expand one’s awareness through
one

s

own conscious efforts.

More specifically, the exercises are designed

to help a person experience his or her self in a new way.

This experience

serves as the keystone for the development and integration of one’s personal
self, as well as a stepping stone for the realization and integration of

5

.

one’s higher or deeper
qualities.

From Roberto Assagioli,
"It (the eventual aim of
this package) Is a
state of consciousness
characterised by Joy, serenity,
inner security, a
sense of calm power, clear
understanding, and radiant love."
The Goals

The way this system attempts
to accomplish the mission is
by providing
specific exercises to help a person
become aware of, then progressively
make
use of, their center. This task
can be separated into five goals.
1.

To help persons become aware of
the ways they experience themselves,

and the consequences thereof.
2.

To enable a person to have the
experience of oneself as a center
of pure consciousness.

3.

To have a person conceptually understand
the value of this experience.

4.

To provide aids to assist the person in reconstruing
their reality

based on this understanding.
5.

To provide resources, reinforcement, and precautions, in
regard to

the further development of oneself as this center.

The Objectives
The objectives are too numerous to list in their entirety.
have been divided into "outcome" and "opportunity" classes.

Objectives

Examples of

both types follow.
1.

Opportunity objectives:
Person is provided with a list of guidelines for testing messages

from the unconscious.

The relation of this "personal self" program to work on the

6
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higher-self" is described.
2.

Outcome objectives!

Person learns a technique enabling
one to have distance from actions
thoughts and emotions.

Person ponders question of identity.
The means (the vehicles)
The materials comprising this learning
program are combined into a

packaged "play" of thirteen acts.
of tape, workbook, or both.

Each of these acts is presented by means

The exercises have either been selected
from

Psychosynthesis manuals, workshop handouts, or have
been designed within a
psychosynthetic framework.*

The package represents one of the first attempts

to systematically develop one aspect of a
person such that the individual

can perform the tasks by working alone.

There are both positive and negative aspects to this approach.

On the

negative side, the "group energy" which results from sharing with
others is
absent.

Likewise, there is no chance to respond to individuals concerns as

they arise during the work.

Positively, you can arrange your time for this

without setting aside an entire weekend block, or having to travel, follow
a rigid schedule, or pay a lot of money.

Some other points which might be neither positive nor negative are:
1.

There is an emphasis on reading, or listening, and then applying
ideas to oneself, without the direction of a leader or the rein-

forcement of a group.

*Many of the exercises were taken from materials developed by Martha Cramp ton
of the Canadian Institute of Psychosyntehsis in Montreal.
The first and
last tapes used in the package are recordings developed from her materials.

7

2.

Processing, which would
naturally occur

^^

.

^

and communicating with
yourself, has to be focussed
on the writing
mode. This might require
extra effort or discipline
for those unused to writing or log keeping.
For others it may occur
most
naturally.
3.

You can work in private.

If you decide that direct
self develop-

ment of this type is not for
you, at this time, you are under
no
external pressure to continue.

A related point is that while
in groups it is important to
listen
to others for feedback, in
this situation

4.

you must do what probably

comes even harder:

listen to yourself.

The Activity Components

There are usually nine elements within
each act.

These nine will be

briefly described now with a reminder that
you can return to this section at
any time you have a question about the use
of a particular section.
-

A listing of requirements for that Act.

A review-preview section.

This is given in the workbook both before

and after a specific exercise.

Such an approach is in line with learn-

ing theory and can help to either provide a framework for new
input
or more firmly "set" the major emphasis on an exercise through repe-

tition.

Also it can help stimulate interest and at the same time

eliminate unwarranted expectations (i.e., that by going inward you

will achieve instant everlasting nirvana).
- A one minute quiet time for centering.

A time to change gears.

This is an appropriate way to start many new tasks (especially when
you're most harried and hurried).

8

- The exercise

£ej^e.

occasion joyous.

Each ls designed tQ b8

or experimental, or, a
combination of the two.

^
and

The exercise might be
elther prlmarUy

.

^

They are all intended

to be motivational in
hopes of making the work
as meaningful as

possible for you.
- Preview-Review.

Again, these sections deal
not only with what immed-

iately occurred, but also
with what’s coming up.
- Application
(sometimes this is combined with
the Processing Section).

this section you 11 be asked
to consider applying the work
just completed to your everyday
life. Along with general
suggestions
to be done, will be specific
mnemonic techniques based on psycholog-

leal principles.
- Processing.

Each Act is designed to take about
one hour to complete.

This hour is divided according to
the purpose of that Act.

Sometimes

you may spend a major part of the time
listening, other occasions

may call for reading, still others may
require writing.

Regardless,

in each Act, you are requested to somehow
"process" that experience.

That is, to take some time to review the content
of the exercise
and your reactions to it (mentally, emotionally,
physically).

Not

only does this help greatly to deepen the impact of a
session, it can
also be used for practicing self-observation skills.
The mode this processing step takes is flexible.

You may want

to write down your reactions in a narrative form, or you may want
to

try free drawing, or movements, or even just sit back and contemplate
the experience.

Another processing tip is to write down a key word

9
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or two from the lesson,
and refer to it the
next day.
For instance,
you might wish to make
a set of cards with
key words on them and

Place them around you, or
put them in your pocket.
- Notes.
These also are found in
the workbook, generally
i„ . sectlon
by themselves.
They are provided to help
clarify issues, and serve
as a substitute for hearing
other points of view as might
be expressed
in group situations.

References.

These are found in the workbook.

Only those considered

relevant to the particular work
will be included.
intended to be comprehensive.
favorites.

These are in

They are some of the compiler's

Of course, others of equal and
greater value exist.

In

fact, if you are reminded of any
other related materials, would you

please note them somewhere on the
materials that you return.
The Limitations
Thus far, you have seen a general description
of what the curriculum is;
the following items cover the other
side of the issue.

The program is not...
1

designed to enable a person to break through highly
charged emotional
blocks.

That is, it is meant to be educative rather than therapeutic.

Not only is the focus of the psychological system underlying the
package

(Psychosynthesis) other than mere affective release and subsequent

understanding, it is the belief of the compilor that large amounts of

emotional energy are best dealt with in the company of another person
(optimally a person trained in appropriate helping procedures)

10

•

.

•intended to always
facilit^t-o
4
tate joyous
experiences
F
ces
At- h
At
times you may
,
,
feel
emptiness.
For instance if a
’
PerS ° n were 8oi ng
beyond a deflnition of him or her sel f ao
S °r
6r r ° le the following
quote from
r
PerlS mi8ht
aPPllC3ble:
fk. away the roles, what
do
we experience then,
Then we experience
the ^-existence.
We experxence the nothingness,
the emptiness."
-

*

"

"

«

Also it may happen in
certain exercise
exercisers that you would
encounter
uncomfortable Images as you
release your sensory
attachment to the
outer world. Thfs would
be expected, and could
be used to give both
greater awareness of our
Internal world, as well
as to take an initial
step in controlling that
world (rather
rather t-w
than u
having it control us).
all things to all people.
Not all the exercises will
"work" for you
in the way they might
for others.
One suggestion is to view
all
theories and exercises
presented as "tentative hypotheses"
to be
•

v.

approached with a questioning
yet open mind.

Those persons inclined

to be overly critical
might wish to be guided by
Laura Huxley's ad-

vice (from You A re Not the Target rpiai-oa a rget ; related to similar
exercises,
•

It works — if you work".

•an advanced path to Higher
Self Development.

This program can better

be compared to the one step
which starts the journey of a thousand
miles.

It

is certainly not on a par
with various intensive spiritual

disciplines or more comprehensive
psychological programs as one would
find through the Arica Institute or
a more complete Psychosynthesis
training.

necessarily limited to one individual working
alone. Group work based
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on the materials
within this packaged
play is entirely feasible
6.. ..intended to
accomplish all goals set
forth for it within the
time it
takes to complete the
course
Quite a blt of
fae

^

pe^.

presented in a short time.

No one is expected to
assimilate all of

It.

One advantage of a
portable system is that
you can branch out
during the sequence or
return to various Acts
after completing one
run-through.

Hopefully the "program" will
„ 0 t stop with the last
exercise.
following books may help extend

The

this work.

ASSa

±

^New York:
Assagioli,

R.

,

A

Sffith|^

.

.

and Techniques

.

The Act of Will. New York:
Viking, 1973.
the IarRe

McCarrol, T.

^g Lgtlrlncjele
-’

N° rth Holl ^°° d California:
Wilshire

.Exploring the Inner World

Ne„ York: Julian Press, 1974.

a journal edited by James Vargiu.
Available from the Psychosynthesis Institute in Redwood City,
California.
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Act

.

I:

Requirements
A cassette tape player
The tape and workbook for
Act

1

A physical space where you
can be free from distractions

A pencil or pen and some
paper
About one hour's time

Preview
The first exercise will be given
without a great deal of introduction.

You are invited to simply follow the
instructions given in the tape, and
then to just let happen what wants
to happen.

Act

I

is comprised of five stages.

First you’ll be given a relaxation

sequence designed to help you clear your
mind, settle your emotions, and
free your body of excess tension.*

Then, after you've achieved a relatively

calm state, you’ll be led into a "disidentif
ication" exercise, followed by
one for "identification",

exercise.

gress

then "reappropriation" and finally to a movement

(The meanings of these terms should become clearer
as you pro-

.

So if you have a free hour; pencil and paper; a space where
you can

remain uninterrupted (which is both comfortable and provides some room to
move) then you're ready to start Tape 1.

After you have completed the tape (and in your own time), please
return to this package and continue reading.

(One minute for centering is

built into the tape.)
*A written description of this technique is attached.

13
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The Exercise

Listen to the tape accompaning
Act

I.

Review
The purpose of this set of
exercises was to allow you to
experience
yourself as a center of pure
consciousness.

This was to be attained first
by eliminating your attachments
to some
real but circumferential aspects
of yourself (your body, mind,
emotions
and roles).
Secondly, by pausing within that
state of detached awareness
to consider the experience
(you may have noticed that after the
attachments

were gone something was still there).

Thirdly, by reappropriating your

personality elements with the energy of
the Self.

And lastly, by physically

experiencing this revitalization within one
portion of yourself, your body.

Hopefully you did experience a sense, or even
a faint trace of your
self" - your personal center of consciousness.
okay,
don'

too.

But if you didn’t, that's

You may find that certain exercises work for you, while
others

t

Processing
To augment this experience, by conceptualizing it somewhat
more clearly,
a few quotes are provided.

Before reading these, however, and perhaps hav-

ing the recollection of your experience influenced by them, you are asked
to take a few quiet moments to pause and describe what happened to you.
Or,

if you feel that this task would be inappropriate now, come back to

this processing step when it feels right.

Thank you.

References
The exercise used in this
flrc^
irst act was prepared
by Martha Crampton
of the Canadian Institute
of Psychosynthesis,
Montreal.

Assagioli, R., Psychosynthesis:
A Manual of ph„m
,
Principles
and Te chniques
New York: Viking Press, 1971.

.
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Techn-t r|na

Technique for attaining
a relaxed state:
In this and many
of the exercises in
this program you will
be asked
assume a reiaxed

— —----

;; you have your
own technique,

., t .

can be achleved

and that technique
±s e£fectlve

use it.

^^

Many of the methods
need to obtain meditative
states, especially
tial stages of meditation
are useful.
A brief description of
one
meth ° d WhlCh y ° U Can USe
°r

-

'

or ignore if you like,
follows.

Purpose
The objective of this
technique is to attain a
relaxed. easy state.
Basically this implies:
a comfortable body free of discomfort

an undistracted mind, and

tranquil emotions.
1.

Select a quiet space where you
can be undisturbed.
to

relax in this spot.

You should be able

Whether that means sitting on the
chair on on

a cushion on the floor is
unimportant.

(Be careful if you lie down,

especially if you're tired, because
of the association of lying down
to falling asleep.)
2.

With eyes closed, take three deep
breaths, imagining that with each
exhale the tensions of the day are
being removed.
Then, scan your body for tension
zones, and relax these zones.

Some-

times this can be done by consecutively
tensing and relaxing the

muscles in this area.

After specific zones have been soothed, relax

19
your entire body, a
section at a time

.

m

startina with the
starting
,
feet, and

’

working to the head.
Follow your breathing.
8

Don’t fnrro
f ° rCe

U

You ^ght find that many
thoughts tush in to fill
up any free space
you have opened up; that
s
okay, that-s expected.
But you don't have to
pay attention to the*.
As soon as you find your
awareness has wandered;
gently, ever so
gently, bring it back inward,
to your breathing.
-

,

As an overall hint - don’t
rush this practice.
take, the greater the
rewards.
to rush to,
6

.

7.

The tore time you

Don’t rush, because there’s
nothing

"it's there when you are".

You should now lie in a peaceful
relaxed state in which you can do
the
exercise.
When you have completed an
exercise done within a relaxed state;
gently, gradually come back to the
outer world,

when you return you

should find yourself refreshed, and
energized.
In summary,

the steps are:

1)

find a comfortable quiet spot

2)

take three deep breaths

3)

relax your body, area by area

4)

put your awareness on your breathing and when
it wanders, gently

bring it back
5)

do the exercise

6)

re-enter, gently, bringing as much as you can of your journey

within.

t/Jbvy

ioou^
‘>wc
^H£i
I

%^tF U J**
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Act II*

-

.

Theory

Requirements
About an hour of your
time

Preview
Act II is a theoretical
interlude.

Its objectives

_
^^

tQ help

^

^^

better understand, and
thus integrate, your
^
be attempted by
describing the system
within which this particular
learning package is grounded Psychosynthesis.

The explanation is
framed in a question-answer
mode (to approximate
transactions as they would
occur were you doing
this work with a trained
guide) and covers such
topics as the nature of
the centering experience,
levels of consciousness (a
model or "map" is provided
on the cover sheet),
and the relationship of
this program to other
psychological systems.
While reading the material
you are encouraged to be
critical, yet open, to
new ways of looking at your
world, especially your inner
world.

Remember that this is only one
explanation of what may have occurred,
and why. other systems would
offer other theories. Perhaps
an optimal
way to proceed would be to think
about your own answers to questions
as
they are given, then read the
basically Psychosynthetic replies to those
queries.

Centering
Take a moment to pause before continuing.
The Exercise

Read the following material.

21
What Ha ppened During
Act

.

T?

One answer, from Roberto
Assagiloi:
and mental
sense of disidentification/fv P ntaneousl y and inevitably a
1
contents and activities.
086 Psychological
By contSt^thp
aS
e
ency of the observor
bllity ’
Permail ~
is realized“
(; a ge n6)
'

Vm^

^

The process that occurs
during this or any
exercise targeted toward
exploring the Inner world
Is unknown.
Basically It seems that
through
your willful actions you
shut off customary inputs
to your awareness the contents of consciousness.
You are then left with,
or as, a void...
but not really, there are
still things going on.
These happenings, beyond
your conscious control, are
often remembered as being
quite profound In
that we may encounter beautiful
images, feel sensations of
deepest tranquility, or have inspired
thoughts. But these deeper
contents of consciousness are themselves not the
objects of our search. Rather we
seek
confirmation that even within the deeper
levels, there is still an observor
self,

a permanent,

How Do

I

impartial, disinterested witness.

Know What Happened ?

The centering experience achieved,
sometimes, for some people, by
the d is identification exercise is not
registered in the same manner as

typical sensory inputs.

You might have found it difficult to describe.

This is a common experience to many
persons, however it is valuable to
try, to attempt to express what went on.

In hopes that you might better

*Disidentif ication implies a willful distancing of one's self
from attributes or aspects of that self.
It differs from disassociation, in the
psychological sense, by its voluntary quality.
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Settation of Donald Masttiano
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in Psychosvnthesi

Unlver _

aity of Massachusetts,
School of E d ucatlon,
1973.)
strange new piace
"

. . .

»•

«»• <*

end of the tunnel, far back
in a very deep place”

It is a place of quiescence
among the busy and troubled world."

"I just saw a void within me."

"Peace, calm, but most of all an
awesome sense of power or control."

"

h better about me
more confident and secure and
that there is a 'true me' inside
that is
good and valuable no matter what may
happen."
0

"hnfpfV
Tuhappy
hopeful and

-

Please don't feel that you should have
experienced disidentification as others have.

The descriptors might help by serving
as guidelines

to what is possible, but if you tr* to
replicate them, the real experience

will almost surely elude you.

What should you do?

the subtle vibrations of your inner world,

Fine tune yourself to

then do what Ram Das says is

most important in this work... relax into it.

*Barbara Brown s New Mind, New Body describes the physical
correlates of
this state as measured by various bio-feedback devices.
John Lilly in
C enter of the Cyclone provides both theory and lucid
descriptions of
his journeys into the center of personal consciousness and beyond.
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Of Consclm,

On the following page
is an "egg
diagram (the
(th* same one
gg diagram"
you saw on the
title page) used by one
discipline to try and make
tore sense out of the
varied nature of our experience.
But before reading about
it, you might
Wish to take a few minutes
to consider your own
ideas about consciousness.
Does reality, for you, exist
at more than one level?
From where do experiences of the inner world
originate?

You can now match your ideas
against those of Roberto
Assagioli
(AH/SAHG /E/O/LEE) , originator
of a system of self-development
called
'

Psychosynthesis.

The diagram and its explanation
should be viewed with

the following caution firmly
in mind.
It is, of course, a crude
and elementary picture that can
give
on y a structural, static, almost
’anatomical’ representation of
r
r
nStitUCl0n ’ WhllS ±C l6aves out lts
dynamic Uspect
wh ichT rh°
h m° St lmP ° rtant and ess ential
one."
(Assagioli,
1965^ Jage 5)
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The Lover Uncons c inns

"This contains or is the

nr-fo-in
gin

of various physical
symptoms and

Psychological disturbances due
to instincts, drives,
phantasies which
are retained there by
resistances and defense
mechanisms of various Rinds.'

—

(Assagioli, page 2)

The Middle Unconscious

"This is formed of psychological
elements similar to those of our
waking consciousness and easily
accessible to it." (Assagioli,
page 7)
The Higher Unconscio us or
Superconscions

"From this region we receive our
higher intuitions and inspirations
artistic, philosophical or scientific,
and ethical imperatives and urges
to humanitarian and heroic action.

-

It is the source of higher feelings,

such as altruistic love; of genius and
of the states of contemplation,

illumination and ecstasy.

In this realm are latent the higher
psychic

functions and spiritual energies.
•

4.

The Field of Consciousness

This term is used to designate that part of
our personality of which

we are directly aware:

the incessant flow of sensations, images, thoughts,

feelings, desires and impulses which we can observe,
analyze, and judge."
(

Ibid )

*5.

The Conscious Self or

I

The self,... the point of pure self awareness ... can be ascertained
by the use of careful introspection.

..

.The changing contents of our con-

sciousness (the sensations, thoughts, feelings, etc.) are one thing,

*These areas are focussed on by this learning package.
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the self, the center of
our consciousness is another.

-he Trans personal or Higher Self

"A permanent center... a true
Self situated above or beyond
it (our
conscious self).... There are
various ways by means of which
the validity
of the Self can be ascertained.
There have been many individuals
who have

achieved more or less temporarily,
a conscious realisation of
the Self that
for them has the same degree of
certainty as is experienced by an explorer
who has entered a previously unknown
region.... At the present stage of

psychological investigation little is
definitely known concerning the Self
but the importance of this synthesizing
center well warrants further

research."
7.

(

Ibid

,

page 8)

The Collective Unconscious
...corresponds to what Jung has called the 'collective
unconscious'."

(

8

Ibid )

.

The External Unifying Center
(Imagine this on a plane other than the collective unconscious for
it

doesn

t

exist within that sphere) this is the point to which persons move

by using "ideal model" techniques discussed in the book PsychoBynthesis

What is Psychosynthesis:

.

A Psychological Model ?

"...psychosynthesis is an open system and point of view..."

(Crampton,

1970, page 1)
It is not a static global personality theory or model of how and why

humans behave as they do, rather, it can be viewed more as a methodology
of becoming (in the less precise meaning of the word methodology).
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TheSe phases ma y be called respectively 'personal' L?. spiritual
f \\
psychosynthesis."
(Assagioli,
1965, page 19)

“

What "M ethods of Inner Action"
Are Used ?
Two methods predominate:
1

.

exercise of the witness or training of
the 'observer self
.oblece8 Stering ° r observln one's stream
8
of consciousness without
i
passing judgment
on it or reacting in a positive or
negative way.
In other words, one learns to disidentify
from the changing contents
of consciousness and to identify with
the source of consciousness,
the witness'."
(Crampton, 1970, page 6)
'

n^V

. .

Mental imagery techniques, i.e., meditation upon
a positive symbol.

Meditation upon a positive symbol can greatly enhance the
effect of
that symbol upon the mind and subtly or even
dramatically transform
the character.
For just as the unconscious speaks to us in the language of images through dream and fantasy, so we can address
the
hidden portions of our minds in this 'forgotten language', which
is
its native tongue."
(Crampton, 1970, page 5)
Both of these are used with other techniques such- as dream analysis,
spontaneous drawing, expressive movement, body awareness techniques, dialogue,

psychodramatic and role playing approaches

and techniques of concentration

(Crampton, 1970, page 4).

If It is a Methodology, What Are the Underlying Assumptions ?

Psychosynthesis draws its theoretical base from many sources, among
others - the psychoanalytic theory of Freud, and related theories of psychologists:

Sullivan, Adler, Harney, Fromm and Jung, from Gestalt theory.
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from Maslow’s theory of self-actualization,
from the religious theories
of James, Underhill, Heiler, etc.,

from theories of higher consciousness

of Bucke, Ouspensky, etc., from Eastern
psychology, and so on, arriving

at what Assagioli refers to as a "pluridimensional
conception of the human

personality" (Assagioli, page

5)

.

The assumptions which have been drawn

from these theories might be:
1*

we are typically so limited in our consciousness as to be virtually
asleep;

2.

some of us

are dissatisfied without present state of existence and

wish to experience something "higher" or deeper;
3.

we function teleologically, that

given the appropriate techniques

(and sometimes naturally) we "rise" to a transpersonal or higher

self (or goal of harmonious inner integration, true self-realization)
4.

;

we have at least a personal free will and control over our lives

(responsibility)

How Does One Achieve the Goal of Psychosynthesis ?
The process of Psychosynthesis leads different individuals to different
goals.

Particularly a differentiation is made between persons (typically

extroverts) using the methodology to become something in particular, an
artist, scientist, etc., and those (typically introverts) who basically open
up to and become what they become.

The process is best facilitated by a "traveler" (patient) having a

"guide" (therapist), however the voyage can be done alone.
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The process itself
entails four stages:
1.

thorough knowledge of
one's personality;

2.

control of its various
elements;

3.

realization of one’s true
self - the discovery or
creation of a
unifying center;

4.

psychosynthesis:

the formation or
reconstruction of the person

ality around the new center.

itages (It should be noted that
these stages are not always
encountered
sequentially.
Stage 1

.

This stage partially involves the
work generally done In psychoanalysis.
First the conscious determinants
of behavior are explored and
analysed, then
the lower unconscious elements are
examined (this is where psychoanalysis

generally stops)
are tapped,

.

Then the elements of the middle and higher
unconscious

We shall also discover the immense reserve
of undifferentiated

psychic energy latent in every one of us..."
Stage

2

(Assagioli, page 11)

.

After having discovered all these elements, we
have to take possession
of them and acquire control over them."

This is done by the method of dis-

identif ication.
"We are domi nated by everything with which our self becomes
identified

.

We can dominate and control everything from which we dis-identify
ourselves ."
(

Ibid , page 11) which is divided into two parts:
1.

the disintegration of the harmful images or complexes;

2.

the control and utilization of the energies thus set free.
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Stage

3

.

.

This involves the self discovery
work Inherent within this
module in
addition to the creation or
discovery of "ideal models" for
the self to

identify with.

"A genuine -ideal model- has
a dynamic creative power;
it

facilitates the task by eliminating
uncertainties and mistakes; it concentrates the energies and utilizes
the great suggestion and creative
power of
images." (Assagioli, page 16)
Stage 4

.

The "actual psychosynthesis" has
several sub-stages:
1.

Visualization of the purpose to be achieved that

is,

the new per-

sonality to be developed.
2.

Construction of the new personality
a.

utilization of available energies, through transmutation
of
unconscious forces;

b.
c.

development of the deficient parts of the personality;

coordination and subordination of the various psychological
energies and function.
the personality"

The creation of a firm organization of

(Assagioli, page 18).

How Does This Learning Package (and Psychosynthesis) Relate to Other Disciplines ?
Selected Disciplines

Relationship

Arica (Oscar Icazo)

Psychosynthesis and Arica are closely related; both
are eclectic and draw from Mystical traditions as
well as from Western Psychologies. Much work in
Arica is targeted toward the development and integration of three centers crudely corresponding to
the heart, mind and body.
Work in this module is
targeted toward the discovery of, disidentif ication
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from, and eventual
reintegration of various aspects
f our personality
around a single unifying center.

Rational Emotive
Therapy (Albert Ellis)
growth

focuses on ^identification
T, SyStem
cognitive programs as these

limit our

Gestalt Therapy
(Fritz Peris)

Peris' work typically involves
identifying "holes"
n our experience, which
determine our identities
even more than the conscious
aspects of our personaiity.
Such work as "owning" our selves
(both desirable and undesirable features),
instead of projecting them outward would correspond
to discovering our identifications and then
accepting them
prior to disidentif ying from them (and
then reintegrating them around our center).
(See George
Brown’s article in Synthesis for a comDarlsnn nf tu*
two disciplines.)

Jungian Therapy

This system is most closely allied with
Psychosynthesis, particularly as both deal with the
higher
as deeper aspects of Self.
Whereas Jungians use
dreams to enter deeper strata of experience,
Psychosynthesis practitioners would use more controllable methods such as guided imagery, meditation or ideal models.

Psychoanalysis ala
Karen Horney

recognizes three selves that persons are variously identified with. She attempts to move persons
toward "The real self, that central inner force
common to all human beings and yet unique to each,
which is the deep source of growth".

Bioenergetics
Alexander Lowen

Lowen allows for the existence of
self,
but believes that embodied
or attachments must be eliminated
more typically "psychological" as
for becoming more centered.

Feldenkrais
Moshe Feldenkrais

A movement system which, like Bioenergetics (or
Reichian therapy or Rolfing) stresses that tensions
and destructive patterns which exist within the musculative and nervous system of the body must be broken up and reintegrated (the notion of differentiation and integration) before energies are available
for full self development.

Transcendental Meditation
Mahareshi Mahesh Yogi

The ultimate goals of T.M. seem similar to Psychosynthesis, but the latter has much more work with
personality development and integration, while T.M.
targets its work directly to the "center".

a deeper,

knowing
identifications
as well as those
a prerequisite
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Psychoanalysis ala
Sigmund Freud

i
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m

sum, it appears that
Psychosynthesis (and this program
which might

be considered a part of it)
is in agreement with vast
numbers of psychologies,.
even those which might appear
in conflict with each other.
This is so because
of the "pluridimensional"
conception of humanity used herein,
which assumes
an individual exists at varying
levels of reality (both at one time
and over
time)
Thus one would rant to select methods
corresponding to the levels
.

where the blocks exist.

Review
You were given quite a lot of information
about consciousness, Psychosynthesis, and so on.

It takes a while to "grok” much of this
material,

even when you want to (and you don't necessarily
have to).

You're invited

to process this material in whatever way you
feel comfortable:

by just

letting ir circulate by itself, by discussing it with others,
by following
it up with other readings,

or by using it as a springboard to design your

own system.

Processing
One way to help you process it is by somehow keeping it in mind.

To

meet that end you may wish to try repeating this phrase, or mantrum, during
that day, whenever you think about it - walking down the sidewalk, when

*The farther reaches of Psychosynthesis, beyond what are dealt with here,
would more aptly be compared with Spiritual disciplines (Bhuddism, Sufis
Taoism)
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you're feeling hassled, lying
In bed, or waiting for a
bus; the phrase
simply, "I am I, a center of
pure consciousness."

Is,

Also, you might find a small
notebook valuable for jotting
down Insights related to this work as
they emerge.
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Evening Review/Testlm, w..-,

Requirements

notebook or Journal which
you can use tor the neat
tew weeks
a pencil or pen
a

about an hour's time

Review
Thus far you have been given
an opportunity to contact your
point ot
pure consciousness - your
"I" and read testimonials ot
others who have had
this experience.
Further, you were provided with
some theoretical perspecthe nature of this center and
how the experiencing of it serves
as
the keystone of a psychological
discipline - Psychosynthesis.

Preview

Hopefully you have been processing and
recording your experiences to
date.

Today's work provides a means through
which you might like to struc-

ture some additional writing.

But more important than that,

today's topic

Th e Evening Review - is designed to provide
yet another reinforcement for

your developing center of pure consciousness

Sometimes this center is called the Witness or Observor
Self.
so because it itself is not a content of
consciousness,

practice,

This is

but can, given

observe" the various contents of consciousness.

It can observe

our thoughts, our waves of emotions, our fears, yet is none
of theset

Act
pause.

I

was intended to be an experiential session, Act II a theoretical

Act III can be considered a work session in that you will be asked
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to do an Evening
Review after reading about
it.

(*. an assignment
y ou are
asked to regularly complete
an evening review for
the period in which you
are coveting this
learning package.)
you feel that you wiah to
merely
record events in the
chronological order in which
they occurred, do so; or
if you feel it's
important to cite those
occasions when you were most
your
"center", do that.

H

After you have completed the
review, you should go back to
the workbook
for "Guidelines for Testing
the Authenticity of Intuition"
which are included
in the event that you are
contacting pre-conscious materials
and wish to put
these to use.
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The Exercise (A )

The purposes and methods
of the Fv^n-inr,
or
^
Evening dReview
are described in a workshop handout which was
developed by Martha Crayton
of the Canadian Institute
of Psychosynthesis,
Inc.
(Another description of
this technics
is found

in Synthesis, Volume
1 No

.

1,

1974.)

So for this part of today's
exercise

would you now read the
materials in Appendix A and
give the -review" a try.
(even if it is not evening
wnere you
vou are)
tv,
S where
Then return to the workbook
for
a short reading.
.

The Exercise (B )
The second part of the lesson
is brief.

While the work in this package
of materials is targeted toward
our
conscious experiencing, sometimes when
in a deeply relaxed state, or when

experiencing our "I"-ness, some
unconscious material will surface.
Most frequently, it seems that this
material which surfaces evolves
from this Higher Consciousness region
zone.

higher or transpersonal
consciousness

zone

middle consciousness

zone

lower consciousness

zone

Other material might surface as well, as our blocks are released
and

suppressed thoughts, repressed memories rise.

This is akin to the concept

in Transcendental Meditation, when during the meditation period
stress is

released and allowed to surface, eventually leading to a stress-free nervous
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system and attendant
higher
1 pvoi
nigner levels
ofe consciousness.*

Because these "releasp?"

...

equently communicate
themselves in the form

of

symbols, sub-vocal mpcjcao-oo
ges, images or vague
"senses"* Guidelines for
Testing the Authenticity
of intuition
(Appendix B) are provided.
it is
beyond the purview of this
set of instructions
to deal with the
Transpersonal
Self
However, because you may
have already experienced
that self, these
guidelines are provided.
-i

*As an aside, some disciplines, notably Ida Rolf’s
Structural Reintegration
or Rolfing System, Alexander Lowen’s Bioenergetic
Analysis (based on Wilhelm
Reich s seminal work on body armoring), the Arica Discipline,
and the Feldenkrais movement system, have noted that memories, traumas, etc.,
are not
only stored in the mind, but are registered and collected in the body
as
well.
And further, all these chronic tensions can be released through the
restructuring, realignment or loosening of the body, and thus allow energy
to flow more freely.

**Procedures for dealing with the higher self are described in broad outline
in Act IX, and in more detail in Assagioli's Psychosynthesis
.
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Review
The Evening Review can serve
you by:
1.

reminding you of the work you're
doing in this learning package
during
the day (recalling that you
might be writing it down at night);

2.

conserving energy:

3.

on the principle that after
you have observed or

discovered harmful patterns, you
will be better able to break them;
recording observations and insights
(these are frequently easily
lost;

A.

directly practicing being your observor
self while in the world
(i.e., while writing in your journal).

The guidelines for testing intuitions
can help you deal wisely with
such ingressions; and at the same time
give you additional data on which
to base decisions.

Application
Use the

Guidelines for Testing the Authenticity of Intuition" as you

Please, however, make an effort to complete an evening review over
the time you are doing these exercises.

Even if you have had bad luck with

such efforts in the past, this might be your time. Once this practice be-

comes habitual, it is both easy and enjoyable to do.
Of course, if you try it for a few days and feel great resistance

toward it, do not force yourself to do it.

Also you should be aware of various options.

For instance, you might

wish to do free drawings during this time, or tape record your reactions
to experiences of the day.
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W ORKING FROM THE WITNESS OR OBSERVER
POSITION
The review is best done in a state
of relaxation and non-attachment
When we are physically, emotionally,
and mentally at peace, we are
more capable of seeing things as they
are and of transcending the narrow
viewpoint of the ego with its need for
self-justification.
It is therefore
Preliminary form of disidentif ication and alignment
wiJh
ith the true c°?f
Self.
This will help us to achieve the position of
the "fair
witness or observer where we are not identified
with the personality
level but observe it with dispassion and
objectivity. There is a calm
registering of events at this level, without elation
over success or
unhappiness over failure. Though we can discern the
mistakes made by
ourselves and others as the observer, there is no
criticism or judging.
Rather, we have an attitude of understanding and
compassion for the
confused strivings of the as-yet-imperf ect personality. At
the same time
there is no complacency; the witness seems to care about
our growth and
reveals to us what is needed to overcome our problems.

muT

If you should notice a judgemental or self-flagellating
attitude
creep in when you do the evening review, it is necessary to stop. This
is the manifestation of a
judge" subpersonality and you must try to take
a step beyond this subpersonality to the place from which you can observe
the judge judging.
If you can do this without condemning the judge and
feel inwardly serene, you can safely continue the exercise.

THEORETICAL RATIONALE
The process of doing the evening review might be likened to
harvesting a crop from the seeds that have been planted by your experience
during the day.
Our experience is the food by which the process of inner
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examining.

In reviewin 8 our negative reactions,
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constructive?

It is useful in determining whether
your review is one-sided to
add up the count of events you reviewed which
brought out weaknesses or
negative aspects of yourself and compare it with
the number of positive
events you reviewed.
If it seems desirable to correct the balance, do
so,
as both the positive and negative side of the
ledger are important to our
growth.

BASIC VERSION OF THE EVENING REVIEW

After your preliminary relaxation, disidentif ication and alignment
with the Self, look back over the events of your day to see which ones
require further time for assimilation. Ask yourself which events you have
passed over too rapidly, and what it would be important for you to register
more fully.
It is best if you present this question to your unconscious mind
which usually can direct you with greater wisdom in such matters than your
conscious mind.
Having asked the question, hold your mind in a receptive
state to receive the answer. This will usually come in the form of a
memory-image of yourself in a particular situation during the day.
,
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USE OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL LOG WITH THE REVIEW EXERCISE
The evening review is more profitable if combined with the
use of your
psychological log.
It is helpful to record, even briefly, the insights you
gain in reviewing your day. The writing helps to clarify things and
helps
us to own or accept the insights we have had.
You may also wish to combine
this with exercises in affirmation and self— programming recording your
resolutions to carry out a particular type of inner work. Or you may wish
to celebrate some positive discovery in words, poetry, or images.
Writing
not only reinforces and gives expression to your awareness, it is extremely
valuable for developing a sense of aspiration, direction, and progress.
The serious student will not deprive himself of this tool.
,
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Quakers or the "testing"
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may ask yourself what is the source of this message and how would you react in real
if you received counsel from such a source.
Metaphorically speaking, does it come from
bad
one?
Hannibal
is
an
historic
A.
case in point, who, having dreamt that
iter Capitalinus (the tutelary diety of Rome) told him to make war on Rome, acted on this
ice and was defeated.
A useful technique to help clarify the source is visualization or
ive imagination in which you look for a mental image which will represent the source of
You

i*

jr

message.

The various techniques for obtaining answers from the unconscious using mental imagery,
ntaneous movement and drawing, or the j^ end uThrrp may be employed to cross-check the source
an intuition or to further elucidate its meaning and implications.
Divinatory methods
be employed by qualified persons well trained in their use.
Even then, they should be
d with discretion as there is a danger of becoming overly dependent on such methods.

First become single-minded and purify the motives in your search. Then "ask and it shall
For purity of
given you: ,seek and ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened unto you".
success.
rt and single-mindedness are more important than any technique to your
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Act IV:

.

The Mind Stream

Requirements
cassette tape-player

workbook and tape for Act IV
pencil and paper (optional)

about 45 minutes’ time

Review
The Evening Review is a tool to help you step
back and observe your

daily experiences.

"To harvest the crop of seeds planted by one's experi-

ence during the day."

It is posited that this exercise will,

over time,

enable you to forsee some of the consequences of your behavior and
make

adjustments appropriately.

(These directions coming from the observor

self, or self most closely aligned with the best within us.)

Preview
In Act IV you will see how many different ways it is possible to ex-

perience yourself at any one time.

Further, how you have some control over

the reality you attend to. Thus, if through your evening review you dis-

cover that you are spending too much time attending to any one aspect of
your experience, you will have had an experience which shows that you have
the power to control your attention, and hopefully will be able to re-

direct your awareness.
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The Exercisp.

As a preliminary step
would you please Jot
down all those "things"
Which make up your
consciousness, in other TO
rds, all the aspects
of your
being to which you can
direct your awareness.
(After you finish the
exercise, you might compare
your list with the
elements described in the
tape.)
Take a few minutes for
that, then assume a
comfortable position and turn
on the tape. After listening
to the exercise, during
the musical portion
of the tape, please
return to this workbook.

Application/Pr ocessing
You can use your awareness
of your mind stream in a
number of different
ways.
Like most activities within
this learning package, your
experiences
can be used in two basic modes for bei ng-in-the-world. and for
just being
.

Be ing-in-the-world activities
can benefit when you realize that
you

have some control over your attention.

various stimuli.

You can "tune in" or "tune out"

In a fearful situation you can
place your awareness on

your breathing a_la Alexander Lowen's
Bioenergetics.

might do some creative visualizations.

If you

are bored you

If you're feeling out of

may try contacting your senses, one at a
time.

If you’re sad,

touch, you

and don’t

want to be, think of and try to recapture
pleasant events, sing a song!
If

you re concerned about the value of over-controlling
yourself; con-

sider, or meditate upon this question, "Who
is in control?"

Your being can be enhanced via the mind stream exercise
in two ways.

One is by exerting your will in a most skillful way (by redirecting
attention)

.

The will is a central component of your "self".

By utilizing your

.

.
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will in such a way, you
are strengthening your
identification with your
deepest self
In addition to strengthening
the willful component of
your self,
through the mind stream exercise,
you're also building up the
observer, or

witness
Sometimes it seems as though
these two aspects of the Self,
of Being,
are best represented by the
Chinese Yin Yang symbol, if „e
imagine energy
wing through and within this.
By being the passive witness,
Yin, more
energy is allowed to flow; by
j.ng the
tne arMvp
Vi
y being
active will, Yang,
energy is transmuted for use.
’

Review
Hopefully this exercise allowed you to see the varied
nature of your
mind stream.*

You may have noticed that it is composed of elements
both

invited and uninvited, and further that you do have some kind
of control
over the effect of this stream on ourselves.
For example, if you have some unwanted thoughts "winding up inside

your head" (George Harrison), you have several options to take:

You might try to force them from your consciousness (which
is quite difficult to do)

or

You might try replacing them with alternative (maybe positive)

thoughts, or perhaps,

*Your attention was directed to, in order:
sensations, thoughts (existing
and created), desires, images, and emotions.

"
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You might want to put your
awareness elsewhere - outside
your
head.
Fritz Peris urges us to "lose
our minds and come to our
senses
.

In not all cases will the
redirection of awareness be successful.

we probably all have a lot more
control over ourselves than we realise.

Preview
It

is

this function of the will,

its ability to redirect or focus

awareness that is stressed within Psychosynthesis.
For example, if we want to get a car
going and we get behind it
and push with all our strength, we use
a will which is only strong.
ut if we sit in the driver's seat, turn
on the ignition, and drive
the car, we use a skillful will."
(Assagioli, 1973)

"The most effective and satisfactory role of the will
is not as a
source of dj-r ect P ower or force, but as that function which,
being
at our command, can stimulate, regulate, and direct
all the other
functions and forces of our being so that they may lead us to our
predetermined goal." (Assagioli, 1973)

But
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/Personality Functions

Requirements
a pencil

Review
Moving along through the
exercises we have been discovering
lots of
things that we "aren't" or
more accurately, that „e are -

^permanently and,

at most times, unconsciously.

Parallel to these exercises
designed to

™ ke

us aware of what are termed
partial identifications have been
experiences
designed to show us how we actually
do have control over our
processes,

particularly through the willful
redirection of awareness.

Preview
Today’s work involves further
strengthening of the will through conscious movement of the type stressed
in the Feldenkrais system and various

martial arts.

m

Also, you are provided with another
theoretical interlude

which six personality functions are
identified and described.

(These

serve as the primary sources of the
contents of consciousness experienced
in the Mind Stream session of Act IV.)

While the will is not the focus of this learning
package, its centrality and integral relationship to the "I” point
of pure consciousness demand
a brief

explanation of this frequently demeaned human quality.

What is the conception of will as it is used within this module?

An

explanation, in terms of its function follows:
The true function of the will is not to act against the personality
drives to force the accomplishment of one’s purposes. The will has
a directive and regulatory function; it balances and constructively
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to bear in mind that the
will described above refers

not only to strength, but
to skill, goodness, love
and higher striving as
well.
For instance, the strong
willed person who shows persistence,
endurance, and concentration may
be ineffective because of the
lack of comple-

mentary qualities augmenting strength.

Much as this conception of will is
counter to the notion that will is
the active, energizing agent pushing
us through undesirable tasks; it is

similarly contrary to the idea of will
as that which pushes away undesirable
thoughts and keeps guard over our impulses
and drives.

While the will can

perform these functions, to use it in this way
is often inappropriate and
inefficient.

Generally it is beneficial for the will to act by a)
redirect-

ing our awareness and/or b) redirecting
(transforming) the energies demand-

ing expression.

Some excellent practical techniques for accomplishing this

act, along with a good description of humans as energy
transformers are

provided by Laura Huxley in You Are Not the Target
12015 Sherman Road, North Hollywood, California

.

Wilshire Book Company,

91605 ($3.00).

Assagioli lists three phases in will development:

1)

recognizing

that the will exists (which may have been accomplished by the explanation

above);
1973,

2)

realizing that you have a will; and

page 7).

two and three.

3)

being a will (Assagioli,

Hopefully the following exercise will lead to phases
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Centering
Take a moment to pause and
reflect.
The Exercise (A )

With that rather lengthy introduction
the following brief exercise
is
presented (the exercise is from
Tolbert McCarrol's Exploring the Inner
World).

While performing the actions the
important thing to remember is

to keep your consciousness on
the willing nature of the moment.

To do this you can read over the
description presented below.

You choose
Then place

it where you can see it as you
go through the movements.

The beautiful Chinese form of meditation,
Tai Chi, also helps me
get more centered.
The Tai Chi master, Gia-Fu Feng, sees it as
a bridge between eastern meditation and
western psychotherapy. It
gives a sense of flowing, of energy, of peace.
Tai Chi requires a period of instruction. The
following is not
Tai Chi, but some ideas from Tai Chi.
Stand erect with your feet
a bit apart.
Close your eyes. Feel the weight of your hands.
Let your hands hang.
Rest.
Become aware of your breathing; feel
the air coming in and going out.
As you breathe in, let your arms come straight up in front of
you.
As you exhale, let your arms fall. Make your motion slow and
smooth.
As your arms go up, bend your knees. As your arms fall,
straighten up. Do this for a while.
As you breathe in, let your hands pull the air to you.
As you
breathe out, push the air away.
Repeat this motion many times in
a rhythmic fashion.

Let your arms spread wide apart as you exhale.
on your chest as you inhale.

Cross your hands

After a while again let your arms come up and your knees bend as
you inhale.
Drop your arms and straighten your knees as you exhale.

Do this for a while.

Feel the weight of your hands.
tion of repose.
Rest."

Let your hands pull you to a posi-

You are the director, you are the actor.
through your will.

You can control the chariot
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The Exercise (B

.
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Next you ate going to
be presented with
one conception of the
various
personality functions existing
within all humans. There
are of course alternative explanations and
descriptions.
This is only one.
You can choose
to accept this as a
way of organising your
thoughts or not.
It is only
meant to he an aid to help
us move in the direction
of becoming more aware
Of the parts of our selves;
and the potential for
developing and integrating those aspects.
In examining the following
material you might want to employ
the old

SRA reading formula taught for
years in conjunction with their
reading
kits - SQ3R.
Survey. Question, Read, Review,
Recite.
Oh well, it's just
an idea.

But if you do use it you might
consider these questions:

1.

How does my conception of "personality
functions" differ?

2.

What functions would

3.

Which are my strong functions; weak
ones?

4.

How does this relate to Jung’s classification
of persons by pre-

I

add?

dominant function - sensation - intuition emotion

- thinking?

5.

Does this gell or jar with my notions of
psychological make-up?

6.

How do these functions inter-relate in everyday
life?

After posing these questions and examining the diagram,
you can read
some related comments by Dr. Assagioli.

Then, after completing the module

(and not before), go on to Appendix B.
It is well to become aware of the relationships between the self
and the will on one hand and the various other psychological functions on the other."
(Assagioli, 1972, page 12).

The will has been placed at the center of the diagram in direct
contact with the conscious
or personal self, to show the close
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connection between them.

prominence Co

Through the u -m

T

cL

"^.lur^co^sUer the^/'T
B ,8

?^^n-^.Sii?
8

Sensation; 2
5. Thought; 6. Intuitiondiagram."
(Ibid, page

7

?

Wili

«)

7!!®

m,

P™
I

^

?*
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T^lTn
11

^

^

.

Actions)

have been

?° St
re;

1-

Pagination;

"* ^sented.

relationships among these functions
are complex,

and 13)

.

.in the

but there are

sirs s^s^r^^sz-sssr
psychol ° 8lca f unctions can
interpenetrate and interact,
but the^il
*
t0
thelr interpenetration and
interaction^
nteraction.
The centrality of the will allows
its supremacy trough
through
its regulatory power....”
( Ibid
page 51)
-j-

L"

,

r

tr 1
1 ° Ca
d
1 Can mobillze the energies of
imagination
"and
and of tthought,
h : iL
T^ these energies
and utilize
within the individual
to carry out its plan.
So the will can be used purposefully
and
consciously by the individual to choose,
evoke, and concentrate on
the images and ideas that will help
to produce the actions he desl res.
For example, images or ideas of courage
and higher purpose,
used skiHfuHy, lend to evoke courage and
produce courageous acts."
page 52)
( Ibid

r

,

I believe the will is the Cinderella
of modern psychology.
It has
been relegated to the kitchen. The Victorian notion
that will power
could overcome all obstacles was destroyed by Freud's
discovery of
unconscious motivation.
But, unfortunately, this led modern psychology into a deterministic view of man as a bundle of competing
forces with no center.
This is contrary to every human being's
direct experience of himself. At some point, perhaps in a crisis
when danger threatens, an awakening occurs in which the individual
discovers his will.
This revelation that the self and the will are
intimately connected can change a person's whole awareness of himself and the world.
He sees that he is a living subject, or actor,
endowed with the power to choose, to relate, to bring about changes
in his own personality, in others, in circumstances.
And this
awareness leads to a feeling of wholeness, security and joy."
(Roberto Assagioli, in an interview with Sam Keen, Psychology Today
Volume 8, No. 7, December, 1974)
,
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Review

Within this set of exercises
you were asked to perform
an exercise
designed to stimulate your
feeling of yourself as a
willful agent, other
similar exercises are:
to consciously decide
whether to pick up a pencil
or not, then to consciously
do it or

it- n
not dr.
do it,
or you might try standing

y

_

on a chair, happily, for ten
minutes every day for two weeks.

Also you were given one
conception of some of the elements
which make
up the whole we call our self,
it should be pointed out
that these aspects
are being differentiated for
purposes of awareness and analysis;
but that
realistically they must be considered
part of the whole that makes up
out
being.

As a way of further strengthening
your work, in addition to doing an

Evening Review, you are now invited to
consider a complementary morning

exercise using the "technique of everyday
psychological hygiene,” the

disidentification procedure of Act
to the tape to guide you.

I.

You may or may not choose to listen

Use the tape tomorrow, the next day, and so on

until you have a solid feel for it.

After awhile you’ll want to perform

this by yourself, using your own material.

For instance, on any one day you

may find it beneficial to distance yourself from a nagging
subpersonality,

or some fear, or a negative opinion of yourself.

worked into the

Any elements can be

Disidentification/ldentif ication/Reappropriation" exercise.

At this point you have been asked to practice daily:
1.

the disidentification exercise each morning

.
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2.

the evening review at
night

3.

the "I am I" mantrum any
time

4.

appropriate portions of any
exercises, anytime.

Please try to follow this
schedule, if only for a few
weeks.
operative, these habits can be

Once

most valuable.

Extending This Lesson
After completing the Notes section,
please spend five or ten minutes
on Appendix B.
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Appendix B - Sur prise ui
Q

g

What is the Cinderella
of modern psychology?
(Act V)
2.

Who primarily developed
Psychosynthesis?
(All Acts)

3.

Fill in the blanks:

Personality functions

(Act V)

1

.

2

.

<»

3.

Ordering
4.

5.
6

.

7.

8.

I

Doesn'
Matter

.

!
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(p

4.

in the Blanks
.

'VV

1

.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6

.

7.

T
5.

Matching
1.

Personal center of consciousness
(Act II)

2.

Active component of self (will)
(Act V)

Director of Canadian Institute
of Psychosynthesis (Act III)
Witnessing component of self
4.
18- (Observor) (Act
V)
19Author of You Are Not the
5.
Target (Act V)
6.
Transpersonal center of
consciousness (Act II)
3.

Score yourself (answers are in Acts indicated)
Total points = 23
21-23 you* re a genius
20
excellent
17 very good
16-14 good
13-11 fair
10-0
keep on truckin!

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f

.

Self
masculine element
Martha Cramp ton
self
feminine element
Laura Huxley

.
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VI

:

Subpersonal ities/Ro

p.c;

Requirements
about an hour's time

pencil and paper

Review
In many ways,

this learning package can be
considered as an "Intro-

duction to Psychosynthesis."
to you.

A broad range of materials are
being offered

Possibly too broad a range.

The main danger of increased aware-

ness is that one becomes absorbed
in increasing awareness at the
expense
of internalizing related experiences,
thus achieving no permanent growth.

One thing at a time, and that done
well
Is a very good rule, as many can tell"
This provision of a broad range of materials
is supported by the notion
that before one focusses on a specific issue
or area for growth, there

should be a reasoned decision-making process.

alternatives be available.

This in turn suggests that

This brief package provides many alternatives;

focussing can be later done by the individual, hopefully now
from a broader
range of alternatives.

Preview
After investigating aspects of ourselves which primarily involve our
inner condition - our mind stream and its elements, our personality functions, and our will - today we will look at ourselves as we interact with
the world, via our subpersonalities and roles.

Act deals with subpersonalities.

The first part of today's
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There are many things „ e
can be>

„

varlous

^

^

.

^^

one of the clusters of
Identification is our set of
subpersonalities (or
perhaps fore accurately,
co-personalities). These
identifications are not
as readily apparent as
some others (often our
most influential attachments
are those we are unconscious
of).
By subpersonalities „e are
referring to
the "faces" one presents
to the world under
different conditions. While
these are frequently manifested
by roles, they are not always
the equivalent of those roles, but
can be said to underlie them.
To become more
familiar with the concept of
subpersonalities, you are advised to
read

"Guidelines for Writing-up Subpersonalities”,
which is attached as Appendix
A, then return to this portion of the
workbook.
The Exercise (A )

The technique used to get in touch
with subpersonalities involves

visual imagery, much like you used in the
Mind Stream Exercise when you
imagined a grey blackboard with numbers on
it.

During the exercise you will give yourself
relaxation instructions
and provide yourself with a setting.

As you (if you), contact images

suggesting subpersonalities, you might do one of two things.

The first

would be to take a second to jot down the personalities as they
appear;
the other is to hold the memory of them in your mind, then
jot them all

down when you're finished.

In either case you might want to engage each

of them (the subpersonality images) in conversation, asking the following

questions:

What do you do for me?

What needs do you have?
at the time.

What are your strengths?

Weaknesses?

Or any other questions which seem right for you
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Later, if you wish to
deal with anv
y

.

-u 6Se

su bpersonalitles
,
y ou can
rite down the
conversations that you had
°
or
r folio
£ ° ll0w 80
’
of the suggestions
in the Appendix.

“

Primarily this should he
seen as an exercise
in awareness, in
gettlng
m° re ln t0UCh Mlth ““

^——

within.

*

As these are lmages>

It is important not
to over-identifv
y with ones which appear.

Identification
with archetypal images can
cause an over
over- inflation of ,u
the ego and subsequent
coming down" pains.
They, the subpersonalities,
can be said to be real
in that they effect
behavior, but, they are not
the you, as you are at
your center.

1.

Tak e a minute to center
then guide yourself within.

,

then read over the following
instructions,
(Read this over until you are
familiar enough

with it to continue alone.)
Select a quiet spot where you won’t
be disturbed, and have a pencil
and paper available.
2.

Close your eyes and take a few deep
breaths - imagining that leaving

with each exhale are all the tensions of
the day.
3.

Progressively relax your body by tensing then
releasing the major
muscle groups of your body, starting with your
feet.

4.

Follow your breathing to a peaceful relaxed state
wherein you will...

*P_rocess Note:

Please do not be overly concerned if this particular exer
cise doesn't work for you, in that no images appear.
Many persons have
trouble visualizing but are superior in other forms of mental imagery,
such as auditory evocation, or even kinesthetic awareness. Today's
exercise is doubly difficult because you must be both the director and
the actor of the relaxation and visualization. Also, be aware that
these subpersonalities can take many forms in imagery, e.g., they might
appear as animals, cartoon characters, etc.
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Imagine yourself on a
path

a oath
path leading up a
small hill.

left, ahead of you is
a house.

around it; it is your house.

.

On your

Go and examine this
house, look

Take your time, look all
around it.

then notice a sign over
the frontdoor reading

[SUBPERSONATJTIESI

.

You
And

now walk hack to the path
which leads by your house
to a large boulder
just to the right of cne
the Dath
cit down,
path.
Sit
and watch as the front door
opens and your various
subpersonalities exit.
Engage one or a few of these
subpersonalities in conversation,
or let
them just parade by.
7

.

When you feel you have completed
this exercise, come back slowly.
Taking your time, feeling that
relaxation and freshness which follows
these journeys within.

Process your experience as you wish.
The Exercise (B)
In addition to being various
subpersonalities, we can play many roles.

These roles are useful, almost necessary
for living in the world.

However,

it is important for most persons not
to become so. dominated by their roles
(be that of mother,

executive, student or whatever), that they have
limited

their full potential.
As a way of gaining awareness of these roles you
might want to write

down the many different ones you play

a)

over the course of a day; b) over

the course of a year; c) over your lifetime.

Roles, like subpersonalities and all other aspects we have mentioned,

exist for a reason.

In these exercises you are directed to find out first
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^

.

wha, yo ur identifications
ate, and secondly>
t0 dlstance yourself
th “’ th6n t0 COnSCl
°“ S1 ’' Ch °°- whether
and when you „ uh to
utllll .
And further, to infuse
them with the energies
of your deepest self
when
they are in use.

^

Review
Thus far you have been
provided with exercises aimed
at disidentifying

from
1.

your body

2.

your mind

3.

your emotions

4.

your subpersonalities

5.

your roles (into two different
exercises)

6.

your behaviors (via the Evening
Review)

7.

your contents of consciousness - mind
stream elements including
thoughts, images, ideas

your functions,

8.

all the while being prompted to reidentify
yourself with your "I", your
"center''

A more permanent (and joyous) place from which
you can direct

and harmonize those aspects of you, which
even taken together don't fully
define.

.

.you.

Preview
Because

it seems possible that persons might feel uprooted and un-

grounded when separated from their various aspects (which, while possibly
causing conflict through contradictory demands, probably still provide
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.

a measure of security),

in some of the next
sessions emphasis is placed
on
the joyous experiencing
of this center and then
passing this energy into

(reappropriating) those aspects
which have been chosen to be
emphasized.
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General character sketch
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S
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think?
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it tell
What doesS ?t
t^i others?
If
Xt tel1
What image does it try to project?
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1
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°
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“ ay
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Needs and desires

^

^

needS
desires of this subpersonality? How does it
seek to fulfill them? Does it use
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constructive or destructive ways to fulfill
its needs? Can you think of
more constructive ways it might use to
fulfill them?
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!
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to overcome them?
you learn
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Centrality and prominence
3

Pl a V in your life. What
proportion°of ^th^time Is^ofllage?
1 ° ng " standln 9 subpersonality
has been part of you for
that
many years or is it fa
lY recent? Do y° u remember when
and under what circumstances
*
it beaan to manrfest
itself? Does it seem to be a
fairly deep and basic
° r iS it; so:ne,:hln
more superficial and transient’
9

J

W
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stand^back
control, which you can choose
to "a"
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In tera ction with other
subpersonalities
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6
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Which
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Integration
To what degree and in what ways
do you, as the qeif

^

-bperllntyT^ IfthL
related
ated to the extent you feel identified
with or disidentified from it?

tfth^V^

inv ° lve this

In looking at this subpersonality
from the standpoint of an objective
n te °^ SGrver ' what suggestions
would you have to give it? -e.g.
^It niohH? h
CO learn £rom ° ther subpersonalities?
How could it
inler.c? ™ore harmoniously with
other subpersonalities? How could it develop
S
5 P ° lntS
ef£ectivel V ?
dan it overcome its weaknesses?
How coula
could it
It express more fully the
will of the Self?
„„

There are a number of techniques that you may
find helpful for
carrying on a dialogue between the
subpersonalities and the Self. These include
SPfres^or.dence (writing letters from the Self to the
subpersonality and from the
^Personality to the Self) spoken dialogue (speaking aloud or
silently to
the^suopersonality and as the subpersonality to the
Self); and role-playinq
(acting out in a more complete way the two
parts. It is helpful in doing this to
switch back and forth between seats as you
alternately play the two roles, and to
assume the physical posture, tone of voice,
expression, etc. of the subpersonali tj
Attempt to become centered and aligned in
playing the role of the Self.
;
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3496, avenue Marlowe, Montreal 260, Que.
,
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Act VI I:

.

Belief Programs

Requirements

workbook for Act VII
about an hour's time

pencil and paper

Centering
"CENTERING:

The act which precedes all others on
the potter's

wheel"

M.

C.

Richards

(

Centering)

Preview
Most states and events are mediated through the
"mind", through the

nervous system in its entirety (Feldenkrais

,

1973

).

The tracks our

sensations and perceptions follow sometimes evince themselves
to our consciousness.

Once these patterns have surfaced we are then better able to

manage and modify them.

Today's work involves a first step in dealing with

these patterns, that of identifying what we have chosen to call belief

programs
of:

.

In doing this you will explore your belief structures in terms

their origins, their relationship to other person's patterns, and

their current impact on your being.

Belief programs, the objects of today's identification, are the structures which greatly determine our thinking and by extension, our being.

From birth we necessarily organize the wide range of inputs to which we
are exposed in order to make sense of them and thus render them less fearful and more useful.

The exact nature of this structuring mechanism:

.
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is, how it develops, how
it is altered,

is unknown.*
Evidence indicates that patterns established
in early childhood are
>t durable,

„

while programs developed later
are more readily altered.

As was pointed
out, these programs serve
useful functions, especially
in childhood.
The

question which arises for eacn
each ot
ic
of us is
interests now, or am

I

" ar Q
are
.

they serving me in my best

serving them?"

In today's exercise you will
be asked to examine, as deeply
as you
to,

the existence of, source of,
and consequences of, belief programs

or patterns which are currently
structuring your life.

Along with ques-

tioning your present beliefs, you
will be encouraged to add a new one that you can change your belief
programs.

"What one believes to be true, either is
true or becomes true in
one s mind, within limits to be determined
experimentally and
experientially
These limits are beliefs to be transcended."
.

John Lilly

Much as patterns from early childhood tend to
be most durable, so do
those which are "set" with a strong emotional
charge.

One liability of

this self-instructional mode is that you are unable
to see others approach,

encounter, and release the emotions which have locked in unspoken
taboos,

internalized commands, or outmoded values which have been unnecessarily
ruling their lives for years.

However, if you seriously look at your

messages to yourself, the assumptions behind those messages, and the implications of it all, you may experience some emotional release and make a

valuable beginning in being more free to be you.
*Research in developmental psychology targeted toward expanding knowledge
in this realm is being done by such persons as Kagan, Piaget (cognitive
development), Loevinger (ego development), Kohlberg (moral development),
Weinstein and Alschuler (self-knowledge development)
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The Exercise

Sugges ted procedure:

programs mean to you.

F-ivot*
lrst,

take a. moment to clarify
what belief

Then, g0 over the
questions ln each „ f

thfi

^

categories listed below, and
respond to them in the
manner which feels
.ost appropriate: writing
do™ a narrative response, free
associating in
words or pictures, graphically
presenting your answers, allowing
some
questions to merelv "hrpu"
y ur consciousness, or even ignoring
those
you feel are irrelevant.
-it-.

Category One - Surface Programs
What "excuses" do you offer
others for your behavior?
What excuses do you give
yourself?
Do any messages seem to
recirculate endlessly?

What are some important ideas
you hold about yourself, both positive
and negative?

Category Two - Childhood
What is your earliest memory?

Is this evidenced in any way by a

belief program?

What did you have to do to gain favor
at home?
in school?

with friends at play?
What was different about your home from others you visited?

What did your childhood friends say about you?
What was your relationship to your brothers and sisters?
Do the answers to any of the above questions suggest patterns which are

somehow present now?
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Categ ory Three - 0thPr O
ecognize any patterns in
your friends which they
might be unaware of?

How about ones they are
aware of?
Ma„ y novels, movies,
and plays deal
and given literary form.
past.

wUh

patterns Khlch

^

Can you recall encountering
any of these

Have you recently become
exposed to any of your

programs via the media?

Category Four - Past Ones
You've
you recall any insightful
situations when you've had the
"ah ha"
experience of seeing that old
ways no longer fit?
Can you see in others (personal
friends and acquaintances) patterns
you ve experienced and moved
away from?

Can you see/find any similar ones
in fictional or nonf icational
characters you haven't personally
encountered?
Have people commented on changes
they’ve noticed in you?

Are these

changes related to changes in the way
you construe yourself?

Think of a constant in your life, such
as the way you relate to your
parents.
the years.

Think about the way this interaction has
varied over
Does this variation reveal any changes in the
way you

structure your world?

Category Five - Current Operatives
What do your friends say about you?
What about significant others who might not be considered
friends, but

whom you respect or look up to; such as bosses, teachers, upperclasspersons?

.
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-

»*

P“P!e feel about

you?

(

they might not
outwardly say)?

(Active-exercise)

Go ask people, £riends
or

they have about you>
or „ hat they

,e„

that

^

you beueve ab

^

t

yourseif

(We often live up to
the expectations of
others without being
aware of it.
This is a „ occasion to
look at the program
they've

given to you, and possibly
see how they're affecting
you.)
Have you encountered any
habits or behaviors via the
Evening Review
or journal keeping which
indicate the existence of
underlying

programs?

Summary
The work you

just completed can only be
considered an introduction

this aspect of yourself.

You may only have become aware
of only a few

"surface" programs, or have merely
been reminded of patterns you were
already aware of. This work can be
extended to very deep levels, and can

become quite complicated, especially
when encountering patterns or programs which we as a society are emeshed
in (and thus are invisible in our

ordinary state of living)

Going Further

An unintended side effect of your identification
of belief programs
is that you may find undesirable patterns
being reinforced by the atten-

tion you are giving them.

Relatedly, you may experience a sense of urgency

to be rid of certain programs.

While the central aim of Act VII is recog-

nizing rather than dealing with such programs, the two issues are
of course
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not independent.

outlines a few practices
which might be employed
t0
extent the patterns you
are presently
experiencing.
Concepts (Theory

^

In light of this
fact the following
section briefly

ellmlnatej

^

')

The objective of Act
VII was to allow you
to becor* aware of
some
belief programs which
might be influencing you.
Achieving this objective
in valuable only in
relation to the others this
package aims toward.
I„
other words, a more primary
intent is that you see that
you are not these
programs. Rather, that these
programs are only one set of
countless aspects of yourself; and that
you realistically have the
freedom to define
yourself in the least limiting
manner possible, which in terms
of this

workbook means - as

a center of pure
consciousness.

Further, that from
this center, the rest - the
adjunct roles, beliefs, functions,
subpersonalities, appearances, etc. - can
be developed, integrated and
harmonized.

Procedures (Practice

')

Some ways in which you can extend
this work are:
A.

Periodically re-experience, if you can, the
centering experience.

As your identification with this
increases, your attachment to other aspects
(such as programs) can be expected to
decrease.
B.

Join an Arica "karma cleaning" ongoing group.

Here you will be

asked to come in contact with belief programs (in
the areas of sex, power
and money, among others) in the presence of a group.
C.

Acquire Laura Huxley’s book, You Are Not the Target (which can be

ordered from Wilshire Book Company, 12015 Sherman Road, North Hollywood,

.

:
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California

91605, for $3.00, if it
ls unavallabl

,

look especially at the
following exercises:

at your bookstore)
and

Are you Cultivating
Today Your Neurosis of
Tomorrow?
Lay the Ghost (p.

(P.

217);

62);

Ice Cubes in a Flowing
River (p. 204);

Throw Words Aways

(p.

173 ); and

To Hell with Caution
(p. 124).
D.

Read and experie„ce"The
Trumpet" (by Gerry Weinstein,
University
of Massachusetts)

escribes a method of trying
on new behaviors, which can
modify programs

.

E.

Go back to your responses
to the belief program exercise,
and write
down all the patterns you can
find.
Then consider each of these
statements

separately by asking yourself, is
this true of me?

All the time?

would be a true statement that
describes the situation?

What

Then try running

this true statement through your
mind when you hear the old one coming
on.

Example

Recognized Program:
Realistic Statement:

when
F.

I

am inarticulate

I

I

sometimes have difficulty expressing myself

am unsure of myself.

Read over the following beliefs which others
have found to be limit-

ing; see if any of them belong to you, and
then determine what your realis-

tic situation is.

FROM ALBERT ELLIS (His three irrational dictates)
Because it would be highly preferable if I were outstandingly competent,
I absolutely should and must be; it
is awful when I am not;
and I am therefore a worthless individual
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"’ e
fairly, they absoliLly^hoald
Conslderatel y and
r ° tten Pe ° Ple
who deserve to be utterly
damned when they do rot?”

a

“

e
e
e
e r her
the ,world^brol”fl”shrold
an PaI "’
rt?r
and
iife
1
i
1S horrlble
ib? and I
can't bear it when the
world doesn't"

L«^

FROM LAURA HUXLEY
"I always lose things
I always forget
appointments
My children always make the
same mistakes
I am always irritable
on Sundays
People are always taking advantage
of me
I am poor in arithmetic
I am clumsy
I am a poor hostess"

Review
This exercise was designed to help
you get in touch with some of your

belief programs.

Many of these programs are painful to
explore.

They

exist as a result of experiences which
for some reason were made traumatic.
It is enlightening if you can truly
understand,

to "grok" - that even though

painful events may have occurred to us, they do
not exist now in the objective moment;

that it is really how we construe, and have
programmed

the events which creates limitations to our growth.

(To emphasize the

subjectivity of belief patterns you might think about how the
same events
can occur to two persons, yet the effects of these can be radically
different.

It is hoped that you will bear with this pain in order to
go deeper

while discovering more about yourself.)

Preview
In upcoming sessions you will be given more reappropriation work (to

get back those roles "lost" in the first exercises) ,as well as the chance

84

to hear

.

about some of the
Possibilities for further self
development, and
how this work relates to
the development of one's
Higher or Deeper Self,
and some of the ways to
attain this Self Realization.
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—Meditation/ Reappropriation

VIII:

.

of Rq1p«

Requirements
about an hour's time
the workbook for Act VII

Preview
Exercises within this program can be
divided into two broad classes:
Those dealing with direct work on
the Self or Center; and those related
to
peripheral aspects (e.g., roles, functions,
subpersonalities, beliefs).
For any human quality we have these
two approaches available to us.

Directly focusing one's energies on one's
deepest identify provides us with
not only a new self-definition, but also
with an inner version of Leibnitz's

place to stand such that we can "move the world"
(alter our functioning)

.

Remember once more Assagioli's dictum:
"We are dominated by everything with which our self
becomes
identified. We can dominate, direct, and utilize everything

from which we disidentify ourselves."

On the other hand, we can also deal directly with chosen peripheral
aspects
of self.
mode,

We might find that our thinking function is weak and, within this

that our ability to concentrate is most underdeveloped.

Thus concen-

tration exercises might be appropriate.
In Act VIII both "Being" and "Being-in-the-world" techniques are used
to re-establish roles disidentif ied from in Act I.

The direct work on the Self - "Being" - involves establishing contact

with the deepest part of ourselves through meditation.

The indirect work,

:
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on our worldly activities,
consists in imagining
ourselves as we go through
the day, acting from this
center.
The Exercise

Part One - Being
The first part of this exercise
involves just being.

Merely establish-

ing contact with the observor
self within us, the place where we
merely

"are" from which we can watch the
mind stream as it ceaselessly flows past
us.

The work in this section should be
done with no ulterior motive.

Merely be.
The vehicle which is offered for this
is meditation.

And rather than

providing an esoteric complicated system, one is
provided in Appendix A which
builds on the relaxation procedure.

If you have your own

(1)

means of attain-

ing quiet - please feel free to use it.
If you have read any of the materials on
meditation, or in fact,

have chosen not to read them, you may want to practice this
technique.
(2)

Part Two - Being in the World

List

your roles:

(3)

Select a role you wish to work on (preferably one you will assume

within the next 24 hours)

Align yourself with your "self":
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(A)

.

Visualize yourself within this
role
acting" from the center

harmoniously dealing with your
environment
Select some natural starting
juncture for the visualization say as a
mother when children come into
the kitchen - or student when
entering the
class - or life of the party when
arriving - or...
If

difficulties confront you. Imagine yourself
smoothly confronting and
resolving them.
Continue until you feel ready to stop.
(5)

You can expand this exercise many
ways on your own:
a.

by remembering this experience and actualizing
it as you assume that

role subsequently;
b.

by selecting other roles and performing the
same as a similar ex-

ercise;
c.

by being conscious as you start to, or as you play your
roles/

exercising choice over whether you wish to do this or not;
d.

by harmonizing roles:

starting with those that are in least conflict, you might wish to

imaginatively construct a situation in which they interact and sit
back and see what happens;
e.

by disidentif ying from your roles via the picture drawing tech-

nique - construct your various "not me's" that you play;
f.

by using what is called the "as if" technique (appropriate to

many aspects besides roles) in which you merely behave and construct plans "as if" you already had the desired qualities or

attributes you wish to infuse in your role.

^
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Transpersonal Self

Requirements
tape player
one hour’s time

Review/ Preview

Thus far you have been presented
with exercises and readings, both
of
which were designed to help enable
you first to experience your center your point of pure consciousness,
and secondly, to reinforce an
identification with this center for the
purposes of realizing more control over
your
life (at the same time providing
immediate energy and relaxation).
Some of the exercises for accomplishing
these ends have been:
a.

the initial disidentif ication/ identification
exercise in which

was hoped that you might experience a new
condition - that of

pure awareness;
b.

an explanatory session in which the nature of a concept
of "Self"
was presented as it is seen in Psychosyntehsis

;

as well as a

description of this particular system of human development;
c.

a simple technique for providing energy plus increased identifi-

cation with your "Self" - the Evening Review;
d.

an experience in realizing how varied can be the contents of con-

sciousness - as they exist within the mind stream, and further how
one has some choice pertaining to which of those aspects he or she

attends to
e.

(emphasizing the willing nature of this self);

some meditative methods.
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The general intent of the
exercises has been to show
what the nature
of this self is.
We have done this by
directly experiencing it;
through
indirectly approaching it (by
not
being all those things we
sometimes
are - which can be limiting);
and by logically considering
the nature of
that part of ourselves we
call our "Self", especially how
this differs with
rying conditions (in relation
to other persons - our time,
etc.).

Whi it is considered valuable to do the
exercises and "construe" ourselves in this particular manner
has been briefly discussed in each
exercise. Again, generally the implied
or explicit intent is to allow us

more control over us so that we
might become more balanced, more harmonious
ly functioning persons,

thus better able to Interact with ourselves
and

the outer world (being-in-the world).

Another reason wh£ this work on identification
of ourselves as

might be done was suggested earlier:

a "center

that being for the realization of

what is termed our higher or transpersonal self.

For it is through this

phase of psychosynthesis that we discover, develop and
integrate the higher
or deeper aspects of ourselves - as an introduction
to this field and ways

of

higher

development.

A question and answer session between Philip

Brooks, compilor of this series, and Don Mastriano, a student of
"Higher"

consciousness and colleague of Dr. Assagioli, is provided, along with a
diagram categorizing ways to the higher self, created by Dr. Assagioli and
Don.

You are now requested to turn on the tape for Act IX, Interview Session

on Higher Self.

In approaching this you might like to try the listening

method employed by the Arica Institute.

This involves just listening on a

first run through without really "trying" to listen, or critique or whatever, and then going back and hearing it again in a less relaxed mode for
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meaning

.

Try it if y „n like lt .. only . auggestlon
.

^^

.

^

ing for meaning,
y ou might ii ke to tave the
diagram of ways to the higher
or transpersonal self in
front of y ou (found on the
cover sheet to Act IX);

after listening to the
interview itself, refer bac k
to the workbook.

Processing/Application
After listening to the tape during the musical portion (about
15
minutes of Wagner
\
please use the first portion of
this processing period to recall
any "transpersonal" experiences
which you
might have had. Don’t be bound by
preconceived notions of what constitutes
a high experience; Maslow cites
many such instances and states that
these
can occur at odd times.

Then you are asked to describe your reactions
to

this session; think about any issues
which came up; jot down any questions
that come up or remain unanswered.

Particularly you might think about
,

possible applications of this work into your
everyday life.
Review /Preview
This

higher" development is probably what psychosynthesis is most

noted for, because it is one of the few "psycho-scientific"
systems to

deal with this type of growth.
Dr. Assagioli,

However, psychosynthesis practitioners,

Baba Ram Das and others, seem to be unanimous that work in

this area should at most be done concurrent with "lower" personality devel-

opment, and possibly subsequent to much personal work.
The overall notion being that your "karma" always catches up with
you,

and that while one can "head trip" his or her way to transcendent

places, one will always be a tourist there without prior purification of
the more earthly realms of experience.
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But. against this rather
pessimistic background there
exists the evi-

emming from one

own experience or observed
experiences of others,
or experiences you have
read or heard about,
that a higher consciousness
does exist, and further that
there exist a number of means
to achieve it
(in addition to. or incorporated
within. those mentioned by Don are these
from
Alan Watts, The Book On the Taboo
Against Knowing who You Are
iC

n

s

der

Sh dancln

psychotherapy,

8>
Zen Buddhism,
™,
Imation
c^° J
gnat ion, Salesian
and Hesychast methods of 'prayer', the
use
of

consciousness changing chemicals such as LSD
and Mescaline
psychodrama, group dynamics, sensory-awareness
techniques, Qulkrism, Gurdnf f exercises, relaxation
therapies, the Alexander
Method, autogenic training, and
self-hypnosis.")

You just listened to an explanation of
this general area in the form of
a question and answer session with
a colleague of Dr. Roberto Assagioli,

Dr.

Donald Mastriano.

This metaphysical field is of course so broad
as

to defy neat conceptualizations and categories;
however, to make some sense

out of it, and if you're so inclined, a classification of
"paths" was pro
vided.

There exist a wealth of valuable materials in regard to "Higher Self"

development.

You probably have your own favorites.

While reading these,

you might recall the point made by Don that there exist few pure forms

which neatly fit into any of these ways.
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Act XI: Who Am I?

Requirements
tape player

pencil and paper

about one hour's time

Preview/Rev i ew

Hopefully you were able to enjoy
the last session, as an Intuition
drop-in center or whatever.

Much of the work we have been
doing necessarily Involves not only
the
self as a center of pure
consciousness, but also that which Is
called the
Higher Self - the lower self being
concerned with as a reflection of this
Higher Self,

oftentimes the distinction between the
two is unclear, and

further it probably isn’t necessary
to finely discriminate between them.

Today we return to the personality in
all its various aspects to consider any gains in self-knowledge which
may have occurred through the pro-

cess of self-exploration we have been following
for the last ten sessions.
For as we select various aspects for
disidentif ication

and experience our

deeper selves, we often become aware of other
attributes, some positive,
some negative, but none of which (following our theory)
is our "self", in
the most essential, most intimate meaning of the term.

While self knowledge is consciously explored and described in the
last section

of Act XI,

in the

first we take another journey within, the

purpose of which will be explained within the exercise itself.
Hopefully, this series of experiences will increase greatly your store
of self-knowledge.

The mechanism by which this gain should occur is fairly
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very difficult to
observe, or measure
something when we are
a part of that
something.
We are unaware of
those things which
lech opposites or, in Gestalt
psycholoev
u
P ycnology, times when
a figure lacks an
appropriate
ground from which it can
a
be adiscerned.
Thus, while we "are" our
various
attachments and Identifications,
It Is very difficult
to see what „ e are.
Hopefully, the exercises
In „ h l ch y0 u are asked
to step back and observe
your various aspects will
not only help develop the
skill of self-observation, but will Increase
your knowledge of
is

yourself.

Centering
"Settle in, let go, then focus."

The Exercise

(A)

For the first exercise you are
asked to once again select a quiet
com-

fortable space where you can remain
undisturbed for about an hour,

when
you have found this spot, and
have some paper and a pencil or pen
available
start the tape. Day XI.

A write-up of this method is attached
for future

reference.

Processing
Some questions to consider when processing:
- What types of

i.e.,

answers did you give to

the "Who am I?" question?

traits ("I am a friendly person"),

roles ("a good football player")
your sex ("I am a woman").
- Which things were hardest to let
go?

- Any surprises?

)
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- Did you change
your ordering when
given the opportunity?
- DO you feei
you contracted a deeper
center of identity? I£ you

didn’t, do you think
it's possible to?

The Exercise
The second exercise today
is to write down all the
things you have
rned about yourself in
recent days. Answer however
you wish.
(On the
next few pages some structured
categories are given, you may use
these any
way you want, as a test of
completeness for this sheet, as
separate questions
.whatever ,
. .

Personality functions

Thoughts

Feelings

Actions/ sensations

Imagination/ images

Drives/desires

Traits/ char act eristic /qualities

Subpersonalities

Roles

Beliefs (Belief Programs)

Conflicts /fears

Unconscious aspects

Ideal models

Will

Behavior patterns

"Center"
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Review/Prev-f pt.t
It
t"

eS '

^

is n0t

PreSenUy

y° U

VOU will

“ e11

*

be.

a center of
consciousness at ,

——

u

o. if the exercise
was vague
or uncomfortable
or very
DosiMvo
y P sitive, you may more
"be" your emotions.
The
mai n thlnS ±ntended
thS 6XerCiSe is
y°u see that this
experience of
oneself - as a center of
consciousness - is possible,
and that,
>

^

Prlat6 ’

“

Can be

^

if appro-

identities and be used to
stren g then

those aspects of yourself
(identified through Exercise
B) find positions.
Or to help you discard
those you find useless
or harmful.
Coming up in Act XII is a
chance for you to look at
the limitations
of this type of work,
as well as to take some
time to consolidate gains
mad e,
on insights achieved,
thus far.
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anyone has been unable to
write 9 statements, it can be suggested that they
nay now be able to think
of other answers to the “Who am I?" quest, 3,1 and
to write these down. If
not they can, continue to work with the answers
they did write.)

About
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,
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and return to

.
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1

experience tre source of conscious™
;,ie world. Let us t™

u es we play
I

v.

j

j

•

r

(_

j

•

,

state of alert relaxation.

Before we discuss your experience, maybe
some of you would like to
re-evaluate the answers you gave to the "Who am I?"
question the
1 r
°^
en happens after doing this exercise that people
•p
feeli differently about the answers they first
gave. You may want to
change the order of importance of the various
aspects of your identity
or you may wish to discard some of the answers
altogether. And you
may wish to add some new ones. So take a few minutes
right now to see
how you feel about this. You may take back any of the
aspects of your
identity you still feel are important to you and you may make
any
changes that you wish in the light of your experience r^As you
take
back the identities you have shed, notice now they feel to
you now.
Is there any difference in the way you relate
to these aspects of
yourself now? When you have finished rearranging your answers,
number them again in the order of importance they have for you now.
Put the numbers on the front of the piece of paper this time."
,

^

is important to allow sufficient time for discussion of this exercise.
The discussion might start by asking what types of answers most people gave
to the "Who am I?" question. How many people identified with their personality
traits (e.g."I am a friendly person"). How many identified with the roles
they play? (e.g. "I am a good football player") What other types or categories
of answers were there? Which of these things vere hardest to let go of? Did
this surprise you? What kinds of changes die you make when you rearranged
your answers? Why? What kind of experience did you have when you tried to
let go of the different aspects of your identity? What did you experience
when you tried to contact your deeper center of identity?

It
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Act XI I:

.

Precautions /Planning

Requirements

workbook for Act XII
about one hour's time

Review/Preview
You probably have some reservations
about this type of psychological

development.

You may have encountered, or foreseen,
some limitations or

hazards related to it.

Today's work invites you to articulate those

reservations, then read some precautions others
have noted.
The Ex ercise (A) "Limitations and Precautions
Identified

’ 1

It seems appropriate, not to emphasize, but
to point out some of the

pitfalls which have been noted in regard to the type of work
we have been
doing.

This is done not with the intention of stopping or impeding
your

process, but in hopes of making you aware of some of the experiences
of

others which might possibly be avoided by preknowledge.
For a first step in this exercise, take a few minutes to jot down all

those things that you see as being limitations or "dangers" to this type of

personal development.
Next read through the ones listed, taken from others' observations and

experiences
Finally, keep them in mind when completing the planning section which

comes later in Act XII.
- taking on too many systems at one time;
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working on yourself until it c,t-a r 0
,
starts to become painful
then skipping
t-

,

.

on;

a great familiarity with
all the hammers and never drive
a

,“u?"

Tolbert McCarroll

Becoming identified with the contents
of conscious which surface
during journeys within, as when
experiencing oneself as a center or
when meditating;
"And those practices in which the
individual attempts to sink into
blissful states or to develop emotionally
satisfying imagery are
the source of different kinds of
problems in that they can lead
to vague dreaminess and inefficiency
in daily life."

Cora Scott

Not considering what is right for one's self;
given one's own unique

existential space;
"To encourage people toward critically examining their
motives for

conscious change"

The main (stated) purpose of the Symposium: Transpersonal Psychology
and Healing "The Self in Transpersonal Growth", held in Amherst,
Massachusetts during the Winter of 1973.

Overdeveloping one’s natural tendancy to introversion;
Jung submits that there are many problems inherent in adapting an

Eastern Philosophy to a Western World.
Especially in the initial stages of the journey within we should be
mindful of our other external needs.

Again, Jung points out that as

one initially taps deeper realms of experience, products of the un-

conscious (which might be jarred loose via this work) have a tendency
to be overvalued because they had previously been so undervalued.

.
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From Assagioli - a caution
against persons becoming "too
interested
in the observation of their
inner world - which may prove
more
pleasing and less strenuous than
active participation in the
outer
life."
Also, Assagioli cautions persons
doing inner work who are already

ever too prone to self-observation
and self-analysis."

Gerry Weinstein sort of summed up one
line of thought when he asked,
"What do you do with the fact that we
live in a Western World?"
R.D. Laing agrees,

"As this external human world is almost
completely

and totally estranged from the inner, any
personal direct awareness
of the inner world already has grave
risks,"

A personal observation.

Go easy with personal relations.

A tempor-

ary disidentification from these; or inner work in general,
can,
at least temporarily, modify one’s interactions with others,
who

might not understand a shift in energies, and thus be unknowingly
hur t

Contents from the lower conscious as well as from the super might
surface during journeys within.

While at a distance it is easy to

see this as a release of stress, or the removal of a block, while

one is experiencing it it can be painful.

It is important to remem-

ber that you are not the contents of your unconscious, be it lower,

middle, or upper.
It should be noted that for intensive work on one’s self, most psy-

chologists recommend either a trained guide (such as in Psychosyn-

.
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thesis) or a trained peer (as
in Re-evaluation Counseling).

.

The

presence of this external observor
is important in helping us see
those roles (Peris) or blocks we
are most unaware of.

An this is the great difficulty I see
in self-therapy.
There
are many; things one can do on one's own,
do one's own therapy
but when one comes to the difficult
parts, especially to the impasse, you become phobic, you get into a
whirl, into a merrygo round, and you are not willing
to go through the pain of the
impasse."
(Peris)
It seems that to grow we must
experience conflict.

Transpersonal

experiences sometimes allow us to avoid that
which should be
dealt with.

An overconcern with self-egoism (this point while
justifiably
raised seems to be well answered by McCarrol)
We must enter into the center of ourselves and
there we become
no longer conscious of ourselves.
The self-conscious person is
indeed not a person who is studying himself too much, but
not
enough.
He prefers to stay at an early level of self-exploration instead of dropping deep within himself. As he begins
to
really hear himself, he avoids the dramatic, the phony,
the
artificial, the mask, he becomes himself. He does not attempt
to be anyone else.
A man who is truly himself is not preoccupied with himself."

Meister Eckhart:

"The truth is, that the more ourselves we are,
the less self is in us."

The death-rebirth cycles mentioned in Hindu religion generally

pertain to a single lifetime (McCarrol).

We might consider this

the disidentification - reappropriation cycle.

And as Peris

submits, "to suffer one's death and rebirth is not easy."

Why invite this death-rebirth cycle?
(in our terms,

R.D. Laing offers one reason

to get to the Higher Self).

"True sanity entails in one way or another the dissolution of
the normal ego, that false self completely adjusted to our
alienated social reality; the emergency of the 'inner' arche-

r
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What about a loss of spontaneity,
love?
re

"f?J

minat d by ever y thln «ith which
our self is identl8
^°
We can jdominate and control
everything from which wee

disidentify ourselves."

You may have caught the essence of
this central theme running
these exercises.

Any you may have experienced the reality
of the

statement in some way.
I

But you might say, how about those
things

don’t want to dominate and control,
especially given the rela-

tively undeveloped nature of my control center my "self" - my
"I", and further the very nature of some of
those "things"; con-

trolled most notably:
The attitude

I

love.

take on this is.

There is no one answer.

We disiden-

tify to gain the power of the "self"; but then we reinject
that energy back into those things we choose, and thus are better able to

more fully

bje

From

those things.

Center

to

The process seems to go like this

Actor

Back to

Center

So while we are being whatever "partial indentif ication" exists at

the moment - totally we are not, in that existential moment, a center
of pure consciousness (the cue for moving back to center coming per-

haps when a sense of completeness is lost, or wholeness, a drifting
feeling).

Thus one would be moving all the while toward a synthesis

of acting and centering so eventually we become our "self" in action.

Identifying - not with our center - but with our image of that center,

.
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an ego Identification which

Trumpka explalns beautlfuUy

.

^

This is to be expected in
our

achievement oriented society where higher is better.

It is a danger

because higher isn't necessarily
better; "lower" is better in
certain
stages and phases of our development.
actualizing
•

Becoming overwhelmed with the work
presented to us.

For instance,

this workbook has provided many
exercises, and possibly you have dis-

covered many areas you want to work on
through them, and now that
you are aware of them they may be calling out
even more loudly for
attention.

Attack this problem in whatever way you wish.
small steps especially at first

,

I

find that taking

on limited areas is best.

Behavior

modification methods for dealing with aspects of yourself are
well
described in Watson and Tharp (see references)

Also, think about what is right for you, now.

rect work on yourself.

This might mean no di-

:
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The Exercise

.

(B )

Planning

NOW is the time to
consolidate yout gains.

For this you ate invited
to
first investigate your
needs, and then for. a
plan of action. Some
guidelines for both these
activities are listed below.
The first set, on Needs
Analysis, is adapted from
the work of Coffing and
Hutchinson at the University of Massachusetts. The
second set, on stages of the
will, are those
of Roberto Assagioli and
are taken from his book. The
Act of Will
.

Needs Analysis
Ste2_0ne

Consider the basic needs analysis
question (as it applied to

you)

WHO NEEDS WHAT ACCORDING TO WHOM

3

The who in this case being jou.

Thus it now reads "I need what

according to whom."

Whom do you wish to consult in reference
to your needs?

Yourself

(and various subpersonalities, roles,

...your center?), others

(who might provide useful insights).

You can expand this step as

much as you desire.

One approach to extracting needs statements

from various persons, or your self, is to ask this question:
Imagine that my needs were being completely met.
have, be doing, or be like?

What would

I

Then jot down the reply.
Step Two - Arrange these needs in a rough priority order.
Step Three - Select one to be worked on.
it,

(Due to ease of working on

importance, relationship to other needs, whatever.)
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- Examine this
need ,o, specificity.

Can it he worked on
as
it stands, or does it need
to be broken down into its
components.

—J

F1V - " Repeat the evaluating
question found above in Step
This time saying.

1.

'Imagine my needs for
x
“
were being
UCi]
completely met,
what would I have, be doing,
1 ji .
or be~ like."
,

.

.

.

ft

until you have some component
you feel that you can compfortably
work with.
S tep Six - Proceed to stages
of the will guidelines.
S tages

of the Will - which might be helpful
to planning future directions

for yourself. (From The, Act of Will
by Roberto Assagioli, Viking, 1973
)
I.

The Purpose, Aim or Goal, based on
Evaluation, Motivation and Intention.
It's probably best to work on one area
at a time, what area will this
be.

Do you really want to work on it?

if so,

summon up your energies

to clearly define it.
II.

Deliberation
Many possible goals exist. We certainly cannot attain them
all singly,
and much less so at the same time. Therefore, a choice
has to be
made.
(page 138) weigh the alternatives.

III.

Choice and decision

A preference has to be indicated.
IV.

Affirmation
This activates and fosters the dynamic and creative energies needed to
ensure the achievement of the goal." (page 139)

V.

Planning and working out a program
Consider the means necessary to accomplish the goal.

VI.

Direction of the Execution
"The will can and should make skillful use of the other psychological
thinkand bodily functions and energies existing in the personality:
ing and imagination, perceptions and intuition, feelings and impulses,
as well as the physical organs of action.
To employ an analogy from
the theater, the will is the director of the entire production but
normally he is not himself one of the actors." (page 139)
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Act XII I

:

.

Evaluat ion

Requirements
about an hour of your time

candid opinions
(you might also collect
materials you have generated during
the
learning sequence - logs, reviews
etc.)
»

Review

You have now finished the learning
package "Who Am

I?:

Another

Answer" in which you were introduced
to a broad range of concepts and
exercises (primarily Psychosynthetic)
dealing with the subject of "self"

Preview
Now is the time to assess the materials to
which you have been exposed,
to relate some of your learnings vis a
vis this curriculum,

impact of this experience on yourself.

to discuss the

You are asked to look at changes

or potential changes in terms of your behaviors,
habits, attitudes, values
or beliefs.

It is hoped that you will thoughtfully and honestly
respond

to the questionnaire which follows,

as it is primarily through your feed-

back that the program will be improved.

Center
It only takes a minute of following your breathing.

The Exercise

Read and complete the following questionnaire. The final Form of this
instrument was designed by Donald Mastriano to assess a workshop dealing
with self-identification, this same tool is being used to compare methods.
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j^lJig££en ecl:
l^fc^oUuctory Comments

.

A Quest ion n^r.

:

The purpose of this form,
and of the request for you
to complete it
is to provide information
about the learning package
you have been part
of.
I wish to enlist
your cooperation in helping
us to learn more about
the learning package and
what it has meant for you. Ibis
form has been

designed as a learning experience
in itself, by bringing up areas
and issues
to reflect upon and consider
in depth.
Please respond to each question in
a free,

flowing, spontaneous, open, candid,
honest, and frank way.

This
may be done in a "stream of
consciousness" manner, organized form, or
in

whatever way is natural for you.

If you need more answering space,
use

the reverse sides of these pages or
other pages.

Your assistance is sincerely

appreciated.

PART

I

1.

Use the space below to react freely to the significance
the learning
package has had for you.

.

1?8

2

.

.

List some behaviors and
activities that you intend to
change or do
differently as a result of
the learning package

Has your conception of "who you are" changed as
a result of this
learning package?
Y es
No
Please describe and discuss these changes as openly and
freely, and
explicitly as possible. What meaning and significance does this
have for you in your life?
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4

.

IS^r

6

’”

lease discuss fully and
specifically.

hav

'„

been

N

Have you discovered any specific ways that you limit
yourself by
being falsely or partially identified?
Yes
No
Please discuss and describe these.

.
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.

.

In

the workbook we have
taught that "hi™
pure self-awareness
° f the 8el£ ° f
Independent of an! 'L
content of the field of
sciousness and of any situation
coni
I!
self - is a true,
individual nay find
an inner reality
which can be empirically
veriffpH
a
techniques." (Assagioli*
7 pr ° duced throu 8 h
1965^ page"^)

f“

*.

en"

U
of your

possible^ describing that”
aboutoit, and include the

-

1" 8 ”° duleS ' had the
a center of pure
awareness? Yes

“terdf^”

^

«*«*No

dlSC “ SS thls experience as
fulITas
has

sr

*•

»

«•"••••
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7

.

e

the difficultLryL
serve, etc.

8.

.

le

^ve

e n8

which

f

m*

° bserver of the mind
stream,

cannot ob-

Have you been able to be your observing
self (witness) in your every
day interpersonal and worldly activities?
Yes
No
Please discuss your experiences in regards to
this question, telling
of specific incidents if possible, and telling
of possible meaning
and significance for you.
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9

.

within you?

6Ve ln the existence
of a Higher or
Transpersonal Self

Please discuss fully
including the slgniflcance
„f

10

.

As a result of your work do you
feel a sense of,
(check one please) .. .more comfort and
security
less comfort and security"
same as before
Please discuss.

.
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ll.

As a result of this

Please discuss.

12

.

"nla-.r"
P

y

.

do you feel more
confident
less confident
same as before

As a result of this package do
you feel a greater sense of identity
a lesser sense of identity
same as before
Please discuss.
—
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13

.

.

As a result of this
learning package would
you say that you have discovered more of your inner
potential?
Yes
Please discuss.
No

As a result of the learning package have you
been able to see your
life more clearly, with greater clarity and
perspective? Yes
Please discuss fully.
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15

.

mastery over your life^ove?
emotions, imaginations^
personal activities?
Please discuss fully.

^

Ckage

d°

you feel more control
and
fun tlons (thoughts,
les you P ?
la Y> 1" your interYes
No

drives^^^e^T
'*

16

.

.

^

After having completed the learning
package, have you found it easier
to look at, see, discuss and accept
your hang-ups, problems, weaknesses, etc.
Yes
No
Please discuss fully.
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17

.

.

Say y ° U have been "“ re
introspective and aware of
your inner
Please discuss fully;
Yes
No
wha t sieni^c
y, wnat
significance l
does this have for

18

.

3 ACt P
y " W ° Uld y ° U Say that Y0U
"«•
ic
and responsibility
for your self and activities?

118

a sense of choice
fsensrof'chMc*

?

Please discuss fully.

Yes

N°
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.

° f thlS PaCk
your will?*
Please discuss fully.
1

20

.

^e

*

«

.

y°u n»re aware of and
ready to use
Yes
No

Please use this space to give
feedback on how to improve the
program
materials:
their content, sequencing. scope,
etc.
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21

.

.

Do you now believe that i „ _
,
6
ansmit the 8°als toward
Which this learning package
8 P
U3S aln,ed vla
J° this
8 wa^imed
tape and workbook
format?
-

-t

^

22

.

Here is a space for you to use, just in
case you want to say something
more.

